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INTROD UCT I ON

The discovery of Marx's first system has reinforced a trend of
thought about M arxism that had been growing independently
for a long while, especially in the West. It seems fair to say that
a change in the generally accepted view of M arx has been
taking place in the twentieth century. In the new image he
appears not as the scientist of society that he claimed to be but
rather as a moralist or a religious kind of thinker. The old
assumption that 'scientific socialism' is a scientific system of
thought has tended more and more to give way to the notion
that it is in essence a moralistic or religious system. It appears
now, at any rate to very many of us, as the single most influential
expression of a modern socialist movement that was inspired by
fundamentally religious impulses and represented, in Martin
Buber's phrase, a 'socialist secularization of eschatology'.•
T he change of perspective is radical, as a brief glance at some
representative earlier opinions on Marx and Marxism will show.
The basic question in the mind of an older generation ofstudents
and critics of Marx's system was si mply: is it true? The underlying assumption was that 'scientific socialism', as its name
suggests and Marx and Engels always maintained, was
essentially a scientific system of thought. I t followed that the
chief problem with regard to it was the problem of verification.
The crucial issue was its validity or non-validity as a scientific
theory of the historical process, and particularly as an economic
theory of the inevitable revolutionary breakdown of the capitalist
system. T he moral content of Marxism- not to mention the
religious content- was thought to be nil. Thus Werner Sombart
spoke of the 'purely theoretical character of Marxism' in an
article of 1892, and contrasted it in this respect with what he
called 'ethical socialism'. 'Marxism is distinguished from all
other socialist systems', he declared, 'by its anti-ethical tendency.
I n all of Marxism from beginning to end, there is not a grain of
ethics, and consequently ~ore of an ethical judgment than
an ethical postulate'.' Sombart's statement was quoted with
emphatic approval by young Lenin in one of his early writings.
The philosopher Croce, writing at that time as a sympathetic
critic of Marx, casually dismissed the ethical issue. What was the
' philosophical opi nion' of Marx and Engels in regard to
fu ll English translation hM been prepared by M rT. B. Botto more, and is shortl y to
be published in Erich Fromm, Marx's Concept of Man (Frederick Ungar, N.Y.,
tg61 )
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as a moral philosopher than as a reljgious thinker. It appears,
perhaps, less radjcal, less in contradktion with what Marx
thought of himself, and more likely to yield defirute positive
results. And an apparent justification for it lies close at hand.
An attentive reader of M arx quickly becomes aware of the
intensely moralistic tone of his thought. Although he disclaims
the intention to moralize, his portrait of the world in the
Communist Manifesto, Capital, and other writings is manifestly the
portrait of a world felt to be wrong and evil in its basic constitution. It is a world that stands morally condemned in the eyes of
the portrait-painter, a world awaiting merited destruction at
the hands of its 'grave-digger', the proletarian. On occasion
Marx found imagery of compelling power to express thls moral
condemnation. For example, in a speech given in London in
1856, he said that there exjsted in Germany in the Middle Ages
a secret tribunal called the Vehmgtricht, and went on: ' If a red
cross was seen marked on a house, people knew that its owner
was doomed by the Vthm. All the houses of Europe are now
marked with the mysterious red cross. History is the judge- its
executioner the proletarian.'' Here he~ents the proletarian
revolution as history's mighty act of retributive justice against a
society so criminal in character that it deserves capital punishment.
The deep-dyed moralistic texture of his thought is obvious. If
by moralist we mean simply a person whose thought moves in
the orbit of prime concern with values of good and evil, a person
whose thought-process is decisively governed by a basic value
judgment, then Marx is unquestionably a moralist. But this still
leaves open the question whether he is a moral phjlosopher. As
conceived and practised in the Socratic tradition in the West,
moral philosophy is a form of inqwry. It is inquiry into the
nature of the supreme good for man or the criterion of right
conduct. Now a distinguishing mark of inquiry, whether in
moral philosophy or other branches of philosophy or in science,
is that thought proceeds from a methodological doubt, a suspension of commjtment. We may feel that we know the correct
answer, but we recognize the rational possibility of different
answers from our own. Thus moral philosophy, as inquiry, presupposes recogrution that the nature of the supreme good for
man is problematic. 1l begins, as Aristotle began his Ethics,

-
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From his German philosophical predecessors, Kant and
Hegel, Marx imbibed a scorn for hedonism and related philosophies that always remained with him. His longest discussion of
this question occurs in The German Ideology, where he writes that
the philosophy of pleasure has never been anything but the
'clever phraseology' of certain social circles that have enjoyed
the privilege of pleasure. And departing from the economic
interpretation for a moment, he goes on to say that the Greeks
in antiquity and the French in modern times have been the
leading proponents of this philosophy, in both instances because
of a temperamental predisposition to the pursuit of pleasure.
More recently, he continues, the philosophy of pleasure has
been elaborated in a new form by the bourgeoisie- Utilitarian
ethics. Here the philosophy of pleasure is generalized and
becomes 'a Aat and hypocritical moral doctrine', hypocritical
because it groundlessly presumes to generalize for all individuals
regardless of differences in what they view as pleasureable. And
he concludes: ' The pleasures of aU hitherto existing classes and
estates have inevitably been either juvenile and tedious or else
coarse because they have always been divorced from the over-all
life-activity of the individuaJs.' 7
Elsewhere Marx interprets the Utilitarian ethics of Bentham
as a monetary moral philosophy, a philosophical generalization
of the pecuniary relations prevailing in bourgeois society. In
Capital, he graciously introduces J eremy Bentham to the
reader as 'the insipid, pedantic, leather-tongued oracle of the
commonplace bourgeois intelligence of the nineteenth century'.
The principles of humanity and decency were for him maners that needed no
discussion, matters to be taken for granted' ( The OfHn S«ief}l ant/ Its Enemies, vol. n,
pp. 187-8). H ere the explanation is sought in Marx's personal character. Neither of
the two views cited reckons with the possibility that Marx's antipathy for moral
philosophy was rooted in the very structure of his though t.
t Rebecca Cooper explicitly imputes a Utilitarian ethic to Marx: 'Armed revolution and the proletarian dictatorship are ethically justified as necessary means
toward the greatest amount of human happiness' (The Logieal lnjlumu of Hegel on
Marx, p. 18o). H erbert Marcuse, suggening a similar interpretation, writes that in
the transition from Hegelianism to Marxism 'The idea of reason has been superseded
by the idea of happiness', which 'denoted an affirmalit-e materialism, that is to say,
an affirmation of tJ1e material satisfaction of man' (!Ua.son antf!Ut>olution, pp. :194.
295). Among the writers who ascribe the principle of justice to Marx are A. C.
Lindsay and E. H. Carr. According to Lindsay, 'His fundamental passion is a
passion for justice' (Karl Marx's Capilal, p. 114). Aooording to Carr, 'I n Capitol,
published twenty yean after the Communist Manifesto, Mane demonstrated for the
first time that the victory of the proletariat would be the vic tory not only of brute
force, but of abstract justice' (Karl Marx: A Study in Fanatieism, p. 83).
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goal. Marx points out sarcastically that socialists cannot agree
on any criterion of distributive justice: 'And have not the
socialist sectarians the most varied notions about "fair" distribution?' He speaks of ' ideological nonsense about " right" and
other trash so common among the democrats and French
socialists'. He dismisses the notions of'undiminished proceeds of
labour', 'equal right' and 'fair distribution' as 'obsolete verbal
rubbish' which it would be a 'crime' to adopt as a party programme. It is here that Marx quotes, for the only time, the old
French socialist slogan, 'From each according to his ability, to
each according to his needs.' But in the very next breath he
declares that 'it was in general incorrect to make a fuss about
so-<:alled distribution and to put the principal stress upon it'. To
present socialism as turning princi pal~ y on distribution was
characteristic of 'vulgar socialism', Marx says, and he concludes
by asking: 'Why go back again?'" It should be clear in the light
of all this that a fair distribution of the proceeds of labour is not
the moral goal for Marx. The ideal of distributive justice is a
complete stranger in the mental universe of Marxism. The
underlying reason will be shown later in this study.
The difficulty of analysing Marx's thought by reference to one
or another of the conventional positions in modem Western
moral philosophy has impelled some to impute unconventional
ethical positions to him. A notable example is provided by
K. R. Popper, whose book The Open Society and Its Enemies
(volume n) contains perhaps the most vigorous critical assault on
the problem of M arxist ethics to be found in the recent scholarly
literature. As already mentioned, Popper believes that Marx
deliberately avoided an 'explicit moral theory' because he ha ted
preaching. He argues, however, that Marx's writings contain an
ethical theory by implication, and this he calls an 'historicist
mora l theory' or, alternatively, 'moral futurism'.
This term is used to d istinguish Marx's position from H egel's,
which is ' moral positivism'. Hegelian moral positivism, according to Popper, holds that whatever historically is is right,
whereas Marxist moral futurism holds tha t whatever inevitably
will he in his tory is, for that very reason, right. In other words,
Marxism as moral philosophy is said to be based upon the
principle of historical inevitability. Imagining what Marx
himself might have said if he had been asked why he desired the
future proletarian revolution, Popper formulates for him the
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following moral fu turist reply: ' I am able to see that the
bourgeoisie, and with it its system of morals, is bound to disappear, and that the proletariat, and with it a new system of
morals, is bound to win. I see that this development is inevitable.
It would be madness to attempt to resi.st it, just as it would be
madness to attempt to resist the law of gravity .... In this way,
I adopt the facts of the com ing period as the standards of my
morality.' 13
Overlooking some of the complexities of Popper's analysis,
let us simply ask whether the principle of historical inevitability
plays the part of a basic ethical norm in Marx's scheme of
thought. There is no evidence that it does. There is nothing to
indicate that Marx morally affirm ed the future world revolution
on the ground of its presumed inevitability. Far from deciding
that a communist revolution would be desirable after discovering
that it was inevitable, he became convinced as a young man of
its desirability and then embarked on a life-long effort, materialized in Capital, to prove that it must come. And how could the
hypothesis before us explain the burning intensity of Marx's
moral rejection of the existing world, his readiness to pronounce
death sentence upon it in the name of the Vehmgerichl of history?
How, indeed, could anyone become imbued with a fierce
amagonism to the existing social order merely on the basis of an
intellectual perception or proof that it is doomed to give way to
a different order in the futu re? One might just as logically,
depending on one's values, start to appreciate the doomed
society all the more and reserve one's condemnation for the
inevitable future . In short, inevi tabili ty per se is sca rcely a
plausible candidate for anyone's moral value. The hypothesis
that the principle of historical inevitability served Marx as an
implicit ethical norm is not seriously tenable.

[3]
I f, as the preceding discussion suggests, efforts to interpret
Marxism as a special expression of moral philosophy lead into
an analytic impasse, a different approach is needed. If Marx was
a moralist opposed to moral philosophy, may he not have been
a moralist of the religious kind? I n general, men who create
myths or religious conceptions of reality are moralists in the
sense in which this term has been used here. They may in fact be
obsessed with a moral vision of reality, a vision of the world as
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Like the Christiaxue..ligious system again, Marxism views aU
existence under the aspect of history; it fund amentally tells a
story that has a beginning, middle, and end. 'Theology in the
iliiiteenffi century presented the story of man and the world
according to the divi ne plan of salvation', writes Carl Becker.
'It provided the men of that age with an authentic philosophy
of history.' And further: ' Paradise lost and paradise regainedsuch was the theme of the drama of existence as understood in
that age .... Theology related and expounded the history of
the world.' 14 Marx too aims to provide the men of his age with
an authentic philosophy of history. His all-inclusive world-view
is historical in essence.
The M aterialist Conception of H istory is the matrix of his
thought. It is notable that each of his fou r general formulations
of Marxism- in the Paris manuscripts of 1844, in The German
Ideology, in the Communist Manifesto, and in the preface to the
Critique of Political Econo"!)l-takes the shape of a n exposition of
world history. The notion of a division of the Marxist theoretical
structure between a 'dialectical materialism' treating of nature
and an 'historical materialism' that applies the laws ofdialectical
materialism to man's history is utterly foreign to Marx's thought.
For him, nature and its transformations belong to the historical
process; the comprehensive category is history. The concept of a
.,..dialectica l maten"'alism' dealing with nature apart from human
history takes its rise from some of the later writings of Engels.
The phrase itself was introduced by the Russian Marxist Georgi
Plekhanov.
For Marx, the drama of mankind's historical existence is
framed by a temporalized pre-history at one end (primitive
communism) and a temporalized post-history at the other
(future communism). Communism lost and communism regained such is the plot of world history as he expounds it.
13etween the one and the other intervenes a series of worldperiods stamped with a fundamental antagonism, as are the six
successive world-periods of strife between the City of God and
the City of Man in Augustine's scheme. And just as Augustine
portrays the present as the last of the nistorical world-periods
before the J udgment, so Marx finds that the present bourgeois
epoch is the 'closing chapter of the pre-historic stage of human
society', 16 the time of the deepest suffering, and the prelude to
the final revolution.

INTRODUCTION
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Thirdly, there is fa r more than a formal analogy here. For
deeply embedded in Marxism is a theme that corresponds to the
master-theme of salvation of the soul in the Christian theology
of history. Marx, of course, does not use the word 'salvation'.
Yet, he has the concept of a total regeneration of man. In his
system, it is the mission of the final revolution to bring about a
radical transformation of human nature or 'change or self',
whereby man will become a wholly new man. In his later and
better known writings he has very little to say in concrete detail
about the expected change of self, other than describing it as a
change from a condition of 'enslavement' to a new condition of
'freedom'. NevertheJess, the meaning of Marxism turns in a
crucial way upon this idea. It is the thread that holds the entire
system together.
Man, according to the Christian scheme, exists aJJ through
history in the state of sin and is redeemed from it only at the end.
Accordil'\g to Marx, man exists all through history in the state
of enslavement, and the great change of self--deliverance from
enslavement and entry into freedom--occurs only through the
revolution with which the present final world-period is scheduled
to close. Thus, for Marx the communist revolution is the means of
attaining not material abundance (though that, in his view, will
come too) and not justice in the distribution of goods, but the
spiritual regeneration of man. This he expresses in his 'Theses on
Feuerbach'-a set of notes written in r845 in which he sketched
the Materialist Conception of History- by saymg that the
change of circumstances effected by revolutionary activity will
coincide with 'self-change' (Selbstueriinderung). And in the text of
The German ldeolog)l he repeats: ' In revolutionary activity, change
of self coincides with change of circumstances.'•• There is no
possibility of comprehending the system of Marx at all deeply
unless this redemptive idea is seen to lie at the core ofit.
A fourth basic characteristic that Ma'iii:sm has in common
with religious systems in general and the medieval Christian
system in particular is the 'unity or theory and practice', or the
integral relation between the world-view as such and a set of
prescriptions for action in accordance with it. Sombart was profoundly mistaken in speaking of the 'purely theoretical character
of Marxism'. Marx himself took great pains to point out the
contrary. He sharply distinguished Marxism from all merely
philosophical systems of thought on the basis of its combined

theoretical-practical character. 'The philosophers have only
interpreled the world in various ways', he declared in the last of
the 'Theses on Feuerbach'. 'The point is, to change it.' 11
Although the fact has not been generally recognized, this way
of thinking belongs to the religious pattern. It is not as a
'pragmatist' or man of scientific temper that Marx takes issue
with the 'contemplative' posture of the philosopher and issues
the call for action to change the world. Albeit unwittingly, he
docs so in the Western religious tradition. Philosophy and
science, being,activities of inquiry, have no necessary nexus with
action, but religion in Western experience generally does. The
crux of this conne~tion is the idea of participation in the d ra rna of
history thatthe religious system represents as objectively taking
place in the world. Thus medieval Christianity did not simply
portray existence as a drama of the original fall and ultimate
redemption of man. It bid the believer to participate, to contribute his bit by faith and good works to an outcome that was
predestined. It was constructed around the idea of the unity of
theory and practice in this sense.
This too is the sense in which Marx proclaims the unity of
theory and practice. Here the historical process is a revolutionary
drama; the way of salvation is the way of revolution. Marxism
on the theoretical side is primarily the theory of this revolution.
I t offers the proof; it presents the world communist revolution as
the far-off event towards which the whole history of the world
has been moving inexorably ever since the original division of
labour, which corresponds to original sin in the Christian
scheme. And Marx, although he holds the outcome to be
irrevocably predetermined, calls upon the proletarians, Marxism's believers, to participate actively in the process, to shorten
the birth-pangs of the new world that is to be inhabited by the
new man with the changed self. As in the traditional Christian
religious system, a practical injunction is integrally associated
with the theoretical credo. It is an injunction to participate in
the drama supposed to be in process of enactment in history.
Here, of course, the 'good works' arc revolutionary works
'revolutionary praxis' in Marx's own phrase. The way to
salvation is revolutionary action to overthrow existing society.
The central task of a critical elucidation of Marxism as a
religion of revolution is to clarify the largely hidden mastertheme of the system, the idea of a radical 'change of self' that is
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or successful self- coercion. Kant argues that man is unfree when
subjected to coercion from without, or when he follows his
spontaneous inclinations. He is free, on the other hand, when
he acts under compulsion of the moral will to be perfect. Freedom means 'autonomy of the will', a condition in which man
is subject to no outside commands but issues the moral law to
himself. This is what K ant calls self-determinat ion to action,
which is his formula for freedom. The essential point is that
self-determinat ion means for K ant determillation by the noumenal self. And this, as we have seen, is compulsive; it is a
question of self-coercion to be perfect. Kant therefore not only
admits, but continually insists upon, the identity of freedom and
internal compulsion. He writes, for example : ' The less a man
can be physically forced, and the more he can be morally
forced (by the mere idea of duty), so much the freer he is.' H e
speaks too of'free self-constraint'. 10
According to this view, a man is never so free as when he
acts under the gr ea test sense of inner bondage, self-constraint,
compulsion. It is only when he feels morally driven to do something, when he e-xperiences it as compulsory and himself as a
slave to the self-imposed command to do it, that he is free at
all. The soul of moral man becomes, therefore, a kind of dictatorship of the moral 'ought'. Kant himself calls it an 'autocracy' .11 Man is free, he contends, in so far as he identifies himself with the internal autocratic authority (i.e. the noumenal
self) and compels himself to obey all its perfectionist dictates.
H e is free in so far as he submi ts willingly to the internal autocratic order, unfree in so far as he acts in accorda nce with mere
impulses or desires. There is an interesting a nalogy between
this position and that of the political dictator who claims that
his authoritarianism is the 'highest form of freedom' and that
there is no real freedom in a democracy, where everyone does
as he pleases.

[3]
A cnuque of Kant's position mig ht welJ start at this point.
Something is radically wrong with a doctrine which tells us that
the more compulsive a person's conduct is, the freer he is, that
life in a subjective autocracy of the moral 'ought' is the true life
of freedom. Such a doctrine does violence to our understanding
of freedom by divorcing it from the experience of freedom.
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spirit in the act of b'e coming conscious of itself as spirit. As a
builder of civilizations, a creator of culture-worlds, he is spirit
.. in the historical continuation of its creative, self-externalizing
phase. But in his capacity of knower, he is spirit on the path of
self-discovery. His mind, and particularly his religious and
philosophical mind, is the organ of the world's emergent consciousness of itself as a subjective being. But inasmuch as this
long remains an incomplete, limited consciousness, Hegel defines
man as 'finite self-conscious spirit'.
In the process of becoming in terms of knowledge, finite selfconscious spirit overcomes its finitude and rises to the plane of
absolute self-conscious spirit, or fully actualized God. The urge
to self-knowledge, which was the unconscious motivation of the
original act of world-creation when spirit externalized itself as
nature, becomes in history a conscious desire in the mind of man.
As Hegel describes it, moreover, this desire to know is no mere
idle curiosity or Platonic wonder but a monstrous and insatiable
lust of knowledge. It is a craving in man to pierce the seeming
objectivity of the world that confronts him, and grasp it as
subjective in nature: 'The aim of knowled&£_ is. to divest the
objective world that stands opposed~s of its strangeness, and,
as the phrase is, to find ourselves at home in it: which means no
more than to trace the objective world back t9 the notion-to
our innermost self.' 8

(3]
I f the creative activity of spirit is an activity of self-externalization, by which it takes on objective form, the COgnitive activity
that goes on in the mind of man is spirit's~ossession of itself
in consciousness. Knowing is spirit's meari.SOC reintegration or
'return to itself' out of the state ofself-division that obtains when
spirit as conscious subject (man) is confronted with spirit as
external object (the world). Hegel calls this state 'self-alienation'
or 'self-estrangement'. (Selbstentfremdung). The subject-object
relation per se is one of spirit's self-alienation. I n the subjectobject relation spirit apprehends itself as 'otherness' (Anderssein).
According to Hegel, this means that the object is experienced
as an alien and hostile being, as something that stands opposed
to the conscious subject. Knowing activity, by which the objective world is divested of its strangeness, is the overcoming of
alienation.
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experiences its self-alienatio n, the conflict is no longer a conflict of man with himself in the understandin g of 'himself' that
Kant's view exemplifies.
In Hegel's system, the alien phenomenal self has become an
alien world. On occasion he calls it a 'perverted world' (verkehrte
Welt ).u The image of man against himselfhas now turned into an image
of man against the world. The world-self as conscious subject beholds, in nature and the successive worlds of culture, the worldself as alien object. And spirit's war against itself is expressed in
man's ceaseless endeavour to conquer cognjtively a world
experienced as alien and hostile in its objectivity. I ts struggle
toward seLf-realization is a mighty battle of the human mind to
re-internaliz e the world in thought. As Hegel puts it: 'The
tendency of all man's endeavours is to understand the world,
to appropriate and subdue it to himself; and to this end the
positive reality of the world must be as it were crushed and
pounded, in other words, idealized.'"
Thus, H egelian knowing means self-discovery, whereby
spirit in a given conscious subject comes to recognize itself in
what had appeared to be a world apart from it. Knowing is
the de-alienatio n of the external world, which (by Hegel's
definition) is a product of spirit's own activity ofself-extern alization. To spirit become conscious in man, it at first presents the
appearance of being simply 'substance', object or non-self. But
its substantiali ty, its apparent otherness or objectivity, is illusory.
The consciousness of the given objective world as something
other than self is an 'untrue consciousness'. 13 The act of knowing
is the piercing of the illusion of otherness. It strips the object of
its alien objectivity, a nd the false consciousness of the object as
'other' gives way to a true consciousness of it as 'self-ish'
(selbstisch) .
Hegel's technical term for this metamorpho sis that the object
undergoes through the act of knowing is Aufhebung, which may
be translated as 'transcenden ce'. He emphasizes that transcendence has the twofold connotation of destruction and
preservation . The transcended or aufgehobm object has been
destroyed qua object or 'other' but preserved as mental content.
The transcended objective world is, in other word~e-alitnated one. Moreover, the act of knowing is a transcendenc e of
the subject-obje ct relation as one of spirit's self-alienatio n. It
transforms the subject-obje ct relation into a subject-subj ect

t
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relation wherein spirit has only self before it in consciousness,
having recognized the objective world as externa lized spirit.
Spirit is now 'at home with itself in its otherness'. The object
has been 'mediated' by the understandin g, and spirit has
returned to itself out of the state of self-alienatio n. It has become
spiritfor as weU as in itself, since the world before it in consciousness is recognized as an externalized self. Spirit has shown itselfor at any rate that part of itself comprised in the given phenomenal world- to be spirit. I t now knows that 'What seems to
take place outside it, to be an activity directed against it, is its
own doing, its own activity; and substance shows that it is in
reality subject.'•• Spirit, however, enters into a new state of
self-division and alienation when a new culture-worl d arises
through the next historic act of spirit's seJf-externalization, and
this calls forth a fresh effort of reintegration through knowing.
The new historical formation requires to be grasped, recognized as spirit, and thus transcended in thought. History comprises the entire aggregate of such cycles of spirit's extema.l,ization, alienation, and transcendenc e of the alienation by the act
of knowing.

subject apprehends the objective world confronting it in consciousness as an alien a nd hostile world. Hegel points out that
'an object means a something else, a negative confronting me'.16
Given the conscious subject's idea of itself as absolute being or
das Gan<.e, a 'something else' cannot but be experienced as a
'negative' or hostile being, an enemy to be assailed and destroyed.
Forit negates the absoluteness of the knower. Otherness as sucb.
is an intolerable affront to H egelian spirit, a mortal challenge
to its idea of itself. The apprehensio n of a 'something else' is by
implication an apprehensio n of the self as non-absolute, and
this can only be, in Hegel's famous phrase in the Phmomenoiogy,
an 'unhappy consciousness' of self-estrangement. In so far as a
'something else' independently subsists, the world contains
something other than the knowing subject, and the subject is
not the whole, not inJlnite being--or at any rate is not conscious
of itself as such. This is what makes the object qua object a
'negative', a nd gives it an alien and hostile appearance to
Hegelian spirit.
For H egel alienation is finitude, and finitude in turn is
bondage. The experience of self-estrange ment in the presence
of an apparent objective world is an experience of enslavement .
The logic of this proposition follows from what has already
been said. Spirit, when confronted with an object or 'other', is
ipso facto aware of itself as merely finite being, as embracing
only so much and no more of reality, as extending only so far
and no farther. The object is, therefore, a ' limit' (Gre""e). And a
limit, since it contradicts spirit's notion ofitselfas absolute being,
i.e. being-withou t-limit, is necessarily a pprehended as a 'barrier'
or 'fetter' (Schranke). It is a barrier to spirit's awareness of itself
as that which it conceives itself truly to be-the whole of reality.
In its confrontatio n with an apparent object, spirit feels imprisoned in limitation. It experiences what Hegel calls the 'sorrow
of fin.itude'. 11
The transcendenc e of the object through knowing is spirit's
way of rebelling against finitude and making the break for
freedom. I n H egel's quite unique conception of it, freedom
means the consciousness of self as unbounded; it is the absence of
a limiting object or non-self. As he states in his Logic. 'fre~m
means that the oQiecl with which. you.dcal is .a.s.econ_d self. ...
For freedom it. is necessary that we should feel no prc~ence of
something which is not ourselves.' 17 The presence of 'something

[4]
The psychology of H egelian spirit still remains unclarined in
one critically important aspect. H egel makes out the $u~ct
object relation as such to be a rctation of estraQiemen t. But it is
not immediately evident why it should be so experienced. It is
not clear why man as self-conscious spirit should apprehend
the objective world as alien and hostile in its very objectivity.
Why does spirit experience 'what seems to take place outside
it' as 'an activity directed against it'? The question directs
a ttention to spirit's image ofitsclf, which H egel calls its 'concept'
(Begri.f!). Like K antian man, the Hegelian knowing subject is a n
absolute self in his image or idea of himself. The definition of
absoluteness has, however, undergone a change. Kantian man's
absolute self is a moral absolute; it is the image of the self as a
morally perfect being. The absolute selfof the H egelian knower,
on the other hand, is an ontological absolute. I t is an image of the
self as God, and God, as we have seen, is defined by Hegel as
absolute and infinite being, the whole of reality.
This is the central point for an understandin g of Hegel's view
of the experience of a lienation. It explains why the conscious
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which is not ourselves' is imprisonment in fini tude. The transform ation of it into a 'second self' through the act of knowing,
which divests the object of its illusory objectivity and shows it
to be selbstisch in nature, is release from finitude. It yields a consciousness of self as unbounded by any object, hence as infinite
in extent. The knowing self now stands alone with itself in the
universe, unopposed by any alien seeming non-self. This consciousness of 'being alone with self' (Bei-sich-selbst-sein)ll is
precisely what H egel means by the consciousness of freedom.
And on this basis he speaks of the cognitive enterprise in a
wonderfully vivid metaphor as 'that voyage into the open, where
nothing is below us or above us, and we stand in solitude with
ourselves alone'.t•
Accordingly, the growth of spirit's self-knowledge in history
is alternatively describable as a progress of the consciousness of
freedom. This is the formula that H egel uses in his lectures on
the philosophy of history. But it must be understood that
'being alone with self' is his definition of the consciousne!S of
freedom. Whereas Western philosophers have generally regarded
solipsism, or the state of being the only existent thing, as a predicament to be avoided if possible, a condition from which it is
desirable to extricate oneself at the outset of philosophizing, it
is for Hegel the _philosophical goal and id~al. Ultimate freedom
is the awareness of the self as infinite being. This conception of
freedom excludes the possibility that more than one being could
become fully free.
The student of Hegel who fails to grasp this peculiar Hegelian
notion of freedom may wrongly infer from his frequent use of
the term that he is a 'philosopher of freedom' in some one of the
generally accepted meanings of the word. T hose who make lhis
error have often supported it by referring to H egel's wet! known
dictum: 'The East knew and to the present day knows that One
is free; the Greek and Roman world that some are free; the German world knows that All are free.' 20 But Hegel proceeds at this
point to explain that monarchy {in the Prussian form ) is the
system under which 'All are free'. The individual subjects are
accorded a merely vicarious experience of freedom in so far as
they consciously merge their being into that of the authoritarian
sta te, which is the divine substance. They are free only as selfconscious particles of this substance.
Hegel's conception of freedom is totalitarian in a literal sense
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from the lower to the higher degree of moral perfection'. F ichte,
although he went beyond Kant in Hegel's direction, retained
the K antian notion of endless approximation. Thus he saw
history as 'a constant progress towards higher perfection in a
line that runs out into the Infinite'. 2 Hegel objects that the
Kant-Fichte point of view is 'timid and incomplete' 3 in that it
fails to provide for a consummation of the self-infinitizing process.
What makes the 'wrong infinite' wrong is that one never
gets to it. In effect, a 'dualism' of two realms is set up, with ' the
infinite abiding on yonder side and the finite steadfast on this'.
'With such empty and other-worldly stuff', says Hegel, ' philosophy has nothing to do.' 4 The wrong infinite is an expression
of the misconception that sets God apart from the world of fl ux.
I n contrast, the genuine infinite of Hegelian dialectic is a kind
of dyn amic monism. I t is a process not of endless approximation
to a never-to-be-reached state of infinity, but rather of oscillation from finitude to infinity in an ever widening arc, a progress
through a series of proximate states of infinity to an ultimate
one ('absolute knowledge') . T he state of infinity, or beingwithout-limit, is continually being reached through the cognitive
act by which the conscious subject destroys the objectivity of the
object.
The state of infinity figures in this conception as simply the
'not-finite' or negation of finitude through knowing. Accordingly, the formula for the genuine infinite is 'negation of
negation', which H egel calls the funda ~~ n~n_ of philosophy. The explanation of it follows from the analysis already
given. The limit (object) is a 'negative' of the inherently limitless
self, and the self in the state of finitude is a negation of itself.
The Aufhebung of the object may therefore be described as a
negation of negation. Alternatively, it may be said that the
knowing subject has by this means suppressed or abolished
itself as a limited being, hence has negated itself as a negation
of itself. Thus negation of negation is the schema of the historical
process of spirit's self-aggrandizement to infinity.
Hegel emphasizes that negation of negation is not a 'neutralization' but rather an 'affirmation'. 5 T his means that the dialectical process, though immediately destructive in character,
is constructive in outcome. Spirit gains positive affirmation of
itself as infinite through its successive acts of self-abolition as
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an<Ltht_theory of politi~a\le wmet.h.ing basically in common.
Hans Kelsen observes: 'The main problem of political theory is
the relationship between the subject and the object of domination; the main problem of epistemology is the relationship
between the subject and the object of cognition. The process
of domination is not so different from that of cognition by
which the subject tries to be master of his object .. .' 1
He~'s theory of history as a knowing process contains a
clear illustration of this parallel. It exhibits what might be called
an 'epistemological totalitarianism'. The dialectic is a process
of spir1t's sell-aggrandizement to inllnity through the cogniLive
conquest of the world stage by stage. It is a boundless expansionism on the plane of thought. And the analogy with the
corresponding process on the political plane finds further
reflection in the character of Hegel's world-conquering Geist.
H e endows it with a monstrous acquisitive urge that expresses,
in tum, a will to power over all external things.
Knowing for Hegel is aggrandizement of the self through
aggression against the object. The process of transcending
limits involves a series of aggressive moves against the limiting
not-self. In the act of destroying the object qua object or otherness, spirit appropriates it as a self-content, as a subjective
possession or, in Hegel's characteristic phrase, as 'property of
the ego' (Eigentum des Ichs) . H ence the process is essentially
expansionist, for spirit, having negated the object as object,
emerges enlarged, richer in subjective content or 'spiritual
substance' (die gei.stige Substa~) than before. This is the point
that Hegel has in mind when he emphasizes that aufheben has
the dual connotation of destroying and preserving. The negated
or transcended object has ceased to exist as object or otherness,
but is preserved and stored away as spiritual substance.
To illustrate by the parallel political process, an act of
armed aggression against another state may mean at once its
destruction qua sovereign state and the appropriation of the
given country by the aggressor. It is an act of aggrandizement
via destruction of the other's independence, and in this sense
a destructive process has a 'constructive' result. So, for Hegel,
knowing means spirit's infinite self-aggrandizement at the
expense of the sovereign independence of the objective world.
Spirit, by making war upon otherness, aggrandizes i tself. It
grows richer and richer in spiritual substance as the objective
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owning the whole of reality as its property, as unified in the
sense that nothing subsists as not-self, and as free in the sense
that all fetters of finitude are broken. And this, according to
H egel, is the stage now reached.

is happening, and in his understanding of how it came to pass:
'The consummation of the infinite End consists merely in
removing the illusion which makes it seem yet unaccomplished.'tc
As Hegel otherwise expressed it in a statement quoted earlier
here, the goal is to participate in the 'redemption' objectively
occurring in the history of the world by 'learning to know God
as our true and essential self'.
Although the philosopher is the principal actor, his mind
being the organ of God's growing self-consciousness, the men
who compose the non-philosophizing mass of humanity also
have their large or humble parts to play in the historical drama.
Hegel ingeniously explains their role in a doctrine of the
'cunning of reason'. I t holds that the doers of history, the worldhistorical indiviauals and nations, are unwitting 'agents' of the
realization of the Absolute Idea or God. The heroes of history
and the n ations they lead achieve results that transcend their
immediate conscious ends-in-view. They are not aware, or not
fully aware, of the significance of their own empire-building
exploits and other great deeds in the total plan of history. Their
conscious goals are private and self-seeking, having in view only
the glory of the individual or the nation. Driven compulsively
by the 'passions' for fame or power, they expend and finally
destroy themselves. Thus H egel says of the world-historical
individuals: 'They attained no calm enjoyment; their whole
life was labour and trouble; their whole nature was nought
else but their master-passion. When their object is attained they
fall off like empty hulls from the kernel. They die early, like
Alexander; they are murdered, like Caesar; transported to
St Helena, like Napoleon.' 16
But the self-sacrifice of men and nations in the search for glory
yields spirit the knowledge of itself that it seeks. Individual and
collective labours ofculture-creation are performed in the service
of the self-regarding passions. These labours objectify the manifold potentialities of spirit, and furnish spirit as personified in
the contemplative knower with the requisite materials for its
self-knowledge. 'The special interest of passion is thus inseparable from the actualization of the universal', writes H egel. 'It
is not the general I dea that lnvolves 1tselfi"ii0pposition and combat and ex-poses i tself to danger; it remains in the background,
untouched and uninjured. This may be called the cunning of
reason- that .it sets the passions to work for itself, while that

[g)
His philosophical religion of self involved a radical act of
resignation from the world. Later in life, be emphasized this in
a comment on the nature q.!: p_hilosoepY· He remarked that
there are times 'which impel tnesoul o nObler natures to seek
refuge from the present in ideal regions-in order to find in
"" them that harmony with itself which it can no longer enjoy in
this discor~ world ... ;u His own youthful inner drama
Ts""reflected in this observation. H egel's soul was the seat of a
deep conflict that grew out of its search for 'harmony with
itself' as divinely omniscient. He attempted to resolve the conflict by withdrawal into a world of imagination. He abandoned
the ground of ' this discordant real world', and soared aloft in
imagination to ' ideal regions'. H e gave full rein to a grandiose
fantasy in which the urge of the self-glorifying human self to
be godlike, and its efforts toward this end, are visualized as the
means by which God realizes himself as God. He then took the
still more radical step of drawing the real world up behind him
into the ideal regions. H e took the fantasy as the discovery of the
truth, embodied it in a phHosophy of history.
In a fragment written shortly after his 'breakthrough' of r8oo,
H egel said that philosophy has to establish 'a new religion in
which the infinite grief and the whole gravity of its discord is
acknowledged, but is at the same time serenely and purely dissolved .... To embrace the whole energy of the suffering and
discord that has enrolled the world and all its forms of culture
for some thousand years, and also to rise above it- this can be
done by philosophy alone. ' 13 H e proceeded to create this 'new
religion' in his own philosophy of history. I t was a philosophical
religion ofself involving the vicarious experience of world history
as the process of the self's realization. The philosophizing mind
is, as it were, a participant-spectator at the show of existence
conceived as God's own inner drama. It takes part in the drama
through the act of comprehending it. The thinker qua thinker is
the principal actor, for the action itself is supremely a process
of thought. Salvation lies in the philosopher's vision of what
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through which it develops itself pays the penally and suffers the
loss.'" The Idea does not have to do any work to gain actualization; self-glorifying man does all the work, and destroys himself
in the process. The Idea-meaning concretely the idea that the
self is God-merely ignites the passion for self-aggrandize ment
in individuals and nations, and they themselves do the work,
put forth great bursts of historical energy, use themselves up
destructively, and finally perish in exhaustion. I t is very clever
of the Idea- runs Hegel's argument- to be able to exploit men's
capacities and energies in this way, to evoke so much labour
and sacrifice and suffering without, so to speak, lifting a finger
on its own part. There emerges the picture of a diabolically
cunning deity who gains realization at the expense of man's
self-destruction as man. This has stimulated one of Hegel's
commentators to remark that the Hegelian philosophy of
history may be seen not as the Theodicy that H egel claimed
it to be, but as a demonodicy or justification of the ways of the
deviJ.n•
However, the most accurate formula for it would seem to
be: ~n_ppJJJog:iaJor pride. Hegel gives us a picture of a selfglorifying humanity striving compulsively, and at the end successfully, to rise to divinity. If man as knower is inspired by the
Faustian urge towards omniscience, man as historical doer
pursues the absolute in more mundane ways._The generic
Jmdency of ~n..is megalomania. Hegel clearly sees and stresses
that he becomes its vitttm. !heoemonic force in man that leads
him to reach out for the absolute and unlimited in his own person or nation is one that also divides him against himself,
deprives him of happiness, and ultimately encompasses his ruin.
Hence H egel's self-deifying humanity is likewise a suffering
humanity. The path it traverses through time is a 'highway of
despair'. History is the 'slaughter-benc h' at which the happiness
of peoples is sacrificed. Again, 'The history of the world is not
• Hegel was at one time an interested reader_9f Adam Smith, Md the influence
of5'ifiith is probably to be &een in the doctrine olthe cunning of reason . Smith wrote
that economic mao 'is I~ by an invisible ha11<L.to promote an end which waJ no
part of his intention' ( 77u WtiJili o~Ul'IU, p. 423). The idea waJ that the punuit
of egoistic aelf·intc•cst in the economic realm promotes a beneficent ulterior conaequence (the wealth of nations) that is not the end-in-view of the individual agents
concern~. Hegel's cunning of rauon may be view~ as an adaptation of Smith's
invisible hand. In his version, the egoistic 'p:usions' for fame or power impel men
to fulfil a supra-individual purpose (the realization of the Absolute fdea) that does
not figure in their separate individual intentions.
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the theatre of happiness. _Pcriods of happiness arc blank.£!1ges
in it, for they are periods Oi'tlaimony- periods when the antithesis is in abeyance.' 11
Happy is he who is in harmony with himself, remarks H egel.
Pride, by destroying this harmony, by setting man against rumself, deprives him of happiness. Affiicted with the sorrow of
finitude, the despairing consciousness of a discrepancy between
the absolute self that he would be and the merely finite self
that he empirically is, man ceaselessly strives to find a way out
of the conflict through more and more self-aggrandizement.
He seeks to infinitize himself. But no matter how much he obtains of whatever it is that he is driven to seek- power, wealth,
fame, knowledge-it is never enough to satisfy the insatiable
absolute self. Consequently, he is compelled, on pain of defeat
in the war of the self, to aggrandize himself still further. The
process absorbs his creative energies, exhausts his resources, and
finally takes the toll of life itself. I t is his ruination.
In the light of all this, it would seem that a philosophy of
self-realization must condemn pride as the deadly enemy. How
could a force that ravages and destroys man be a force for his
self-realization? The self-aggrandizement resulting from pride
is comparable to the organic aggrandizemen t resulting from
cancer; in both instances, the human vehicle of the process is
destroyed. Yet Hegel's philosophy is founded on the moral
affirmation of the d estructive force. The logic of this affirmation
turns on the fact that he had historicized the process of selfrealization. No longer, as with Kant, is the struggle toward
actualization of the absoh.lte self enclosed as a merely personal
drama within the confines of each individua.l's life. It is a cumulative process, a kind of relay race in which the whole procession
of human generations takes part, the achievements of each one
contributing in some measure to the ultimate outcome.
Hegel is not concerned with what happens to the individual
qua individual or the nation qua nation; he is concerned with
the final result. Pride may indeed bring its human vehicles to
ruin, but meanwhile it drives them to accomplish colossal
projects, deeds of universal scope. The world-historical acts
performed in its service, the prodigies of activity and achievement that it elicits from man, make for the eventual actualization of the absolute self as the end-result of the history of the
world. The destructive process has a constructive outcome. This
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sacred interests inconsiderately-a conduct which indeed subjects them to moral reprehension. But so mighty a figure must
trample down many an innocent flower, crush to pieces many an
object in its path.' 110 H e explains that the egoistic passions, such
as the 'morbid craving' for fame and conquest, are the 'most
effective springs of action'. Their historicity is bound up with
their immorality. Their very power to make history lies in the
fact that 'they respect none of the limitations which justice and
morality would impose upon them; and that these natural impulses have a more direct influence over man than the artificial
and tedious discipline that tends to order and self-restraint, law
and morality'.u
Thus the apo/Qgia for pride embraces a doctrine of the histori c~
beneficence of~moral eviL Moreover, Hegel verges on the complete and explicit ' transvaluation of values' that Nietzsche later
carried through. He argues that those who would moraUy condemn the great man's 'master-passion' as a vice are meanminded souls consumed, like Homer's Thersites, with envy and
resentment. They are 'psychological valets', exponents of 'Thersitism'. a This suggests a morali9' of pride, which does not simply
justify it by its historical fruits but glorifies in it for its intrinsic
beauty and goodness. Nietzsche drew this radical conclusion
when he propounded his 'morality of self-glorification' based on
'pride in oneself, a radical enmity and irony toward "selflessness" '. ts Out of it emerges the weU knO\Yn Nietzschean antithesis between 'master-morality' and 'slave-morality'. The
former is the morality of pride. The latter, which is said to
have its source in envy and resentment, is Hegel's servile Thersitism broadened to include the whole of the H ebraic-Christian
moral tradition. If Nietzsche's condemnation of that tradition
was thus implicit already in Hegel, this only reinforces the view
that H egel never really abandoned the ground of his early
attack upon Christianity. I nstead, he built a theology upon it.
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Hegel's picture of the advancement of knowledge as a progressive puncturing of illusions. Bauer interpreted this to mean the
evolution of critical consciousness via the progressive exposure
of dogmas, and saw it as the present task of the critical consciousness to expose the God-illusion and show man to be the
real Deity.
The extremists among the Young Hegelians, including Marx,
proclaimed 'atheism' as the motto of the movement. This term,
however, had a very special connotation for them. It meant the
recognition of man as the sole divinity. 'Atheism' was a belligerent way of saying 'God is man'. Marx formulated this
position in the preface orlUs aoctoral dissertation: ' Philosophy
makes no secret of it. The confession of Prometheus: " In one
word, I hate all the gods", is its very own confession, its own
sentence against all heavenly and earthly gods who refuse to
recognize human self-consciousness as the supreme divinity- by
the side of which none other shall be held.' 1 Man, in other
words, shall have no other gods beside himself. H e shall worship
himself as the Supreme Being.
Marx entered the University of Berlin in 1836 at the age of
eighteen. He soon steeped himself in Hegelianism and became
a leading figure in the circle ofYoung Hegelians at the University. Keen of mind and mordant of temper, he quickly mastered
the intricacies of the dialectic. But it was by no means purely an
intellectual impulse tha• drew him to Hegel's teaching. What
made Hegelianism irresistibly compelling to young Marx was
the theme of man's soaring into the unlimited. His own darkly
proud and boundlessly ambitious nature, in which his worried
father Heinrich discerned what he called a ' Faust-like spirit',
was the key to this respons~. Otto Ruhle: a Marxist biographer
of Marx, writes of Karl's student period: 'The urge to be godlike
forms his plans in life and guides all his activities.'' It is small
wonder, then, that he succumbed to the spell of a philosophical
system in which the 'urge to be godlike' receives the highest
metaphysical sanction and is pictured as the motive force of the
history of the world.
Marx found Hegel superior to Kant and Fichte because of
his seeming success in disposing of the dichotomy of ' is' and
'ought' that remained unresolved in the systems of his two
predecessors. In a letter to his father in 1837, when he was
beginning to steep himself in philosophy, he described the
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opposition between that which is and that which ought to be as
the distinguishing feature of idealism, which in turn he equated
with the philosophies of K ant and Fichte. What especially
attracted him to H egel was this philosopher's surmounting of
the characteristic difficulty of idealism. Among some verses
written by young Marx that year, there is an epigram in which
Hegel says: 'Kant and Fichte were fond of flying off into the
upper air, seeking there a distant land; I only try valiantly to
understand what I find on the roadway.' '
Marx became a passionate disciple of H egelianism, and
distinguished himself among the Young Hegelians at Berlin by
the fierceness of his loyalty and attachment to the master. In one
of the noteS to n is doctoral dissertation, for example, he reproached those among the radicals who presumed to stand in
judgment over Hegel for the philosopher's 'accommodation' to
the authorities. It is unscrupulous, wrote Marx, to make such
criticisms of a teacher 'for whom science was not something
received ready-made but was just being created, so that the
spiritual blood of his very heart pulsated to its farthest
periphery'. 6
The electrifying message that he found in Hegel was the idea
that man is God. H egelianism was the 'philosophy' whose very
own confession was that of Prometheus. Its epochal significance
lay in the revelation of'human self-consciousness' as the supreme
divinity by the side of which none other should be held. Marx
was so carried away with this idea that be propounded among
his Young Hegelian friends in Berlin the argument that Hegel
himself should be regarded as an 'atheist' in their sense. One of
these friends, Bruno Bauer, embodied this argument in a
pamphlet that was published anonymously in 1841 under the
title, The Trumpet of the Last Judgment Ouer Hegel the Atheist and
Antichrist. Whether Marx directly collaborated with Bauer in
the writing of this pamphlet is not certain, but it undoubtedly
reflected his views and his inspiration. Affecting the standpoint
of a devout Lutheran dismayed by the official approbation of
Hegelianism, it presented a series of quotations from Hegel
designed to show that he was not at all a pious conservative but
a dangerous radical and atheist. In other words, Hegel himself
was portrayed as a You ng Hegelian.
It must be acknowledged that the Young Hegclians had a
strong claim to the Hegelian inheritance. Their 'criticism of
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religion' was a logical outgrowth of Hegel's philosophical
religion of self. For the idea of the dialectical unity of the divine
and human natures was indeed, as we have seen, the axis of
H egelianism. Hegel rejected in no uncertain terms the traditional dualism of God and man. He presented history as the
story of man's self-elevation from finite to infinite life, as God's
own self-realization in the person of man. It may be argued that
Marx's 'atheist' interpretatio n of Hegel simply drew the radical
conclusion implicit in this idea.
On the other hand, it is rather obvious that Hegel himself
would have disowned his ardent young champion. He was not a
Young Hegelian. In order to explain this paradox, we must
recall the peculiar personal experience in which the H egelian
philosophical religion of self centred for its founder. He had
started from a position similar to that of the Young Hegelians,
i.e. by denying the transmundane God of Christianity. Then,
however, he idmtified himself with this God, and recast the
concept of God accordingly. The quietism and conservatism of
his later outlook, and his claim to have assimilated the truth of
Christianity into his own system of philosophy, rested on this
act of self-identification. Naturally, one who conceives himself
as the man in whom God has come to clear and full selfknowledge does not proclaim himself an atheist.
The relation between Hegel and the Young H egelian movement must be understood against this background. After breaking through the too confining walls of traditional religion in
order to lift his head to infinity, Hegel constructed, in his
philosophical system, a tower of pride that purported to envelop
the broken temple walls. H e practised therein a private religion
whose ritual consisted essentially in Hegelian philosophizing,
the apprehension and d emonstration that the self is God. The
Young H egelians, on the other hand, were not practitioners of
the religion, but onJy devotees of the idea. They experienced in
themselves, as in the case of Marx, at most an 'urge to be godlike'-something different from the experience of oneself as God
come to full self-consciousness. They worked with H egelianism
in detachment from the special personal experience that enabled
Hegel to argue that all was right with the world since God was
realized. For him, the private religion was a solution, a way of
life, redemption, and his outlook, accordingly, was quietistic.
For them, Hegelianism was not a solution but a programme.

What they derived from H egel was the idea of the unity of the
human and the divine. Their outlook, therefore, was radical.
The great system was a map on which one could trace the road
to man's destination-divinity. But man had yet to arrive at the
destination. His divinity was something yet to be c>tistentially
realized. Hence the Young H egelian slogan, which was at once
the outco~Hegelianism and quite un.:.&.&£!.ian: ·~ealization
of philosophy!'
The detachment of the Hegelian idea from the setting of the
private religion as practised by H egel was explosive in its consequences. As Engels put it, German philosophy's discovery
that 'God is man' called for a rearrangement of the world that
would make it possible for man to experience himself in it as a
godlike being. Thjs world-revolutionary inference from
Hegelianism was Marx's first p remise too, and started him off
on the path to the creation of Maoosm as a doctrine of world
revolution.
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[2]
Marx elaborated the concept of the_realizati.oA...oLphilosQIWy
before coming into serious contact with contemporary doctrines
of socialism and communism. He did so in a series of notes for
his doctoral dissertation, which was writtenbetwcen 1839 and
1841. • In the notes Marx sketches what he calls the curriculum
vitae of philosophy. H e says that there a re certain 'ke y points' in
its development at which spiritual existence becomes free and
enriched to universality, and an integral new tho~ht-world is
born in the mind of the philosopher. Such key points are the
g reat world philosophies, the Aristotelian io antiquity and the
Hegelian in modern times. I n the historical aftermaths, philosophy assumes a practical attitude toward the world, appears on
the scene as an 'actor'. I n a n tiquity, it 'takes on canine
appearance as the Cynic, dons the cloak of a seer as the Alexandrian, or fresh spring apparel as the Epicurean'. But the essence
of the situation at such a time is that philosophy, as 'subjective
consciousness', comes into collision with the eltisting world,
revolts against reality.
• The subnanoe of the work, entitled On 1M Diffmnu bdWU71 1M Dnn«riU4JI and
Epkurtan Philosoplties of Natur1, iJ of little interest. The choice of topic reflected
Marx's idea that the preaent post-llegelian period waa historically analogo\U to the
post-Aristotelian period in antiquity. llegel waa the Aristo tle of modem thought.
Hence a study of the post-AriJtotelian period might oonrribute to a clarification of
the present situation.
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The inner self-satisfaction is broken, says Marx, and 'That
which was an inner light becomes a conswning Aame, turlltd
outw;u:cl' The 'spiritual monad', ideally formed in all respects,
cannot accept existing reality: 'It is a psychological law that the
theoretical spirit, having become free within itself, is transformed
into practical energy and, ~ppearing al willftom Amenthes'
shadowy realm, turns against the eartlily reality existing apart
from it.' Thus, the Hegelian philosophical idea is transformed in
Hegel's disciples into a will to revolt against a world not yet
shaped in the image of that idea: 'J ust as Prometheus, having
stolen fire fro m heaven, begins to build houses and establish
himself on earth, so philosoph}.', havin_g embraced the whole
world, reyolts against the world of phenomena. So now with the
H egeLian philosophy.' '
The workings of the ' psychological law' behind philosophy's
revolt agai nst the world are explained by Marx as follows. The
relation of a philosophical system to the.. existing world is one of
'reflection'. That is, the system's 'spiritual bearers' aspire to
\ 'make the world philosophical'] to bring reality into harmony
with the idealized image of a world which philosophy has
brought forth in thought. They want tQ Jibera~e 'car!hly
reality' from its present ' unphilQ_soehical condition.'. In fact, they
are driven to do so, for only in this way can they liberate themselves: 'By liberating the world from the unphilosophical.condition_. ihey at the same time liberate themselves from.Jiliilo~<?.Phy, which, in the form of a definite system, has held them in
fetters.' Thus, the realization of philosophy is, at the same time,
its loss. That is to say, the translation of philosophy into earthly
reality, the transformation of the ' world of phenomena' in the
image of philosophy, will spell tl\c.._eod of philosophy's existence
qua philosophy or thought-world. 'ws it transe_ires that io the
degree to which the world becomes philosophical~ philosoph~
becomes worldly, that its realization is simultaneously its 10$1.' 7
Finally, Marx permits himself some reflections on the
character of the impending period of history. One should not be
dismayed, he says, by the storm which follows upon a great
world philosophy. The lines arc drawn now for battle. The
world is a 'split world'. It is rent by a mighty 'inner discord' . On
one side stands the integral thought-world of Hegelian philosophy; on the other, the unphilosophical earthly reality or world
of phenomena. Humanity is now on the verge of an 'iron epoch'
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comparable to the Roman era of the ancient world. The iron
epoch will be a happy one if it is marked by a 'titanic struggle'.
What this situation calls for is not ' half-way minds' but rather
'integral commanders' who will never accept a ' peace treaty
with real needs'. 8
This declaration of unlimited~r against the existir}i..world
on behalf of the 'realization of philosophy' was the initial major
step that Marx too'lc along tile roaaleading to the creation of
Marxism. Although he was still very far from the Materialist
Conception of History, he had alrtaay arrived at a generaT"i'CJea
ofwond'revohn:ion. And he had done so as a disciple of Hegel.
The image of spirit in hostile confrontation with an alien world,
and of the revolutionary transformation of this world by spirit,
was an integral part of the H egelian philosophy. This has undergone a metamorphosis and become, in Marx's mind, the image
of 'philosophy' in hostile confrontation with an alien world . In
its original form, the Marxian revolutionary imperative was a
demand to 'make the world philosophical'. It expressed a
sweeping indictment and rejection of earthly reality on the
ground ofits 'unphilosophical condition'.
It is often said that Marx began his intellectual career as an
Hegelian idealist and that he abandoned the H egelian starting
point in the course of the later evolution of his thought to
Marxism. The materials just reviewed show that this point of
view is not quite accurate. Marx indeed began as a disciple of
Hegelianism, but his relation to the H cgeJjan system was from
the start a very peculiar one. If being an Hegelian means
accepting Hegelianism as true, then Marx was never at any time
an Hegelian. The original impulse of his thou$ht was expressed
in the watchword ol ' r_eaJization ofphuoSQphy', which in turn
implied that Hegelianism was not true but ought to be. M arx
from the beginning ' believed' in Jiegelian.ism Jl.OL as a u:uc
account of rea.lity but only as a prQgia_mmc. He was an Hegelian
in this sense alone; and in this sense he always remained one.
As he saw it at the time he wrote the notes to the dissertation,
Hegelianism was a grand fa ntasy, a fantasy of man's historical
self-realization as God. H egel was a philosophical Moses who
had led mankind to the promised land in thought. He had constructed a universe in imagi nation, a thought-world in which
man, in the course of history, comes to know himself as God.
However, the existing world was not 'philosophical'. It was not a
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world in which man had come to experience himself as a godlike
being. The idea of making the world philosophical arose in
M arx's mind as the idea of actin g out Hegelianism in real history,
of making it come true, of translating Hegel's beau tifuJ_philosophicaJ dream into reality.- The motto of the Young Hegelian movement was 'criticism',
and Marx in his first period looked to criticism as the meanS"'Oy"
which the world might be made philosophical. He and others
enlarged upon the notion of criticism of religion. Typically, he
went farmer than anyone else. In a letter to his friend Arnold
Ruge in 1843, he called for 'a merciless_ criticism Ef. tf!.!!]lhing
existing, merciless in two sen$CS: this criticism must not take
fright at its own conclusions and must not shrink from a collision
with the powers that be'. • And in an essay published the
following year under the title of ' I ntroduction to the Criticism
of the H egelian Philosophy of Right', he explained further that
criticism 'is not an anatomic knife but a weapon. I ts object is its
enemy, which it wants not to refute but to destroy.... Criticism
concerned with this object is hand-to-hand criticism.... The real
oppression must be made still more oppressive by joining it to
the consciousness of oppression ; the shame more shameful by
publicizing it .... The people must be made to take fright at
itself as a means of breathing valour into it.' 10 At lhis time,
however, he added that the weapon of criticism would have to
be supplemented with 'criticism by weapons', and announced
lhat philosophy had found its 'material weapon' in the proletariat.

[3]
Marx completed his dissertation in March 1841 . Some months
later Feuerbach's Esse11ce of Christianiv was published. This was
the most important philosophical event in Germany since the
death of Hegel. It marked both a culmination of the Young
H egelian trend and at the same time a rea ction against Hegel
from within the movement. I n the following year Feuerbach
published his Preliminary Theses on the Reform of Philosophy, and in
1843 another important work, Fundamental Tenets ofthe Philosophy
of the Future. These writings caused a tremendous stir wilhin the
world of the H egelian philosophical self-consciousness.
Marx was ecstatic, as can be seen from his followi ng reaction
to the first of them: ' I advise you speculative theologians and
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inversion, which Feuerbach calls 'transformational criticism',
extracts the esoteric psychology from Hegelian metaphysics. It
clarifies the latent truth-content of Hegelianism: ' It suffices to
put the predicate in place of the subject everywhere, i.e. to tum
speculative philosophy upside down, and we arrive at the truth in its
unconcealed, pure, manifest form.'l Hegelian theology turned
upside down equals the truth about man in his religious condition of self-alienation. This is the constitutive formula of
Feuerbach's philosophy of religion as elaborated in his Essence of
Christianity. Thus,it was not Marx but Feuerbach who originally
turned Hegel ~side down'. Marx was Feuerbach's follower in
this pivotal operation.
The reasoning process involved in it is revealed most clearly
in the chapter of the book dealing with Hegel's doctrine of God.
First Feuerbach formulates the 'manifest' position of H egel:
'Man is the revealed God; in man the divine essence first
realizes itself and unfolds itself. I n the creation of nature, God
goes outside of himself, he has relation to what is other than
himself, but in man he returns into himself:-man knows God,
because in him God fi nds and knows himself, feels himself as
God.' 2 This, Feuberbach continues, is the truth in reverse. It has
to be turned upside down if we are to see things in the simple
daylight of reality.
The actual fact reflected upside down in Hegel's proposition
that man is the 'revealed God' is tha~GQ.d.!s.,rhe revealed man:

But if it is only in human feelings and wants that the divine 'nothing'
becomes something, obtains qualities, then the being of man is alone
the real being of God- man is the real God. And if in the consciousness which man has of God first arises the self-consciousness of God,
then the human consciousness is, per se, the ruvine consciousness. Why
then dost thou alienate man's consciousness from him, and make it
the self-consciousness of a being distinct from him? Why dost thou
vindicate being to God, to man only the consciousness of that
being? ... The true statement is this: man's knowledge of God is
man's knowledge of himself, of his own nature.... Where the consciousness of God is, there is the being of God- in man, therefore; in
the being of God it is only thy own being which is an object to thee,
and what presents itself before thy consciousness is simply what lies
behind it. 3

Thus, by the method of 'transformational criticism' Hegel's
proposition that man is the revealed God is transformed into
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·-1 Feuerbach typically employs the word 'man' in a generic or
collective sense. His human subject ~ the ~man -raCe the
species {Cattung). Tj1e species is the real being, and individual
man is simply a particular instance of the life of the species. God,
or the absolute self, is an idealized image of the positive attributes
of the species: 'God as the epitome of all realities or perfections
is nothing other than a compendious summary devised for the
benefit of the limited individual, an epitome of the generic
human qualities distributed among men, in the self-realization
of the species in the course of world history.'' This idealized
generic man, or absolute self representing the sum of p erfections
of the species, is projected as God and entertained by individua.l
man as hls obj ect of worship. H ence religion is human selfworship.
The result, according to Feuerbach, is man's estrangement
from himself. He dualizes himself through his self-externalization
as God. H e becomes a divided being, a dual p ersonality two
selvc:s: _the idea.lized generic self that h e worships as God: and
the hmtted and imperfect empirical human self that he sees when
he turns back upon himself from the standpoint of God. What
he sees when he thus looks down upon rumself from the divine
heights of his own imagination is a poor, inferior, contemptible
and in sum alien being. Having invested all the rich es of human
nature in the image of himself as God, h e feels worthless and
abased in his merely human capacity: 'To enrich God, man must
become poor; that God may be all, man must become nothing.'?
AJJ that is highest and best in man h as been incorporated in the
divine alter ego:
Religion is the disuniting of man from himself; he sets God before him
as the antithesis of himself. God is not what man is-man is not what
~od is. God is the infinite, man the finite being; God is perfect, man
unperfect ; God etema.J, man temporal; God almighty, man weak;
God holy, man sinful. God and man are extremes: God is the
absol~tely positive, t~e sum of all realities; man the absolutely
negauve, comprehendmg a.JJ negations. 8
Ber~ft of a ll the ideal attributes that are conceived to belong not
to htm but to God, man has nothing of value left in himself. This
is the suffering consciousness of human self-alienation as
portrayed by Feuerbach. His alienated relig ious man is a
suffering man.
($.c._
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If God is the standard by which religious man measures
himself and finds himself worthless, t}'le inference can only be
that he apprehends in God the self that h e himself ought to be.j
While projecting God as a being outsidehimseli, man must, at
the same time, somehow identify this being as his own true self.
This alone would explain why the awareness ofa vast discrepancy
between God and himself should be a suffering consciousness of
self-alienation. Feuerbach quite clearly makes this inference.
'I fGod is really a different being from myself', he inquires, 'why
should hls perfection trouble me?' Elsewhere he is still more
explicit: 'God is nothin g other than the prototype and ideal of
man: as God is, so man should be a nd desires to be, or at least hopes
to become sometime.'' Again, in discussing the conception of
God as the morally perfect being, he remarks that this 'is no
merely theoretical, inert conception, but a practical one, calling
me to action, to imitation, throwing me into strife, into disunion
with myself; for while it proclaims to me what I ought to be, it
aJso tells me to my face, without any flattery, what I am not'.' 0 *
AJthough he h ere presents the God-ideal as a call to action
that man issues to himself, Feuerbach elsewhere pictures the
self-worshipping religious man as a passive being given over to
the 'Life of theory' .u Instead ofreaJjzing his human potentialities,
he consoles himself with a purely imaginary and therefore
pseudo-realization ofhimselfin the dream about God. Living a
life of fantasy, absorbed in the beautiful vision ofhimselfas God,
man lets real life pass rum by unlived. T h e imaginary realization
of himself in the contemplation ofGod as fully actuaJjzed being
is a 'compensation for the poverty oflife' a nd 'substitute for the
lost world'. And the poorer his life outside the religious dream,
the richer the dream life and its object must themselves become:
'The more emp ty life is, the fuller, th e more concrete is God.
The impoverishing of the real world a nd the enriching of God is
one act.'u
One of Feuerbach's illustrations of this general thesis meri ts
special mention here because of its important role in the rise of
Marxism. H e argues that ma n is inh erently a creative being who
derives joy from productive activity willingly performed:
• Significan tly, he refen here to the authority of Kant, citing the statement in
Kant'• Critique of Praclical /Ua.son: 'That which, in our own judgment, derogate~
from our self-conceit, humiliate~ us. Thus the rnor11l law inevitably humiliates
every man when he com para it with the sensual tendency ofhiJ own nature' (Eutnet
of Christianity, p. 47).

VI
MARX AND FEUERBACH
Feuerbach is the on!J one who has a serious, critical attitude
to the Hegelian dial~ctic, and who has made genuine discoveries
in this field. He is in fact the true conqueror ofthe old philosophy.
MARX (1844)
The enthusiastic reception that Marx accorded Feuerbach's
Essence of Christianity and su bseq uen t writings of 1842- 3 has been
noted. Feuerbach was the 'brook of fire' through which all
speculative philosophers and theologians must go if they wanted
to reach things as they are in reality. Many similar comments by
Marx during the years between 1842 and 1845 attest to the
enormous impact that Feuerbach's thought had upon him. In
his Paris manuscripts of 1844, for example, he stated that
Feuerbach's chief writings were the only ones since Hegel's
Phenomenology and Logic that contained 'a real theoretical
revolution'.1 The question is what, precisely, he meant by this.
What was Feuerbachj m~ge to him?
Judging by Marx's own statements of the period, some
typical examples of which have been cited, he saw in Feuerbach
the anti-H egel who had accomplished single-handedly the
revolutionary overthrow of'the system'. In the doctoral dissertation Marx had referred to Hegel's disciples as captives of the
system, minds held fast in its fetters. Fcuerbach is pictured in
various subsequent statements as a liberator. He has delivered
the disciples from bondage, shown them the way out of the
wilderness of H egelian idealism to real man in the material
world. Significantly, the new Marx no longer speaks of the
teacher in the worshipful tones he had previously sounded. His
references to Hegel and Hegelianism are no longer those of a
grateful disciple, but rather of a thinker who looks back upon
Hegel's philosophy as a traversed stage in the evolution of
thought. In The German Ideology, for example, he casually dismisses the Weltgeist as a 'metaphysical spectre', and describes
the post-Hegelian period in German intellectual life as the time
of the 'putrescence of the absolute spirit'. 2 Clearly, the speiJ of
95
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Hegelianism upon Marx's mind had in some sense been broken
and Feuerbach was instrumental in breaking it.
All this, however, is only a part, and not yet the decisive part,
of the story of Feuerbach's role in the rise of Marxism. To say
that it lay in the overthrow of Hegelianism is, in one sense,
deceptive. For the 'conqueror of the old philosophy', as M arx
describes Feuerbach, had been seduced by the very system that
he conquered. If in one sense he overthrew H egelianism, in
another he enthroned it. He grounded it in the human psyche.
This was the implication of his contention that ' Metaphysics is
esoteric psychology'. What Hegel represents as taking place in
the imaginary world of Cdst, it said in effect, is actually taking
place in the real world of Mensch. H egel's self-alienated God is a
mystified portrait of religious man- real man suffering estrangement from himself on the foundation of nature.
This was Feuerbach's 'real theoretical revolution'. His immensely exciting message to Marx was that Hegelianism has
truth-value. If one has only to turn speculative philosophy 'upside
down' in order to reach the truth in its ' unconcealed pure
'
manifest form', it follows that Hegelianism is the truth, albeit
in
concealed, inverted or mystified form. H ere, indeed, was a
revolutionary idea for Marx, quite dazzling in its implications.
We have outlined earlier.his starting pgint. Two worlds stand in
hostile opposition, he had reasoned. On the one hand, there is
the grand fantasy, the subjective thoug_ht-world of the Hegelian
philosoplilcilconsciousness, in which the self comes to know
itself as God. O n the other hand, there is the decidedly unphilosophical 'earthly reality' or 'world of phenomena', which
~eec:JS to oe transformed in the image of philosophy. Now
Feuerbach was arguing that the 'earthly reality' is philosophical
in the sense that processes imputed by H egel to spirit are
actually operative in man. ~ying in effect that the
Hegelian .ehilosophkaliant
is not sin:!PIY a f~y, but a
fantastic reflection of reality1 the reality of man's self-alienation
in religion.
Feue rb~muaded Marx that there are not two worlds,
aft~r all, but only one: the real material world, where man
stands on firm and well rounded earth, inhaling and exhaling all
the natural forces. The world of the Hegelian philosophical
consciousness, in which spirit is alienated from itself and striving
to transcend its alienation, is nothing but a fantasy-reflection, a
)

.
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mystical representation, of the condition of man in the real
world. T he fantasy corresponds to something quite real. The
hard, empirical, objective fact oflife in earthly reality is the fact
of man's estrangement from himself. Hegelianism, if you only
invert it and substitute 'man' for 'Cod' or 'spirit', gives you the
truth. It is a revelation of truth by way of a code that the method
of transformational criticism enables us to decipher.
Considering the immensity of this message, it is no wonder
that Marx callecrFei.lerb.iCh "i:he purgatory of our time'. T here
can be no doubt that Feuerbach played a momentous part in
Marx's mental evolution. His 'naturalization' of H egelianism,
through which aJI humanity was projected as self-alienated in
the sense of Hegelian philosophy, was a sine qua non of the rise of
Marxism; fo r the main subject of Marx's first system is just this
self-alienation of man. Hence Feuerbach was truly the fulcrum
of the movement of thought from Hegelianism to Marxism.
Paradoxically, he 'cu red' Marx ofhis Hegelianism by giving him
a life-long case of the disease. He freed Marx's mind from its
bondage to the system gua system, but he did so by persuading
him of the system's factuality, by suggesting that it was an
inverted representation of human reality, a reflection in the
philosopher's mind of the existential condition of man in the
natural world. Consequently, the new 'anti-Hegelian' Marx,
who dismisses the Weltgdst as a metaphysical spectre, is, in a
decisive sense, more Hegelian than ever; iL is a M arx whose
processes of thought about the natural world are infected through
and through with Hegelianism.
Significantly, Marx no sooner assimilated Feuerbach's message than he turned back to Hegel, devoting himself in 1843 to a
textual commentary on the_!hiloso~hy oj_!.~(ht. in which he
applied the method of transformational cnncrsm. I n other
words, the immediate result of his baptism in the 'brook of flre'
was to convince him of the topicality of H egel. Far from carrying
him away from Hegelianism, it carried him back into it.
Hegelianism, as he now saw it, was a true reading of human
existence, but expressed in a confused manner ; and Feuerbach
had made the point clear. This, I believe, is the underlying sense
of a statement that Marx made long afterward , in a letter
written in 1865: 'Compared with Hegel, Feuerbach is very poor.
All the same he was epoch-making after Hegel, because he laid
stress on certain points which were disagreeable to the Christian
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consciousness but important for the progress of criticism, and
which Hegel had left in mystic semi-obscurity.'* The 'certai n
points' refer to Feuerbach's presentation of religion as the selfalienation of man. Marx is saying, in effect, that Hegel was the
giant of thought who had penetrated to the truth, and that
Feuerbach, a small thinker by comparison, contributed a
clarification of Hegel's latent meaning and thus rendered his
doctrine usable.
In the commentary on Hegel to which he turned in r843, we
see Marx caught up in the heady rhythm of transformational
criticism as practised by Feuerbach. H e says that the fundamental defect of the Hegelian way of thought is the ' mystification'. It is expressed in this: ' In H egel a mystical substance
becomes the real subject, and the real subject is pictured as
something else, as an attribute of the mystical substance.' The
activity of the real subject-man-becomes in H egel the
'imaginary inner activity of the Idea', and thus ' in specu lative
thinking everything is turned onto its head'. 'For in reality the
development takes place on the exoteric side.'• In his Holy
Family, written in 1845, Marx returns to this theme ~ ' Instead of
making self-consciousness the self-consciou.mess of man- real man,
i.e. man livmgin the real, objective world and conditioned by it,
Hegel makes man the man ofseif-consciousnt.rs. He turns the world
on Tts liiiii/;and for this reason can transcend all the barriers in
his own head, which, of course, in no way keeps them from
continuing to exist for real man in wretched experimce.' 6
M an is not the 'man of self-consciousness', i.e. expression of
God; rather the H egelian self-consciousness is the self-consciousness of 'real man'. Here is M arx engaged in the mental process
of turning Hegel upside down in accordance with F euerbach's
prescription. And, as he himself makes plain in the same text,
the human.ization_ofHegelinvolves the Hegelianization of man:
'H egel very often presents, within the speculative description, a
real description, one that grasps the matltr itself' (die Sache selbst). •
Or as Marx puts it in his Paris manuscripts, the thinker who
would get to reality must abstract from the H egelian abstraction
and su bsti tu te for self-consciousness the self-consciousness of man,
since ' Hegel posits man as self-consciousness'. 7

existential relevance of the Hegelian philosophy. Feuerbach had
shown--or so it seemed to Marx- that the 'world of phenomena'
was actually 'philosophical' in the sense of Hegelianism. Not,
however, fully so. It was not yet a world in which philosophy
had been wholJy realized. It was 'philosophical' in the sense that
the fundamental category of Hegelia nism- self-alienationapplied to it; it was a world of ltuman alienation. Therefore, the
'realization of philosophy' would mean, in concrete terms, the
transcending of human alienation. To make the world philosophical would mean making it a world in which man is no longer
estranged from himself, a world of human self-reali<.ation.
Thus Marx followed Feuerbacli Slead and reaefined the goal
of history in terms of'humanism'. Man's ultimate end is simply
to become fully human, which he cannot be so long as he remains
alienated from himself in religious fantasies of self-realization.
This is a principal theme of the article that Marx wrote at the
end of 1843 as an introduction to his critical commentary on
Hegel's Philosophy ofRight. • The criticism of religion, he declared
in it, is the beginning of all criticism. It culminates in the
precept that man is the supreme being for man. By exposing the
God-illusion, it frees man to revolve around himself as his real
sun: 'Religion is only the illusory sun that revolves around man
so long as he has not yet begun to revolve around himself.'•
What would it mean for man to revolve around himself? I t
would mean, says Marx, that he insists upon actualizing himself
qua man, becoming what he essentially is, instead of losing himself in the religious dream of self-actualization. The fantasy-life
of religion is a pseudo-sclf-reatizatlon. Man does not become
himself; he merely dreams about it. 'It is thefantaslic realization
of the human being, since the human bting possesses no true
reality.'• So the life of man in religion is an acceptance of the
shadow ofself-realization in lieu of the substance, the seeming in
lieu of the being. Moreover, the seeming becomes for man a
compensation for the non-bei ng. And this Feuerbachian thought
is the one that underlies Marx's statement here that 'R eligion is
the opium of the people'. H e is si mply restating the argument
that Feuerbach, as we have seen, developed in his Essence of

[2]
Feuerbach's criticism of religion persuaded Marx of the

• The article's title is ' Introduction to the Criticism of lhe Hegelian Philosophy
of Right'. It wns published in early 1844 in the Dtu/Jch-Fr~4riulu ]alrrhfJclur, a
journal published in Paris under the joint editorship of Marx and Arnold Ruge.
The first issue of the journal proved aiJO to be the last. For the aake of brevity
Marx's article will be referred to here limply as the 'Introduction'.
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Christianity. He docs not mean simply that religion is a consolation
for man's poverty, but that it is a consolation for his nonhumanity, a surrogate for being man.
Further, the criticism of religion, which informs man that the
imaginary being that he has projected as God is only an idealized
image of himself, opens his eyes finally to what he could be and
should be, and fi res him with the desire to become it: 'Man, who
sought a superman ( Obermensch) in the fantastic reality of heaven
but fou nd there only a rrjlection of himself, will no longer wish to
fi nd merely an appearance of hi mself, only a non-man ( Unmensch),
in the realm where he seeks and must seek his true reality.'10
T he 'realm where he seeks and must seek his true reality' is, of
course, the existing world. The argument is that man , as he now
exists in the world, lacks reality as man. T he complaint is not
that he has failed to become God, but that he has failed to
become human, that he exists as UnmenschJ save in the religious
imagination wherein he is an Obermensch. The goal for man is to
realize his humani ty, his human nature. And this, says Marx,
carries the 'categorical imperative to overthrow all relations in
which man is a debased, enslaved, helpless, contemptible
creature- relations that can best be characterized by a F renchman's exclamation concerning a projected dog tax: " Poor dogs!
They want to treat you like people!" •u
This was the tendency of Marx's thought under the impact of
Feuerbach's. He immediately and exultantly accepted Feuerbach's reading of the human situation as the true one, but
proceeded to interpret it in his own way and to draw his own
conclusions. The direction in which he proceeded was the
direction in which he had started. H e had begun with the
...Programme of changing the world into a world of realized
'philosophy'. Never for a moment did be abandon his first
premise concerning the need for world-change. However, this
revolutionary imperative underwent a metamorphosis after he
assimilated Feuerbach's 'de-mystification' of H egelianism. The
world of phenomena having been shown to be a world of human
alienation, the Marxian revolutionary imperative took shape as
a call to end human alienation by changing the world. It now
said that a world in which man is everywhere estranged from
himself and exists only as 'non-man' ought to be transformed
into a new world of humanism in which alienation woulclbe
overcome and man would realize his nature as man. This was
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the core of the reasoning process underlying Marx's eleventh
thesis on Feuerbach: 'The philosophers have only interpreted the
world, in various ways ; the point is, to change it.'
Against this background it is understandable why Marx,
after assimilating Feuerbach's criticism of religion, very soon
embarked upon the criticism of Fcuerbach. His world-revolutionary prescription for the cure of alienation was strikingly at
variance with the practical conclusion that Feuerbach himself
had drawn from the criticism of religion
hat Feuerbach called
for, as has been noted, was first and foremost a reorientatloil of
thinking. The liberation of man from alienation required
essentially no more than a critical cognitive act on the scale of all
humanity. Men's attitude to themselves and one another would
change ofitselfonce they h ad freed themselves from the religious
illusion. To this Marx rejoined that Feuerbach 'knows no other
"human relationships" "of man to man" than Jove and friendship, and idealized at that'." T hus, man is not to awaken from
the religious d ream merely to engage in dialogues between the
I and the Thou. But Marx's main reproach is that Feuerbach
'accepts' reality, that he only wants to 'establish a correct
consciousness'.u
This is to turn inward in search of a solution for selfalienation, whereas the need is to tum outward against the
world. 'The demand to renounce illusions about one's situation',
Marx declares, 'IS a demand to renounce a situation... that
required illusions.''• The responsibility for man's sclf-alicnatio~
rests with his lif~situation in the existing state and society, with
the 'world of man' (Menschenwtlt ). Accordingly, the life-situation
will have to be radically altered in order for human nature to be
realized, for Unmensch to become Mensch. This is the burden of
the fourth of Marx's 'Theses on Feuerbach':

,

Feuerbl\ch starts out from the fact of religious self-alienation, the
duplication of the world into a religious and a worldly one. His work
consists in dissolving thc..r.digiou!.wocld into the worldly foundation.
But the fac~at the w?rldry foundation raises itself above itself and
establiSlles 1tscl1' as an .mdependcnt real.OJ in the clouds can only ~
explained by the self-discord and self-contradictions wltlW:WJ.. It
must itself, therefore, be understood in its contradiction and
revolutionized in practice. For example, after the earthly family is
seen to be the secret of the holy family, one must proceed to destroy
the former both io theory and praclice. 1&
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And so Marx is led to his position, enunciated in the eighth
thesis, • that the solution of all ..£.fOblems, 'theoretical' ones
included, lies in 'praxis'. Since all pro6lems a re at bottom
problems of alienation, and since alienation is rooted in the lifesituation of man in the world, practical action to change this
situation is the key to a total solution. There is no way of ending
alienation short ofrevolutionizi.!!& the wQ.dd...in.which man finds
himself existing in an inhuman condition.
Thus, Marx came to enviSage the entire 'world of man' as a
field of alienation. In this he was true to H egel, who had
described the objective world confronting spirit in consciousness
as an alien, 'perverted world'. Marx employs this very term in
arguing that Fcuerbach's position is incomplete. H e writes in the
' I ntroduction' that religion is merely the 'theoretical' form of
alienation, behind or beneath which there a re diverse 'practical'
forms. If it is a 'perverted world-consciousness', they arc constitutive aspects of the 'perverted world' itself. H ence the task at
present is to proceed to the criticism of the practical forms: 'Now
that the holy form of human self-alienation has been exposed, the
next task for a philosophy in the service of history is to expose
self-alienation in its unholy forms. The criticism of heaven thus
turns into the criticism of earth, the criticism of religion into the
criticism of law, the criticism oftheology into the criticism ofpolitics.'''
As this statement implies, Marx was extending and enlarging
the concept of man's self-alienation. Feuerbach had concentrated
upon the religious life as the sphere ofhuman self-externalization
and estrangement. Marx, together with others in the Young
Hegelian circle, saw aJienation as a phenomenon not confined
to the religious life. Typically, be carried the idea to its farthest
extreme. H e came to see alienation everywhere. It was a phenomenon pervading every single sphere of human life in the
existing world- religion, the state, law, the family, morality and,
last but not least, the economic life.

on Hegel's Philosophy of Right was motivated not only by the urge
to apply the epochal new method of transformational criticism
that Feuerbach had discovered. He was also interested in
exposing the state, the political sphere of life, as one of the
'unholy forms' of human self-alienation.
As a student ofFeuerbach, he took it for granted that the way
to accomplish this was not to gather empirical data on politics
but to subject the H egelian philosophy of politics to transformational criticism. Since man's estrangement in the religious
life was expressed theoretically in theology, to which Hegel's
speculative theology bad provided Feuerbach an interpretative
key, it seemed to Marx that man's estrangement in the political
life must be reflected, albeit in a mystified form, in H egel's
philosophy of the state. Accordingly, he examined the Philosophy
of Right in search of an understanding of the state as a sphere of
alienated hu_man Jjving. H e did not complete the commentary,
but summanzcd and extended his conclusions in two published
articles written later in 1843, the 'I ntroduction' and an a rticle
entitled 'On the Jewish Question'.
According to Hegel's political philosophy, the stale is the
supreme form of human association and partakes of divinity. It
is God on earth, the divine substance, the highest form of
obj~ctification o_f Geist. The state is the supreme social being, of
which the family on the one hand a nd 'civil society' (die
b_iirgerliche Gmllsch.aft) on the other a re only incomplete expresSJOns. In terms of the triadic formula, the family is the thesis,
~ivil s~iety is the antithesis, and the state is the higher synthesis
10 which both lower forms of association are transcended and
perfected. In his concept of civil s0£iety, it should be added,
Hegel drew upon the work of Adam ~mith and other eighteenthcentury thinkers who had formed a picture ofsociety as_a univeoe
of 'economic men' each pursuing his own material self-interest.
In the Philosophy of Right, for example, he describes civil society
as a 'battlefield where everybody's individual private interest
meets everyone else's'. ' In civil society each member is his own
e~d, everything else is nothing to him. But except in contact
wtth others he cannot attain the whole compass of his ends and
therefore these others are means to the end of the particular
member.'17 Civil society, in H egel's c~>nception, is an economic
sphere ofuniversal egoism.
Applying Feuerbach's formula, Marx begins by turning
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[3]
Summering in Kreuznach in 1843, after his short and stormy
career as editor of the Rheinische ,(.eilung had ended, Marx began
the criticism ofearth. His decision to write a critical commentary
• 'All social life ia eascntially proelieal. All lhe mysteries which urge theory into
mysticism find their rntional solution in human practice and in the comprehension
oflhis practice' ("/M Cmnon ldtolog, p. 199).
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Hegel's political philosophy ' upside down'. For Hegel society
is a manifestation of the state. This, says Marx, is a mystification.
The true statement is precisely the reverse: the state is a manifestation, an outgrowth, of civil society. Calling the inverted
position 'democracy', M arx writes in the commentary: 'Hegel
proceeds from the state and turns man into a subjectified state.
Democracy proceeds from man and turns the state into an
objectified man. Just as religion does not create man but man
religion- so the political system does not create the people but
rather the people create the political system.' 18
Thus, collective man ('the people') is not to be regarded as an
attribute of the divine substance externalized in the state. Rather
the state, the system of political institutions, is to be seen as an
externalization of collective man in the form of political power,
an embodiment in a separate sphere of the power of the human
species. The real being that evolves in history is collective man
or society. Instead of society being an expression of the state-inthe-making (Hegel's view), the state is an expression of societyin-the-making. It is externalized man in practical political form,
just as God is externalized man in an imaginary or theoretical
form. It is an earthly sphere of man's alienation corresponding
to the heavenly sphere or religion: 'The political system has so
far been the religious sphere, the religion of popular life....
M onarchy is the finished expression of this alienation. The
republic is its negation within its own sphere.'11
This conception of political alienation follows the Feuerbachian model in further respects. According to Feuerbach,
alienated man is a divided being leading two lives--one in the
glorious fantasy world of the religious consciousness where he is
God, and the other in the real world where he is a miserable and
contemptible creature. The same, says Marx, applies to the
practical side. As a citizen ofthest.ate, on the one..hanuan is a
'communal being' (Gemtinwe.sm ) or 'species being' (Gallun,swesm); be participates in the communal life of tne species. 'But
civil society is prior to the state. The primary sphere of human
existence is the 'sphere of egoism' or economic 'war of aJI against
all', where man, especiaJly in the modern world, feels and acts
as an 'egoistic man' and not at all as a communal being. to M an,
therefore, is dualized. His self-realization as a member of the
political community is a spurious, empty, purely formal selfrealization, just as in the religious fantasy he obtains at most a

pseudo-realization of himself: ' Where the political state achieves
fully developed form,~ not only in thoughts, in consciousness,
but in realiry, in lift,.k!..ds a double life, heavenly and earthly, a
life in the political communiry in which he recognizes himself as a
communal being, and a life in civil sociery, in which he acts as a
privalt person, treats others as means, reduces himself to the role
of a means, and becomes the plaything of alien forces.' 21
This one-sentence summary of the concept of political alienation is taken from Marx's essay 'Qn th~ewish Q!lestion'. In the
same essay he indicates his solution for poliLical alienation. I t
too follows the H egel-Feuerbach schema. The cure for _political
alienation is the transcendence of the state, which means the
repossession by man of the social power that has been externalized in political institutions: 'Only when real individual man
takes back into himself the abstract citizen of Lhe state and, as
individual man, in his empirical life, in his individual labour, in
his individual relations, becomes a species being; only when man
recognizes and organizes his "forces propres" as social forces and
so ceases to separate social power from himself in Lhe form of
political power--only then will human emancipation take
place.' 12 But M arx concludes that the liberation of man from
alienation in the state, unlike his liberation from religion, will
require a real social revolution.
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VII
THE RI SE OF PHILOSOPHICAL
COMMUNISM
Just as philosophy finds in the proletariat its material weapon,
the proletariat finds in philosophy its spiritual weapon ...
MARX (1844)
The quest for elucidation of the 'unholy forms' of alienation
brought Marx to the '!COnomic stuclies that were to occupy him
the rest of his days. His analysis of the state as an unholy form of
the phenomenon was merely a transitional episode on the way
to his rendezvous with another unholy form that he soon began
to call ' material' or 'poljtical-economic alienation'. Already in
the essay ' On the j ewish Question' he touched upon this theme.
He called the economic life in civil society 'the extreme practical
expression of urnan self.alienation':l!t ShoUfcfl)e noted that he
haal)arely begun at this time the study of political economy.
And when, in early 1844, he did begin this study in earnest, he
clid so in search of proof of the proposition just cited. He sought
in the science of economics a theoretical idiom of expression of
man's estrangement from himself in the life of production.
Marx made no mention ofthis, however, in the brief account
of the history of his opinions that he offered many years later in
the preface to his Critique of Political Economy ( 1859). R eferring to
his unpublished commentary of 1843 on the H egelian political
philosophy, he wrote here: ' My investigation led to the resuJt
that legal relations as well as forms of the state are to be grasped
neither from themselves nor from the so-caLled general development of the human mind, but rather have their roots in the
material conditions of life, the sum total of whkh Hegel,
following the example of the Englishmen and Frenchmen of
the eighteenth century, combines under the name of "civil
society", that, however, the anatomy of civil society is to be
sought in political economy.' 1 Tlus statement invited the inference that Marx had proceeded directly from his discovery of
civil society in Hegel to the construction of Marxism in the form
ao6
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made public in the later 184o's. And very many students of
Marxism have drawn this inference.
But it is an erroneous one. M arx's account of the history of his
opinions was extremely misleading because of what it omitted.
H e correctly indicated that his critique of Hegel's political
philosophy had been a milestone on the road to Marxism. For it
brought him to the premise that economic life in civil society is
the basis of human existence, and this, of course, is a central
notion of the Materialist Conception of History as formulated in
mature Marxism. However, Marx was not ready at the end of
1843 to come forward with mature Marxism. He had to go
through a critically important preparatory stage not mentioned
in his famous preface of 1859· This was the stage of his creation of
the unpublished early philosophical version of Marxism, which
revolves around the idea of human self-alienation in the
economic life.
He was preced ed in this direction, and deeply influenced as
well, by an older Young H egelian, Moses Hess~ who became
known in the circle as the 'comm'i:i'iUs't rabbi'. H ess was the
originator of the German philosophical communism that Engels
described in an article of 1843 • as the inevitable outcome of the
modern movement of German phiJosopby from Kant to Hegel
and beyond. Engels' article expressly acknowledged that Hess
was the first of their group to reach communism by the
'philosophical path'. Having done so, moreover, H ess was
instrumental in the conversion of both Marx and Engels, who
were not yet associates at the time, to the gospel ofphilosophical
communism. They both became acquainted with him in 1842
through the Rheinische ,(eitungJ of which Marx was eclitor and
Hess a correspondent. I n long conversations in the offices of the
paper at Cologne, Hess proselytized the two younger men. A
single long session was sufficient to convert Engels. t Marx was
slower to respond. His conversion took place only after he became
convinced in 1843 that the economic life in civil society is the
prime locus of human self-alienation.
H ess was an enthusiastic disciple of Feuerbach, and constructed the doctrine of philosophical communism as an ex• See above, pp. 26-7.
N I less later described it, 'We talked of questioru of the day. Engels, who was
a revolutionary to the core when he met me, len as a passionate communist'
(Cuuav Mayer, Friedrich &gels, p. 30).
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tension of Fcuerbach's 'huma nism'. As noted earlier, Feuerbach
wrote in his Essence of Chri.rtianity that 'productive activity' is an
attribute of the human species projected by theology as divine
creativity. H ess enlarged upon this theme. H e postulated that
productive activity is the essential attribute of the. species. The
Gfe of the human species, he argued, is ideally a life of cooperative producing activity through which men obj ectify their
productive power (Produlctivkrajt ) in a variety of useful material
objects. But man in the modern world lives in a state of egoism.
I nstead of producing cooperatively and for the welfare of the
species as a whole, egoistic men appropriate the productive
power of the species in the form of money or private property.
The modern 'commercial state' is, therefore, a 'perverted world'
in which the productive power of mankind becomes the wealth
of money-worshipping egoistic individuals. Hess presented this
argument in an essay with the Feuerbachlan title 'On the
Essence of Money' (' Ober das Geldwesen'), which he submitted to
Marx and Ruge, probably at the close of 1843, for publication
in their Deutsch-Fran.{osische Jahrbiicher. •
EarJjer H ess had steeped himself in the contemporary literature on socialism and communism, of which France in those days
was the fountainhead. A French book that particula rly impressed him was Proudhon's What Is Property? Published in 1840,
this work even tually became famous in Europe because the
a uthor answered the title question with the sensational statement
that ' Property is theft'. The statement, it must be added, was
somewhat less radical than it a ppeared. For Proudhon defined
'property' or 'private property' in a very special way. H e
disringuished it from the individual right of possession and use
of goods, including capital goods; of such 'possession' he
heartily approved. ' Property' was specifically the right of the
owner ofcapital goods to em ploy the labour ofothers to augment
his own wealth. It was ' theft' in the sense that their labour
contributed to his enrichment. Proudh on anticipated Marx in
calling this capital-labour relation an exploitation of man1 by
ma~'Froll\.th~ht of the strongest springs the e.!eloitati9h of
man by man, or bondage.''

Proudhon once remarked that the three main influences in his
life were H egel, Adam Smith and the Bible. H e sketched in his
book an economically oriented philosophy of history with an
HegeJjan structure of thesis, antithesis and higher synthesis.
History he pictured as a three-phase a ffair proceeding from
primitive communism through the intermediate long stage of
private property to a final and future stage called 'liberty'. H e
condemned communism, or community ownership ofgoods a nd
persons, as a system that denies individuality, places mediocrity
on a par with excellence, and means exploitation of the strong
(i.e. the gifted few) by the multitude of the weak. 'Communism
is oppression and slavery', he wrote. 'The greatest danger to
which society is exposed today is that of another shipwreck on
this rock.' •
Proudhon's prescription for solving the social problem was:
'Suppress property while maintaining possession .. .' The
result of such action would be the third form of society or
'liber ty'. I t would be a synthesis of the historical iliesis
(communism) and the historical antithesis (property), excluding
the negative features ofboth-communal ownership on the one
hand and the exploitation of man by man on the other. The
existing order of priva te property would thus be replaced with a
system ofcooperative production by individual small proprietors
secure in their right of individual possession of the means and
fru its of their labour. This would be the 'true form of human
association'. 6
To H ess, a nd subsequently to both Engels a nd Marx,
Proudhon's book appeared the 'most philosophical' of all the
French communist writings. • One reason for their enthusiasm
w~ ~at Proudhon bad adumbrated the idea of incorporating
soctahsm or communism into an H egelian philosophy of history.
Hess, for his part, was prepared to accept Proudhon's 'trueTorm
of human association' as a fai r description of the economic
arrangements under socialism or communism itself (these two
terms being used more or less interchangeably at that time).
More important, he assimilated Proudhon's concept of private
property into his own Feuerbachian theory of alienation in the

• I ntUmuch Ill thejoumal wtU auppressed al\er ita first i&sue came out in early
1!44, Hc:a' article Will firat published more t.han a year later in the Rhcinistht
Jnhrhikh~r tur Cm/lsdlajllichtn

Riform. It has been reprinted in Sotialistischt AujslJI~

184t- 1847, a collection of Il ea' euaya edited by R. Zlocisti.

• In his Holy Family, written in 1845,~rx hailed ius 'a scientific manifesto of
t~e French proletariat', comparable in historical significance to SieyCI' revolutionary pamphlet Wh~IIJ tht Third &1011 ? (MECII, 111, pp. ~01, lllt )..J.lc continued
to profess h•gh adm•rat•on for t.he work even al\er hi1 s~o~bseql.lc:nl..brca.k. with

Pro~o~dhon.
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cancc of an alien being- money.' 10 On this basis Marx argues
that the modem commercial world, where man is universally
dominated by egoistic need, is practically speaking a world of
Judaism: 'The Christian was from the beginning the theorizing
J ew; theJew therefore the practical Christian, and the practical
Christian has once more become J ew.... Christianity is the
sublime thought ofJ udaism ;J udaism is the lowly application of
Christianity, but this application could only become universal
after Christianity, as full y developed religion, had theoretically
completed the alienation of man from himself and from nature.'ll
T he reasoning turns wholly on Hess' thesis, summarized above,
that Christianiry and commerce are respectively the theoretical
and practical forms of egoistic man's self-alienation. It brings
Marx to the conclusion that the emancipation of Jew and nonJ ew alike depends upon the 'emancipation of humanity from
Judaism'. This, he writes, would mean the organization of
society in such a way as to eliminate the possibility of
'huckstering' . 1 ~*
An acceptance of the idea of socialism or communism was
implicit in this formulation. It may be noted that Marx had been
slow in his conversion to a communist position. A year or so
earlier, as editor of the Rhtinische .{.tilung, be declared editorially
that communist ideas in their present form did not appear to
have even theoretical validity, adding, however, that he knew
very little about them. Not until the closing months of 18i2 did
he embark upon a systematic perusal of the contemporary
French literature on socialism and communism. With the
notable exception of Proudhon, the writers on this subject
ocwpied themselves with the designing of blueprin ts of a future
communist organization ofsociety. Marx reacted quite negatively to this. I n a letter to Rugc in September 1843, he dismissed
the communist 'systems' or utopias, along with the whole notion
of 'dcsig_ning the. future', as a 'dogmatic-abstraction', adding

that a new world could be discovered through a merciless
criticism of everything existing.•• By this time, however, he was
prepared to accept the idea of communism in the framework of
the German philosophical communism evolved by Hess. But he
was moving toward a different and characteristically Marxian
version of philosophical communism. H e was, in particular,
incorporating into it an idea wholly absent from Hess' versionthe idea of the proletariat.

I 12

• An English trans.l ation of Marx's article: has rc:c:c:otly bc:c:n published under chc:
highly misleading title: A WMltl WiiAout ]nm ( Philosophical Library, New York,
1959). An intrOduction by the: publisher and traDslator, Mr Dagobert D. Runes,
makes ou t the: article to be a doctrine: of anti-sc:miliJrn and a forerunner of the antisemitic policies of certain modem states, wbich 'bring to rc:ality the aanguinary
dream of Karl M arx- a world without J ews' (p. xi). This reflects, at best, a gross
miJIConception of 1he article. Although Marx did at times express &ntl-J ewiJh
feelings, his article waJ in no sense a plea to rid the wor ld ofjews. It was a plea to
rid the world of 'Judai~m·, by which he meant a practical religion of moneyworsh ip. What he: here called 'J udaism' be later renamed 'capitalism'.
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Marx's image ofthe proletariat was not of empirical origin. He
did not come by it, for example, by observation ofcontemporary
factory conditions, by direct contact with industrial workers and
work, or even by the study of political economy. His earliest
meetings with working-class people appear to have taken place
afler he moved to Paris in the late autumn of 1843. By then,
however, the idea of the proletariat was alreiay rormcd in his
mind. The path by which he reached it was the philosophical
path traced in the preceding pages. He assimilated the concept
of the proletariat into the doctrine of human self-alienation that
he had developed under the primary influence of Hegel,
Fcucrbach, and Hess. Briefly, in Marx's mind man became proLetariat.
He came to sec in the proletariat, defined by~ru---lessncss,
the prototype and visible manifestation of man in his state of
self-alienation in the existing wocld. The image of self-alienated
humanity tumed into an image of the proletariat as the living,
breathing, suffering expression of self-alienated humanity, and
also its rebellious expression- alienated man in revolt ag.ainst his
condition. This momentous metamorphosis is reflected in
Marx•s ' I ntroduction to the Criticism of the Hcgcljan Philosophy
of Right', written also at the end of 1843. I t is the first of his
writings in which he speaks of the proletariat.
At the outset of the article he expounds his idea that human
nature possesses no true reality, that man exists in this world as
Ur1mensch. At the close of it he proclaims that 'philosophy fi nds
in the proletariat its material weapon'. He explains that revolution requires a 'material foundation', meaning an clement of
society tending toward 'practical-critical activity'. ' I t is not
enough for tho~t to strive toward realization ; reality itself
must drive to~ard thought.'14 The element of contcmpor. ry
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'reality' that is driving, albeit unconsciously, toward ' thought' is
the proletariat. It is a class with ' radical aims', a class that is no
mere class but the dissolution of aU classes, that is universal
because of the universality of its sufferings, that claims no special
right because it is the victim of no special wrong but of wrong in
general, that cannot emancipate itself without emancipa ting at
the same Li me all other spheres ofsociety. In sum, the proletariat
is a class that 'represents the compltte loss of man and can only
regain itself, therefore, by the complete resuruction of man'.ll
'Complete loss of man' means, of course, totally alienated man.
How did Marx arrive at this singular philosophical conception
of the proletaria t? Fi rst of all, from what source did he derive the
!e~m~rol ~ tari at'? According to Sidney Hook, the term came
into currency among the German intellectuals after the dissemination of French socialist ideas among them in the 183o's.
'l n their most advanced phase', writes H ook, ' they spoke in the
name of the proletariat, but the only proletarians they knew
were the ones talked about by the French socialist writers.' Some
even began to proclaim that 'Das Proletariat ist die Mensc/zheit'.ll
Marx was one of these Germanln tcUectuals, and it must be said
of him too that the onl y proletarians he knew were the ones he
read about in books. Moreover, the book that particularly influenced his thinking in regard to the proletariat was a German
book published in Leipzig in r842, Der Socialismu.s und Communismu.s des htutigen Frankreichs. I ts author waJ Lorenz von Stein~ 1
a conservative Hegelian and staunch mooarchlst.
In r840 tein was commissioned by the Prussian Government
to make an on-the-spot study of the disturbing new French
doctrines of socialism and communism, and while in Paris to
observe and report on any communist connections of migratory
German workers. T he resulting book was a history of fifty years
ofFrench rad ical thought, presented in a framework of Hegelian
theorizing a bout society. It treated French communism and
socialism, originating with Ba boeuf in the late eighteenth
centu'!', as ideologies expressing the interest of the proletariat,
an enurcly new class that had entered the stage of history during
the great French R evolution when the workers of Paris took
events into their own hands. This propertyless mass, so far most
evident in France and England but showing signs of emergence
elsewhere in Europe as well, was imbued with an imperious
tendency to generalize its condition by creating a 'community
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of goods' (Giitergemeinschafl). Consequently, it bore within itself
the seeds of the total overthrow and dissolution of historic
European society founded on the principles of personality and
property. It was the fate ofthis.re~olutionary new cl.ass that t~e
anti-property doctrines of soc1ahsm and commumsm had m
view. Wittingly or unwittingly the theorists of socialism and
communism were elaborating a Weltanschauung for the proletariat in its 'battle o£' labour:,P<>wcr with capital' Y Here in
Stein's book w~perhaps the first significant lormulation of
the thesis that has since become fami liar under the heading
'revolt of the m asses'.
I n his Philosophy of Right H egel said that modern civil society
shows a dangerous tendency to the 'c~entratio n of dispropor tionate w~alth in a few_hands' at one pole and the
~creation of a rabble of paupers' at the other. In a note he
explained that poverty in itself does not make a ra bble, for
'a rabble is created only when there is joined to poverty a d isposition of mind, !!1 inner indigna tion against the rich, against
society, against the government, etc.'L8 In his first chap ter,
entitled 'The Proletariat and Society', Stein pictu red the
modern proletariat as a pauperized rabble 10 egcl's sense. He
insisted that one musfS'flarply distinguish between th e notions
of'proletarian' and 'poor' . There had always been poor people
in society, but proletarians were something new. T hey were not
simply destitute people, but a mass of proud and defiant p oor,
rebellious against the society that had given birth to them as a
class. They possessed nei ther property nor education, but were
unreconciled to their lot. Accordingly, this was a class 'which
may very properly be called a dangerous element ; dangerous in
respect of its numbers and its often tested courage; d angerous in
respect of its consciousness of unity; dangerous in respect of its
feeling that only through revolution can its aims be reached , its
plans accomplished' .If
M arx's writings of the middle forties show a minute textual
fami liariry with Stein's book. Although he never explicitly
acknowledged his debt to the conservative Hegelian and onelime Prussian police agent for the germ of his own concept of the
proletariat, the fact of the debt is not seriously in doubt. If
Marxist circles have never been willing to admi t this, it is
doubtless in part because of their desire to believe that Marx
discovered the proletariat in much the same way as Newton
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self-alienation rather than crass material want is the problem to
which it offers the solution. • Marx fully accepted the Iauer two
points, but did not take Stein's thesis regarding the proletariat
to be inconsistent with them. For he saw something more in the
proletariat than either Stein or H ess did. I n the proletariat, with
its revolutionary tendency to abolish itself as a proletariat by the
socialization of private property, Marx saw a mighty manifestation of human self-alienation a nd the urge to transcend it.
He had not for a moment abandoned the tenets of philosophical communism. He fused the ideas of alienated man and the
proletariat into the new and original idea that the modern
proletariat is the supreme expression of alienated man. As he
saw it, the proletariat is a special class, to be sure, but a class into
which a ll mankind is slowly sinking. This dissolution of society
as a special class represents, as Marx put it in his Holy Family, 'a
dehumanization (Entmtnschung) tha t is conscious of its dehumanization a nd therefore seeks to cancel itself' . I ts state of
dispossession (Nichthabtn ) is to be grasped as a spiritual as well as
material condition: ' Dispossession is the most desperate
spiritualism, total unrea]jty of man, totaJ reality of non-ma n.'ll
The argument behind these statements will be examined at
leng th in the following chapters and may be summarized briefly
here: .!£.Elan externalizes his bei ~ or human essence in the
material things that he produces.) then working ma n made
proper tyless by 'then•, i.e. proletarian ma n, is seU'-a1ienated man
par txce[lence. And if, further, society is now generating in the
proletariat a rebellious propertyless mass, this is proof that selfalienated man is striving to overcome his alienation and recover
his human nature by overthrowing the world order that has
made him a n alienated being. Consequently, communism,
although it is the class ideology of the proletariat, is destined to
serve not alone the material interest of this one class but the
universal spiritual need of man to end his self- estra ngement.
The discovery of the proletariat did not, therefore, shake the
• Hess devclo~ these points in a review of tdn'a book, published under rhe
title 'Sonalumu.s 111111 CAnumuwmu.s' in Lhe collection ElfUinlku_~,~ &te~ tillS tkr
Sdtuxi.l in •ll.f3· The asay is reprinted in rhe Zloeini collection. ru an outcome of
lhis controversy, llcss and his immediate adherents became known as the 'Lrue
aoeialists'. Marx and Enge!J later devo1ed the Lhird part of their Ctm11J11 ldLolog to
a polemic against Lhe '1rue aoeialists' and I hei r rcfusal1o sec the connection bel ween
aoeialism and the revolutionary prole1nria1. The di,.'\grecmcnt WaJ real Md highly
important, but should not obscure Lhc important part that Hess played in Lhc rise
ofM&rXWn.
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hold of philosophical communism upon the mind of Marx. It
had the opposite effect; it persuaded him of both the validity
and the burning topicality of the whole conception. H e was now
all the more deeply convinced that aJienation was no mere
figment of H egel's philosophical imagination, but a massive fact
of real life throughout modern society. There were, in particular,
masses of alienated men in every cen tre of industry where
wretched proletarians slaved from dawn till dark, sacrificing
themselves on the altar of the worldly god. The visible signs of
their unrest, of the proletariat's incipient rebeiJion against its
conditions, were merely the surface symptoms of dehumanized
man's revolt against his dehumanization. So Marx concluded
his ' Introduction' with the following proclamation: 'Philosophy
cannot realize itself without the abolition of the proletariat; the
proletariat cannot abolish itself without the realization of
philosophy.' n

[4]
This was the point he had reached in early 1844, when the
suppression of the Dtutsch-Fran<.iisische Jahrbiicher left him jobless
in Paris. H e was on the threshold of Marxism. H e had all the
essential ingredients of Marxism save one- the generative idea,
the organizing insight that causes all the separate components
to fall into place in a single systematic structure. Every original
and powerful system of thought presupposes such a creative act;
it is something decisively more than the sum of the component
ideas that its author has taken from others or forged for himself.
With Hegel, as we have seen, the generative idea was the formula
for religion as man's self-elevation from finite to infinite life;
with Feuerbach, it was the proposition that metaphysics is
esoteric psychology. Marx had not yet conceived his generative
idea. He had presented his major 'components' in two short
articles in the Jahrbacher. On the strength of these alone his name
would have rated scarcely more than a footnote in a history of
the Young H egelian movem ent. There was still no M arxian
system.
. H e knew this, and set to work during 1844 to develop a system,
1.c. to write a full-length book. As he bad said in the 'I ntroductio n', the next task for a philosophy in the service of history was
to expose hum an self-alienation in its 'unholy forms'. H e had
aJready worked on the political form and had come to the con-
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elusion that there was a still more fundamental form-economic
aJie~ation. Hess h~d suggested that political economy might
furrush the matenals for an e.xposure of aJienation in the
economic life comparable to Feuerbach's exposure of religious
alienation via theology. A criticism of political economy was,
then, the next business on the agenda of philosophy. The
practicability of such an enterprise had been shown already by
Hess' convert Engels, who in J anuary r844sent Marx and Ruge,
for publication in tbe]ahrbiicher, an essay entitled 'Outlines of the
Criticism ofPolitical Economy'. Marx liked the essay immensely.
This led to a meeting with Engels in August 1844 in Paris, which
in turn was the beginning of their working partnership.
So Marx set out on his life-long path of 'criticism of political
economy'. By way of preparation he began to read and make
extracts from some of the standard writings on economics, such
as Smith's Wealth ofNations and Say's Treatise on Political Economy.
This was his first serious application to the literature of political
economy, and it is worth noting that it occurred only some weeks
or months before he created the economic interpretation of
history. He embodied many of the extracts into his own manuscript. As he explained in the draft preface, the work at hand was
to be a criticism of politicaJ economy as one part of a larger
systematic enterprise-a criticism of every single sphere of
present human existence under the aspect of estrangem ent.
Criticisms of law, ethics, politics, etc., would be issued in a
series of pamphlets to follow.
Marx worked for some time without making any progress
toward the d esired systematic organization of the material. In
the background of his mind at this time was the concept of
'economic alienation'. The alienation of things is the praxis of
human self-externalization, he had written in the article 'On
the Jewish Question'. Man externaJizes his being in material
objects that assume the form of money. Now all this was quite
Hegelian in a sense. It conceived of man the economic producer
on the analogy of H egelian spirit, which externalizes itself and
then seeks, through knowing, to re-appropriate the alien objective world as its property. Marx was brooding along these
lines when, one day in the late spring or earl y summer of 1844,
he suddenly had what struck him as a colossal insight. It must
have hit him with the force of a lig htning bolt out of the blue.
And no wonder, for it was the truly astonishing thought that

VIII
WORKING MAN A S WORLD CREATO R
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The ohJut of labour is, therifore, the objectification of man's
species-life ;for he duplicates himself not on!J, as in consciousness, intellectual!J, but also active!J, in realiry, and therifore
he looks at himselfin a world that he has created. MARx ( 1844)

Marx founded M arxism in an outburst of Hegelizing. He
considered himself to be engaged in no more than a momentous
act of translation of the already discovered truth about the
world from the language of idealism into that of materialism.
He was only restating in a clear scientific form what Hegel had
said before him in a confused philosophical form. Hegelianism
itself was latentl y or esoterically an economic interpretation of
history. It treated history as a 'history of production' (Produlclionsgeschichte), in which spirit externalizes itself in thoughtobjects. But this was simply a mystified representation of man
externalizing himself in material objects. Consequently, what
Hegel was really talking about in his philosophy, in so far as his
philosophy itself was real, was the economic life, the human
labour process. Such was M arx's generative idea.
If the analysis of Hegelianism presented earlier in this book
is a valid one, we may infer that he was mistaken. Although it
covers the economic aspect of life along with all others, the
Hegelian philosophy of history as the self-realization of spirit
was not a sublimated economic interpretation of history, and
Marx created his own system on the basis of a misreading of
Hegel. This judgment will stand, I believe, in the face of the
recent effort by George Lukacs, the foremost M arx scholar in
the Communis'lwofld, to substantiate Marx's position. I n his
Der Junge Hegel und die Prohleme der Kapitalistischen Ge.sellschafl
( 1948), Lukacs attempts to find in the you thful Hegel's reading
in Adam Smhh the central source of inspiration for his later
philosophical system . But this interpretation of Hegelianism
appears untenable. Although Hegel, as has been indicated, was
indeed influenced by Smith a t certain points in his thirtking,
these were not the central points. Above all, the Hegelian dia123
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ies about the nature of philosophy', and says that 'positive
criticism as a whole- and therefore aJso German positive cri ticism of politicaJ economy-owes its true foundation to the discoveries of Ftuerbach . . . .'1 At the same time, be criticizes Feuerbach for confining himself to 'theological criticism'. H e believes,
in other words that Feuerbach did not fulfill the promise of his
own 'discoveries' about the nature of philosophy. H e saw in
Hegelianism only a representation of the alienation of man in
the theoretical life of religion. He did not grasp it as esoteric
economics. He fail ed to take Marx's own further step of assuming that H egelianism turned 'upside down' in the Feuerbachian
manner gives you a vaHd picture of man's aJienation in the
practical life of religion, the economic processes of labour under
the ' money-system'.
Consequently, Marx declares in his preface that German
thought still faces 'the necessary task of settling accounts between
criticism and its point of origin-the H egelian dialectic and
German philosophy as a whole'. 2 H e promises to provide this
final critical settling of accounts with Hegel in his concluding
chapter. The draft of the concluding chapter, entitled by the
editor 'Criticism of the Hegelian Dialectic and Philosophy as
a Whole', has survived among M arx's manuscripts.

[2]
This crucial document shows, in the first place, that wh en
Marx speaks of H egelianism he has in mind primarily the
philosophy of history set forth by H egel in his PhenomenologY o[
Mind. The point needs stressing because it has often been
assumed that the work of H egel's from which Marx took his
departure in the creation of his own system was the Philosophy
of Right. Such an inference is understandable in the light of
Marx's own mention of the latter work in the short account
of the history of his opinions that he gave in the preface of the
Critique of Political Economy. • I t is a reasonable one, moreover,
considering that this is the book in which H egel deaJs most
directly with social and political questions, and that mature
Marxism purports to be above all a theory of society. H owever,
Marx's manuscripts, and particularly his 'Criticism of the
Hegelian Dialectic and P hilosophy as a Whole', make it unmistakeably plain that the inference is erroneous, and that
• Sec above, p. 1o6.
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Hegel's Phtnommolog>' is the work with which ~1arxism is immcdiatcl} affiliated.
'Having asserted that criticism must now settle accounts with
'its mother, the Hegelian dialectic', ~1arx writes further: ' Let
us take a look at the Hegelian system. One must begin with
Hegel's Phmommology, the true birthplace and secret of the
Hegelian philosophy.'• He then writes out the whole table of
contents of this book, analyzes it, and extols it. He contrasts its
'critical' character with 'the uncritical positivism and cquall}
uncritical idealism of the later Hegelian works'. 4 But most
importanl of all, Marx takes the philosophy ofhistory developed
by ~egcl here as his model in the construction of his own system,
wh1ch becomes therefore a kind of phenomenology of man
centerin_g in the idea of man's self-alienation in the labour proc~ .. Th1s he takes to be what Hegel, underneath it aU, was really
~nVtng at. Hegel's phenomenology of Geist was, in unconscious
mtent, a phenomenology of Mensch: 'Briefly, within an abstract
framewo_rk, he g~asps labour as the sclfj?roductive act of man,
the rel::tuon tO trimscllas an ahen being, and his manifestat.ion
qua alien being as the developing consciousness and life of the
species.' 'The Phenomenology', maintains Marx, 'is criticism in a
concealed, un-sclf-clarificd and mystifying form. However, in so
far as it firmly grasps the alienation of man (Enifmndung du
Menschen ), even if man appears only in the form of spirit, all the
clements of criticism lie hidden in it and a rc often prefigured
and worked out in a manner far transcending the Hegelian
standpoint.''
Thus Marx undertakes to invert the Phtrumunology. He construes it as a revelation of the truth about man in a 'concealed
un-self-clarified and mystifying form'. Bu t unlike Feuerbach:
who saw here only a mystified picture of the truth about religious
man and h~nce ontr the fo~ndation of a criticism of religion,
M~rx sees m Hegel s sel~-ahenated God an upside-down portrrut of man as an tconomte produur. He believes, therefore that
the cri ticism hidden and prefigured in the Phenomenology ~as a
'criticism of political economy'. Spirit producing itself as spirit
and finding itself confronted with an alien world was man
producing himself as man and finding himself so confronted.
The secret of Hegelianism was the human labour process: 'The
greatness of the Hegelian Phenomenology and of its end-result the
dialectic..of.nGgativity as the moving_and_g.eoeratiye .Qrinci pic-
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lies, firstly, in the fact that Hegel grasps the self-production of
man as a process, objectification as de-objectification, as extcrnalization and transcendence of this cxternalization; that he
therefore grasps the essence of labour and conceives objective
man, true man because real man, as the result of his own labour.'•
Feuerbach considered H egel's philosophy a vehicle of truth
in so fa r as the criticism of religion was latently prescm in it, but
rejected the manifest H egelianism as a philosophical extension
of theology. Marx reasons in precisely similar fashion in his
critical settling of accounts with Hegel. On the one hand, he
regards the Phenomenology as a gigantic vehicle of truth in that
the criticism of political economy was implicit already in its
theory of self-alienated spirit. When 'man' is substituted for
'spirit', this theory shows man's economic life to be a life of
alienated labour (enifremdete Arbeit). And here is the key to a
criticism of political economy, for 'political economy has merely
formulated the laws of alienated labour' 7, as, for example, in
its iron law of wages. T o this extent, then, Marx considered
himself to be involved in a salvaging operation upon the Hegelian philosophy. He is salvaging from it, by the method of inversion, that which is of enduring scientific value.
On the other hand, he also assails Hegel. He rejects the manifest Hegelianism as a mystification, an idealistic misrepresentation of the human labour process. The latter is a 'material'
process in that it comprises the production of material objects.
For H egel, however, the process of production as expounded in
the P/unomtnl)logy is a process of thought-production only. It
yields only objects of thought. 'The only labour that Hegel
knew and acknowledged was the abstractly spiritual. ' 1 That is,
he considered all productive activity, and activity of reappropriation, as an expression of the divine thought-process. As a consequence, 'he has only discovered the abstract1 logical and speculative expression for the movement of histo~ but not yet the
rtal h1story of man as a presupposed subject'. For as Marx later
explains, ' thinking cannot be conceived as the mode of asser tion
of man's being as a human and natural subject with eyes, cars,
etc., in society and the world and nature'. •
This is Marx's negative criticism of Hegel. According to the
manifest Hegelianism, 'only the spirit is the true essence of ma n,
and the true form ofspirit is the thinking spi rit, the logical speculative spirit. The humanity of nature and of the nature produced
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he epitomized his relation to Hegel in a single enigmatic proposition that has baffled the critics and commentators to this
day. In 1873 he included in the preface to the second edition of
Capital a passage saying: ' For ~egel, the thought process (which
he actually transforms into an tndependent subject, giving to it
the name of'I dea') is the demiurge of the real; and for him the
real is only the outward manifestation of the I dea._lp I12Y v~
on the other hand, the ideal is nothing other than the mateciaJ.
when it has been tran:spO"sed and translated J..nsidi}the human
head.' Here Marx abruptly cut short the explanation, adding ~
mysteriously: 'Nearly thirty years ago, when Hegelianism was
still fashionable, I criticized the mystifying aspect of the H egelian dialectic.'14 This was a reference to his then unpublished
manuscript of 1844 on the H egelian dialectic and philosophy
as a whole, whose very existence still remained unknown to the
world. I t is only in the context of this manuscript that the
meaning of his famous statement about his inversion of H egel
becomes clear. When he says that the 'ideal' is nothing other
than the 'material' translated inside the human head, he means
that the self-productive Hegelian thinking spirit, or alienated
Idea, was the reflection in Hegel's head of real human history
as a process of material production and alienated labour.

[3]
Marx, then, sees the real history of man as the latent content
of H egel's philosophy of history. I n his manuscripts he elaborates
the conception of the self-productive process of man. H e sketches
his own version of the phenomenology of man adumbrated, as
he sees it, in Hegelianism. In so doing he develops a philosophy
which, while it revolves within the Hegelian orbit of thought,
is novel and un-Hegelian at points and generally bears the distinctive imprint of Marx.
I ts subject is the history of the world viewed as a process by
which man makes himself fully man. M arx says that man is a
natural being and must, like any other natural being, undergo
a developmental process or act of becoming. This self-developmental process of man is the 'act of world history'. By 'man',
moreovet:. Marx,. following Feuerbach, means mankind or the
human species. The act of world history is the self-realization of
man m this collective or generic sense. Marx, of course, does
not overlook (any more than Hegel did) the existence of indi-
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viduals as parts of a nd participants in the collective life of the
species. But the self-develo£i~ei~ of whom he speaks in his
system is man writ large in the s~ges. 'The individual life and
species-life of man are not distinct', he says, for 'the determinate
individual is only a determinate species being' .15 The life of the
individual is a microcosm of the life of man on the generic scale.
Accordingly, the 'man' of whom Marx speaks in his manuscripts is understood as man in general.
Marx transfers to generic man the creativity that Hegel
earlier had transferred from the Christian God to the world-self.
He sees man as fundamentally a productive being, a creator. The
life of the species is 'productive living' in various different forms.
Ma terial production is the basic form, but man is a producer
too in all the non-material realms oflife. Marx mentions religion,
the family, the state, law, art and science as so many different
'modes of production' ( Weisen der Produktion). Thus man is
universally a being who produces things- material things in the
economic life, children in the family, the image of himself as a
divine being in religion, and so forth. H e is endowed with a
multitude of creative capacities, faculties and drives ( T riebe)
that seek outlet in productive activity. These are his 'powers' or
'forces' as a species. Marx variously caJls them 'essential powers',
'vital powers' and ·~eCiC!J>Owers' ( Wesenlcrtijte, Ltbenskriifle,
Cattungskriifle). Somewhat later he began to call them simply
the 'productive powers' or 'productive fore~· (Produktivkriifle).
M arx says in this connection lllat industry must be seen in
relation to the essence of man and not, as has hitherto been the
case, merely in terms of external relations of utility. I n industry
we must see a complex of already materialized productive
powers ofgeneric man. The history of industry is ' the open book
of human essential powers, human psychology sensuously
considered '. It is 'the exoteric unfolding of human essential
powers', and when it is so understood ' the human essence of
nature and the natural essence of man..are also understood'."
arx means that industry is an essentially subjective phenomenon in relation to man writ large in the species. Machines,
factories, etc., are materialized faculties of generic man's selfexpression in proauctive activity. They are physical extensions
and enlargements of the bands, cars, eyes and brains of the
species. •

Taking his cue from Hegel, M arx says that the history of
production is an Entiiusserungsgeschichtt, a history of man's own
self-extemaJization. For Hegel, as we have seen, spirit is a
world-creating force. The world of nature and the successive
worlds of culture are objectifications of its creative activity. All
this reappears in Marx's image of man, save that now the worldcreating productive activity is seen as material production primarily and the prime product is the world of 'anthropological
nature'. According to M arx, the objects that man produces are
concrete external embodiments of the species powers expended
in the activity of producing them. 'The object of labour is the
objectification ( Vergegenstiindlichung) of the species-life of man.' 17
These objects form, in their vast accumulative aggregate over
the ages, a man-made enviroment or 'nature produced by
history'. It is superimposed over the primeval nature or 'sensuous
external world' (sinnliche Aussenwe/t ), which for Marx is simply
the 'stuff' out of which man produces his own objective world
in the course of history. Thus, Marx's equation of man's history
with world history is intended with the utmost philosophical
seriousness. Man is a world-creator, and his history is a n activity
of production of the world of created objects that now surrounds
him. As M arx states it, 'the whole so-called world-histo'=)' is
nothing other than the proouc1lon or man through hum;~n
labour, nothing other than the becoming of nature for man'.
'The nature that develops in human history ... is the rtal
nature of man, so that nature as it develops ~stry, even if in
alienated form, is true ~ro~logical nawre....
This conception of anthropological nature as the sclfexternalization o(man lies at the core of Marx"s thought. As will
'be shown later, it is by no means a youthful vagary that he
abandoned when he went on from original Marxism to reformulate his system in its mature expression. The world i.s the

• G. D. H. Cole poinll ou t that Marx in his later writings is nmbiguoUJ in his use

of the key term 'productive powen'. He :ulu: ' ... a.re not the "powcn of production" thought of sometimes :u coal and iron, steam and water, and other things
external to man, and at other times, without open or coruc:ioUJ transition of meaning, :u man's power over coal and iron, steam and water, and the other things
which he manipulates for his ends?' (Socitllist TMu1ht: Tlu FllfffUIINrS, p. (173). That
the ambiguity was intentional is shown by Marx's expocition in the manuscripu.
The productive powen are, on the one hand, the creative faculties and energies in
man (later known in Marxism as his labour power). Secondly, they comprix such
material productive facilities as machines and factories. These are man's externalized productive powen, for industry iJ 'human psychology sensuously
considered'.
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taken as a whole. For an ultimate revolution is required,
according to M arx, in order to consummate it. Regarded at any
prior point, the process presents itself under the aspect of
estrangement. The history of externalization is an Erlljremdungsgeschichte, a history of man's self-alienation. M an in history
reifies himself in an objective world of material things
(Sac/unwell ). He becomes object to himself in this way, and 'looks
at himself in a world that he has created' . When he does so, the
objects into which he has externalized himself confront him as
'alien beings', and what he sees when he looks at himself in the
vast aggregate of these objects is 'an alien and hostile world
standing over against him'. 11 J ust as in the H egelian system,
moreover, the experience of the objective world as alien and
hostile is an experience of bondage or, as Marx prefers to phrase
it, 'object-bondage' (Knechtschafl des Gegenslandes). !!2 Whi,t working man sees in..the world that he-has created is a gigantic fetter
upon him.
In his manuscript on 'Alienated Labour', Marx addresses
himself to the question as to why the produced objective world
appears alien and hostile to man the producer. His explanation
is not the same as Hegel's although the two conceptions coincide
in a formal sense. I n the H egelian system, as shown earlier, the
alien ch aracter of the phenomenal world is a function of its
objectivity, which constitutes it a limit and fetter for spirit as a
knowing subject seeking to become conscious of itself as unlimited being. The subject-object relation per se is a relation of
spirit's self-alienation. Marx rejects this idea. H e says that man,
as a natural being, naturally lives in transaction with his external
surroundings, with things outside him that answer to his needs
and gratify his senses: 'A being that does not have its nature
outside itself is no natural being.... A being that has no object
outside itself is no objective being.... An unobjective being is
an un-being' ( Unwesen). f3
What makes the man-created world alien and hostile is not
its objectivity, but rather the fact that man, in the act of producing it, objectifies himself 'inhumanly, in opposition to
himself'. M arx argues that alienation has its source 'within the
producing activity itself', of which the objective world is, he
says, only a ' resu me'. ' How could the worker experience the
product of his activity as something alien standing opposed to
him if be himself were not alienated from himself in the very act
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of production? The product is only a resum~ of the activity, the
producing.... The alienation of the object of labour me rely
epitomizes the alienation, the extemalization, in the activity of
labour itself.' u The alien character of the product ofl abour, a nd
of the Sachenwelt in genera l as the collective product, is, therefore,
a reflection of the self-alienation of man in the labour process.
The a lien object is a mirror for man, a reminder as it were, of his
own experience of alienation in the activity of producing it. The
world becomes an alienated world (entfremdete Welt) because
man's world-creating productive activity is alienated labour.
By 'labour' or 'alienated labour'-terms that he employs
interchangeably- M arx means productive activity performed
by man in the state of alienation from himself. H e declares that
all h uman activity up to now has been labour. Each of the
realms of productive Jiving, beginning with that of material
production, has been a realm of a lienated labo ur. All that mankind has produced in history in every mode of production has
been produced by a liena ted men. Consequently, man has never
been fully himself in his creative activity. This activity has never
been 'self-activity' (Seibstbetiitigung), by which Marx means free
creativity in which a person feels thoroughly at home with himself, enjoys a sense of voluntary self-determination to action, and
experiences his energies as his own.
This notion of man as a being whose natural and healthy
condition is one of self-activity reflects the deep influence upon
Marx of Feuerbach, who enunciated in his Essence of Christianity
the view that free, unconstrained productive activity is an
essential attribute of the human species mistakenly assigned by
theology to God. 'The whole character of a species, its speciescharacter lies in... the c haracter o f its life-activity', writes Marx,
'and.frc co'nscious'l activity is the species-character of man.'u
':rhe lower animals also p•oduce, he observes, but only under the
spur of immediate physical need, whereas man produces even
when free from physical need and he only genuinely produces
when he is free from it. Spontaneous, voluntary producing
activity is his element, a nd in such activity he expresses himself
as an a rtist. M an for Marx is essentially a n a rtistic.. being who
' knows how to a pply everywhere the 1nherent standard of the
object' and 'forms things in accordance with the laws of
beauty'. 11 Tha t, at any rate, is what he would d o if his productive
activity were genuine self-activity instead of alienated labour.
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ALIENATION AND MONEY-WORSHIP
... all is under the sway of an inhuman force.
MARX

---

(1844)

It is Marx's postulate that human productive activity in every
sphere of life, and not alone in the economic sphere, has been
alienated labour. He considers material production, however,
to be the fundamental sphere of man's productive living. And
alienated labour here is the production of material objects that
become commodities or private property. This suggests the
hypothesis that alienated labour has its ground and source in
the institution of private property. M arx himself considers this
hypothesis, but only to discard it. Speaking of the notion of
private property, he writes: 'But on analysis of this concept it
becomes clear that though private property appears to be the
source, the cause, of alienated labour, it is really its consequence,
just as the gods in the beginning are not the caose but the effect of
man's mental aberration.'• Private property is the function of
alienated labour, not viet versa. Far from being the source and
cause of alienated productive living, the institution of private
property is its outgrowth and consequence. Alienated labour is
itself the prior fact; it is a form of living that generates private
property as its product. It too, like the gods, must be grounded
in man's 'aberration'.
An alternative hypothesis half suggested by some of Marx's
statements in the manuscripts and his later writings as weU is
thalalienation is rooted in the despotism of.physical need. He
says that man differs from the lower animals in that he is a free
conscious producer who would create things and arrange them
according to the laws of beauty even if there were no pressure
upon him to produce in order to survive. _¥a_y it not be that the
~rn necessity to produce the means ofsubsis_tence deprives man
.£!j_clf-activity~,. account,$ for the compulsiveness of labour, and
makes him an alienated being? One might easily draw this
inference from such s(atements of Marx as the following:
'Labour is not the satisfaction of a need but only the means of
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satisfying needs outside it.' 'Alienated labour, by degrading
spontaneous activity, free activity, to a means, makes man's _
species-life a means to his physical e.'<istence.''
On closer analysis, however, it turns out that the compulsion
to produce in order to live is not, for Marx, the source and cause
of alienated labour but rather ao expression of it. And given his
own underlying premise about the inherently creative nature of
man, it could hardly be otherwise. A being who spontaneously
tends to be productive might well experience self-activity in
work that he performs for a living. Thus, a carpenter might
derive creative satisfaction and a personal sense of fulfillment
from the carpentry by which he lives. Certainly the need to
work in order to live could not in itself explain the alienated
condition, the trance-like state of compulsiveness, in which
Marx's working man produces. There is no necessary connection
between self-alienation and the need to work for a living. Nor
does Marx himself, as becomes plain when we probe more deeply
into his thinking, really believe that there is. When he says that
alienated labour is only the means to satisfy 'needs outside it',
the reference is primarily to needs other than the simple need to
survive.
His explanation of alienated labour is the one already briefly
stated in the essay 'On the J ewish Question', where he wrote:
'Money is the alienated essence of man's work and his being.
This alien being rules over him and he worships it. ... Just as
man, so long as he is engrossed in religion, can only objectify his
nature by turning it into an alien creature of the fantasy, so,
under the domination of egoistic need, he can act in a practical
way, create objects practically, only by subordinating these
products as well as his activity to the power of an alien being and
bestowing upon them the signjncance of an alien beingmoney.' Having undertaken the systematic criticism of political
economy in his manuscripts, Marx still considers that his subjectmatter is religious in essence, that political economy is the
theology of a worldly religion. He is still speaking of money as
the 'alien being' and of the worship of this 'worldly god' as the
force that alienates man from himself in his productive activity.
Marx's alienated man is a man who produces 'under the
domination of egoistic need' . . This is the need 'outside' th£...
labour process to which the process is subordinated. The compulsion that transforms free creative self-activity into alienated
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labour is the compulsion to amass wealth. Marx portrays it in

life, the greater is your exiLrnaliz.td life--the greater is the store of your
alienated being. Everything that the political economist takes from
you in life and in humanity, he replaces for you in mo119' and in
wealth; and all the things that you cannot do, your money can do. It
can eat and drink, go to the dance hall and the theatre ; it can travel,
it can appropriate art, learning, the treasures of the past, political
power- aJI this it can appropriate for you- it can buy all this for you;
it is the true tndowmmt. Yet being all this, it is inclined to do nothing
but create itself, buy itself; for everything else is after all its servant.
And when I have the master 1 have the servant and do not need his
servant. All passions and all activity must therefore be submerged in

his manuscripts as a maniacal obsession with the accumulation

of capital, a veritable fanaticism of appropriation of the world
of created things, a lust for money. He entitles it 'greed'
(Habsucht), and ascribes the concept of it to political economy:
'The only wheels that set political economy in motion are grttd
and the war between the greedy-competition.' 3 But "UliSiS a
motive force qualitatively different from tbe earthy calculating
self~interest with which Smith and the other classical economists
endowed their 'economic man'. Although be imputes the notion
to Anglo-French political economy, Marx thinks and writes as a
German philosopher of the Hegelian school for which passion is
the moving force in hu man life.
Thus he describes greed as a kind of acquisitive mania that
sees in money the means of exercising power over everything.
Man worships money as the 'externalized potentiality of mankind' and 'almighty being' that confe.rs unlimited power upon
its possessor. Money is the 'divine power' (gottliche Krqft) that
overturns all things and 'transforms fidelity into infidelity, love
into hate, hate into love, virtue into vice, vice into virtue,
servant into master, master into servant, idiocy into intelligence
and intelligence into idiocy'. • Marx refers to Goethe and
Shakespeare as his authorities on this point. H e quotes, for
example, some passages (rom Timon of Atlzms in which 'Yellow,
glittering, precious gold' is apostrophized as 'Thou visible God!'
and the poet says: 'Thus much of this will malce black white,
foul fair, wrong right, base noble, old young, coward valiant.'
Marx says that the drive to amass wealth ad U!finilum is tbe
'ethic' implicit in political economy, whose foremost representative has declared in The Wealth ofNations that capital is 'a certain
command over all the labour, or over aU the produce of labour,
which is then in the market' . The key word for Marx is
'command'. Money is the means of exercising command over all
that the hand and mind of man have ever produced or will
produce. The moral message of political economy is, therefore,
the following:

-:::::::

The less you eat, drink and read books; the less you go to the theatre,
the dance hall, the public-house; the less you think, love, theorize,
sing, paint, fence, etc., the more you save-the greai4T becomes your
treasure which neither moths nor dust will devour-your capital.
_Ibsjess you are, the more you have; the less you express your own
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This all-embracing passion of greed is seen by Marx as an
'utterly alien power' or : inhuman force' (unmenschliche Macht)
that holds sway over the whole of human existence. • It has been
the motive force of the historical process up to now. Man has
created his objective world under its iron compulsion. Marx
calls it 'alien' and 'inhuman' because he sees in it the force that
alienates man from himself, deprives him of freedom, and
dehumanizes him. Under the despotism of the acquisitive
passion he 'develops no free physical and spiritual energy but
mortifies his body and ruins his spirit'. His producing activity
grows 'nichlfrtiwillig' and is experienced by him as 'an activity
turned against himself, independent of him, not belonging to
him'. He objectifies himself 'in an inhuman manner' and the
objects into which the alienated activity is materialized confront
him as alien beings, remjnders of the torment endured in producing them.
In dra\\<'ing this picture of man aliertated from himself in
servitude and sacrifice to the worldly god, Marx constantly
keeps before his mind's eye the Feuerbachian analysis of
religion. Feuerbacb had argued that God is only the externalized
mental activity ofself-worshipping religious man, but apprehended as the activity of another being separate from man. IL is
just the same, says Marx, in the practical religious sphere: 'Just
as in religion the self-activity of the human imagination, of the
human brain and human heart, operates independentJy of the
individual, i.e. as an alien, divine or diabolical activity, so the
activity of the worker is not his self-activity. It belongs to another;
it is the loss of himself.' 7 The worker, in other words, experiences
his own productive activity as though it belonged not to himself
but to his externalized being, his own creation-ca pital.
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ment within himself, in one or another of its many expressions,
could never have produced such powerful images of it as Marx
did in his manuscripts and his later writings. • It is equally plain,
however, that the conceptual source lies in the Hegelian philosophy, which presided over his mind at the birth-Lime of
Marxism. From~damSmith and the other political economists
came the terms 'capital' and 'labour', together with the notion
that capital is 'command over labour'. Postulating that
H egelianism provides the key with which one can unlock the
secrets of political economy, Marx proceeded to infuse these
terms with an Hegelian idea-content. 'Labou r' became 'alienated
labour', and 'capital' assumed the aspect of the infinite selfaggrandizing movement that Hegel, in his PMnonunology, had
ascribed to spirit. As we have seen, Marx steeped himself anew
in the PMnomenology dltring the period of his work on the manuscripts. His notion of the 'inhuman force' in man must be
understood against this background.
I n Hegel's system, it will be recalled, spirit performs its worldcreating productive activity under compulsion of the drive to
become conscious of itself as da.s Ga~e. The dialectic of finitude
is a dynamism of its self-aggrandizement to infinity. If spirit is,
on the one hand, a force and principle of creativity, it is also, on
the other hand, a force or will to limitless aggrandizement. I ts
only motive for producing itself as a world is to grasp and behold
the world as itself. The cognitive process is a movement of
appropriation of the created world as 'property of the ego' or
'spiritual substance'. Spirit is 'insatiably greedy' to incorporate
the seemingly substantial objective world within the receptacle
of self, and the self-infinitizing movement whereby it destroys
• RUhle, who has been quoted above as 1aying that the urge to be godlike was a
dominating force in Marx, fills in the character sketch as folloWJ: 'Throughout life,
Marx remains the young nudeot, who iA afraid of disappointing others through the
inadequa.ey ofhu achievement, and therefore seu himself aim upon aim, piles task
upon task. He cannot escape the voices calling after him: "You must show what
you can do! Must climb! Must have a brilliant career! Must do aomething extraordinary! Must be the lint!" Thu will-to-conquest and this urge-to-superiority
dominate all phases of his existence as worker and fighter.... Unquestionably
Marx wu a neurotic. For everyone familiar with neurotic symptonu, the neurotic
Lraiu in his clinical hutory are unmistakcable.... Yet he never, mentally ~peaking,
surrendered wholly and permanently to neui'Oiis- and this u the decisive matter....
He had to be whipped on by overweening ambition, bli.n ded by intolerable selfishness, goaded day and night by a torturing sense of inferiority-that he might be
equipped for hiA formidable achievements' (Karl Marx: His Lifo n.nd Work, pp. 379,
388-g, 397)·
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the object qiUl object is an appropriation of everything as its
private property. Hegel presents it as a n acquisitive movement,
a process ofenrichment, a n accumulation of'spiritual substance'.
H e conceives it, of course, as something ' inner', something taking
place in thought.
But M arx is completely convinced that the referent is something 'outer', that H egelianism is esoteric economics and requires
to be translated into materialistic economic terms. H egel's logic,
'aS he puts it, is 'the money of the spirit' . • Cons"'equent1y, tlte
dialectic oftheTnite reappears in his reconstructed H egelianism
as a dynamism of infinite self-aggrandizement in matmal terms.
The drive of H egelian spirit to aggrandize itself to infinity in
terms of knowledge becomes a drive of Marxian man to
aggrandize himself to infinity in terms of money. The insatiable
greed of H egelian spirit turns into the 'egoistic need' that
dominates M arxian man in his activity of material production.
The accumulation of spiritual substance in history becomes the
accumulation of capital. Only in Capital itself does this decisive
aspect of the H egei-Marx relation receive full systematic
expression.
H owever, Marx already had the basic idea squarely in mind
in 1844. In the manuscripts, as we have seen, he views the act
of world history as a process of human self-objectification
motivated by a drive for absolute enrichment. Not only does
historical man reify himself in an objective world as does spirit
in H egel's system. His self-productive act is similarly performed
under compulsion of a self-infinitizing acquisitive drive. Like
Hegelian spirit, he produces a world only in order to appropriate
it as private property. Thus, what has been said here concerning
the dual aspect of H egelian spirit applies equally to Marxian
m an as man in history. If he is, on the one hand, an inherently
creative being, whose productive powers crave outward expression in productive activity, he is also, on the other hand, a n
infinitely acquisitive being imbued with an urge to become das
Canze in a material sense. H ere the absolute self is no longer
simply a splendid vision of the self as a n absolute being. It has
become an autonomous, dynamic force within man, an 'inhuman
force' in Marx's phrase. As such, it exerts a tyrannical sway over
him, usurping his life-energies and exploiting his productive
powers.
H egel construes the acquisitive movement as something taking
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place in the mind and terminating in 'absolute knowledge',
whereas M arx treats it as a practical appropriation of the world
in the drive toward absolute material enrichment. But this is not
the crucial difference between the two systems. M ore important
in many ways is the change that has occurred from H egel to
Marx in the conception and evaluation of the acquisitive drive.
For H egel the appropriation of the world cognitively as property
of the ego is the way in which spirit's self-alienation is overcome
and freedom is achieved. For Marx it is just the reverse. The
acquisitive striving is the force that turns man's creative activity
into compulsive alienated labour and depersonalizes him. It is
the ground and source of his a lienation from himself. Instead of
freei ng him, it enslaves him; instead of restoring him to himself,
it causes him to lose himself; instead of humanizing him, it
degrades him to the level of Unmensch. Accordingly, that
which Hegel a ffirms as good, Marx condemns as evil, as an
utterly alien power. The acquisitive movement that H egel sees
as a process of spirit's growing consciousness of freedom, M arx
sees as one of man's g rowing consciousness of bondage. The ~
shift of moral perspective is profound, and must be clearly
grasped by all who would comprehend Marxism and its influence in the world.
Behind it lies not only the inner tendency of Marx's own
nature but also the influence of Feuerbach's thought upon him.
As we have noted, Feuerbach turned against the Absolute as the
aJien self, and took the side of suffering finite man whom he saw
as the victim of the historical movement of actualization of the
' Idea'. M arx proceeds in the same direction. H e too recasts the
Absolute, or rather the dynamism of aggrandizement, as the
villain of the piece, and ranges himself on the side of surfering
humanity. H e pronounces 'inhuman' and 'alien' the force that
compels man to absolutize himself in terms of money; he sees
the real self of man as his enslaved powers of creativity. H e
desires the 'emancipation oflabour' {to borrow a later Marxian
phrase) from bondage to the passion of greed. The whole theory
of alienated labour ou tlined above rests on this position.
Marx's repudiation of the 'alien power' finds reflection and
embodiment in the image of proletarian man in which M arxism
itself centres. H ere man the producer is in revolt against the
inhuman force that holds both him and his world in its greedy
grasp. The working man is a 'dehumanization' conscious of
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himself as man. Whereas spirit, in Hegel's system, is constantl y
in the process of realizing itself, constantl y reapprop riating its
alienated objective being, the human producer in Marx's is not
realizing himself but only his labour. He only externalizes himself in a world that is alien and hostile and grows increasingly so.
Alienation is the hallmark of his history from beginning to end.
This history is a story of his creation of a world and loss of
himself in the process. The acquisitive movement that proceeds
pari passu in history with the productiv e one is a moveme nt of the
expropri ation of the producer , the loss of his product to the alien
power that dominates and oppresses him. H is history is not a
_progress of the consciousness of freedom, but a progress o( the
conscious ness of bondage, oppression, exploitat ion and suffering.
It shows a pattern of ever increasing alienatio n or, as Marx was
later to call it, a ' law of increasing misery'. Man does not become
man but only creates the material prerequisites for it. He merely
brings into being the objective setting of his future Life of selffulfillment, while growing more and more dehuman ized in the
process. Slaving under the taskmaster of greed, he produces a
world of aJien wealth, wherein, ultimatel y, he is to find himself.
In its delineali on of the closing phase of world history, howt'Ver, Marx's system comes back into line with its Hegelian
model. The world commun ist revolution is for Marx a revolution
of human self-change; it is the ultimate self-realizing act of
humanity . And in so visualizing it, he was following the fundamental schtma of the H egelian philosophy, in which the knowing
subject transcends its self-alien ation by appropri ating the object.
Spirit, confronted by an alien and hostile objective world,
changes itselfby appropri ating this world in thought. It is thus
by acting upon something external, or somethin g that falsely
appears to be external, that spirit realizes its own nature.
The same idea reappear s in Marx's theory of the commun ist
revolution. Although Marx has deviated from H egel in that he
sees the acquisitive movement of world-ap propriati on in history
as the de-realization of man, he returns to Hegel at the end.
Man, who has lost the created world to his own greed, must
perform an act of 'reapprop riation' ( Wiederantig!Uing) in order to
change himself. This is Marx's definition of the commun ist or
proletari an revolution. He holds that the only possible way for
the producin g man to abolish the acquisitive movement,
emancip ate himself from the incubus of greed, and so end his
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inversio n of H egel to the formul a tion of the idea of the communist revoluti on itself.
I n H egelia nism , the cognitiv e act of appro priation of the
o bjective wo rld is d efined in dialectic al te rms as the ' negatio n of
the negatio n'. The knowing subject thereby a bolishes itself qua
fmite being, i.e. negates itself as a negatio n of itself. M arx
employs this same dialectic al fo rmula, mutatis mutandis, in his
d efinitio n of the world revoluti on. In his aliena ted la bour of
world-c rea tio n, working ma n has existed onJy as a pro leta ria n
'non-ma n' o r negatio n of his true self. Consequ ently, the act by
which he a ppro pria tes the a]jena ted world of private pro perty
will be rus act of self-abo litio n as a proleta rian, or the negation
of himself as a negation ofhirnse lf. On the basis of this reasonin g,
M a rx d efin es the commun ist wo rld revolution as the ' negatio n
of the negation ' . 6
Unlike H egel, however , he ho lds tha t the negation of the
negation d oes not im media tely spell a ffirma tion. Fo r H egel the
cognitiv e act by which spirit negates itself as a finite being yields
it the a ffirmativ e consciou sness of itself as infinite being. For
Marx, o n the o ther hand, the commun ist action of wo rlda ppropri ation does no t in itself bring ma n the a ffirm a tive consciousness of himseJf as ma n. H e credits Feuer bach with showing
tha t the d estruc tive process of negation of the negation is nq t,
per se, a n a ffirma tio n. And he says tha t the a ffirma tive stage o f
human self-real ization lies beyond the immedi a te revolu tio nary
action against priva te property . Fa r fro m being fuJi y huma n
alread y on the morro w of the gr eat wo rld revoluti on, ma n,
according to Marx, will exist in a tem porary sta te o f terrible
d egrad a tio n. The huma n negation o f the negation produces only
' unthin king' or ' ra w commun ism' (d{T IOhe Komnwnismu.s), in
which man remains, fo r the momen t, more than ever a negation
o f himself. This is the immedi ate post-rev olutiona ry transitio nal
stage tha t M arx later d esigna ted as the stage of the dictatorship
of the prole taria t.
Proudho n had viewed commu nism, or the commu nal ownership of everyth ing, as 'oppress ion and slavery' . M a rx's 'raw
commu nism' closely parallels this idea, a nd his referenc e to
P roud ho n a t this point in the m anuscrip t suggests tha t he was
qwte a wa re of it. His main source of i~iratio n... howev~ was
evidentl y the book by Corenz von Stein to which we have
,..,.- referred in a n earlier cha pter. Stein coined the phrase ' raw
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commu nism' a nd d efined the idea of it. H e spoke of the ' French
raw commu nism whose aspiratio ns are no t to improve the condjtio ns of society but o nJy to incite the differen t classes against
one another ; tha t kind of commu nism which knows very well
tha t it leads onJy to a n upheava l but d oes not know wha t will
follow' . • Althoug h he traced the a ncestry o f French raw communism to the Ba boeuf conspira cy and Buonar roti's fa mous
treatise a bout it, Stein conceiv ed it as essen tially a subintellect ual phenom eno n. The theorists of raw commu nism
beginning with Ba boeuf and his cohorts, were m erely th~
mo u thpieces of a n untutor ed tendenc y present in the d ispossessed and bruta lized proleta ria n masses. This was the
tendenc y to put egalita rianism into pra ctice in a wild m elee o f
expropr ia tion a nd d estructio n o f property, commu nization of
wealth and wives, etc.
H ere is Marx 's 'unthink ing' commu nism, which is to p revail
on the m orrow of the wo r1d revOT"uuo n. R aw commu nism will
~ca n _the pro miscuo us socia liza tio n of a ll private pro perty,
mcludmg women: 'I n the same way as woman is to a ba ndon
marriag e for g enera l prostitu tion, so the whole wo rld of wealth,
tha t is, the objectiv e being o f ma n, is to aba ndon the rela tio n of
exclusive m arriage with the private prope rty o wner fo r the
7
rela tion o f general prosti tution \"'ith the commu nity.' S ignifiin rus
tein
cantly, M a rx even o utdoes the anti-com munist S
t ra w
tha
says
e
H
rs.
ffai
a
negative evalua tio n of this sta te of
property
te
priva
of
ence
d
commu nism is no t the real transcen
b ut only the universalizing of it, not the overcom jng of g reed but
only the generali zing o f it, a nd no t the a bolition of labour but
onJy its extensio n to all men. I t is m erely a new form in which the
vileness of private property comes to the surface. Express ing
'en vy a nd a d esire to r educe all to a commo n level', it spells the
to ta1 neg ation of the human. pe.rs.on a lity: ' I n complet ely
nega_ting the personality o f ma n, this type of commu nism is really
no thmg but the logical expressi on of priva te property. G eneral
entry, constitu ting itself as po wer, is the disguise in wruch greed
re-establishes itself and satisfies itself, onJy in anolher wa y.. . . In
the approac h to woman as the spoil and handma id of commu nal
lust is expressed the infinite d egrad ation in which ma n exists
for rumself. ' 8 These vivid indicati ons fro m the Paris manusc ripts
of the way in which M arx envisage d and evaluated the immedjate post-rev olutiona ry period very p robably explain the
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COMMUN ISM - T HE SELF REGAINED

extreme reticence that he always later showed on this topic in
his published writings.
The comm unist world revolution is for Marx a revolution of
self-change, an act by which man is to end his alienation,
restore his lost harmony with himself, and actualize himself as
man. As we sec, however, he does not conceive it directly in
these terms. Self-change is not the immediate outcome, nor
could it be on Marx's premise that the revolution is itself a
colossal acquisitive act of violence performed in a spirit of greed,
envy, hate and resentment. So he fa lls back upon the idea that
the world revolution sets the scene for a subsequent self-change.
But how an acquisitive action could end all acquisitive action,
how the inhuman force ofgreed could be destroyed by a counterforce of the same character-this he never explains.

time the free conscious producing animal that it is his essence
and species-character to be.
Productive activity will become joyous creation. Man will
produce things spontaneously for the sheer pleasure it gives him
to do so, will develop his manifold potentialities of action and
response, and will cultivate his sensibilities in every sphere. He
will cease to be divided against himself in his life-activity of
material production, and will no longer experience this activity
as activity of and for another alien, hostile, powerful man
independent of him. Consequently, the products of his activity,
the objectifications of himself, will no longer confront him as
alien and hostile beings. They will mirror for him the joys of
free self-activity instead of the agonies of a lienated labour. And
when he looks at himself in a world that he has created, he will
no longer see before him an alienated world. As Marx puts it,
the positive transcendence of private property means the
'annihilation of the alienated character of the objective world' .10
But human self-realization means much more to Marx than
the return of man to himself out of his alienated labour in the
life of material production. It means also the transcendence of
the various subsidiary modes of production in which man has
historically led a life of alienation: 'Religion, the family, the
state, law, morality, science, a rt, etc., are only particular modes
of production, and fall under its general law. The positive
transcendence of private property, as the appropriation of human
living, is, therefore, the positive transcendence of all alienation
and thus the return of man from religion, the family, the state,
etc., to his human, i.e. social existence. Religious alienation as
such takes place only in the realm of consciousness, of man's inner
life, but economic alienation is that of real life.'11 The 'general
law' of all modes of production hitherto has been the law of
alienation; alienated labour has been the universal mode of
production in all the realms of human life, among which the
economic realm is primary. The ending of economic alienation
will mean the end of the state, the family, law, morality, etc.,
as subordinate spheres of alienation. 'Social' man is man
returned to himself out of what has historically been known as
society, all of whose major institutions have been modes of
alienated productive living.
What will~n is theJifu.of art and science in a special and
vastly en:Iarged sense of these 1wo terms. arx's conception of

[3]
The infinite degr adation under raw communism is pictured by
Marx as a short stage of purgatory on the ascent of alienated
man to his post-historical destiny in ultimate communism. This
he discusses under the heading of 'positive humanism' or the
humanization of mankind. Communism as negation of the
negation is to give way in the higher stage to communism 'as
positive transcendence of private property, of human selfalienation, and therefore as the actual appropriation of human
nature through and for man', and of this Marx writes, in a burst
of Hegelian lyricism, that ' It is the riddle of history resolved, and
knows itself as the riddle'. •
The underlying assumption, as just pointed out, is that men
will now be liberated from the compulsive acquisitive drive that
has dominated their historical lives and turned them into
alienated men. The positive transcendence of human selfalienation means to Marx, first of all, the recovery of freedom in
a new non-acquisitive life of enjoyable self-activity. Having
repossessed his previously enslaved inner productive powers,
together with the lost world of external productive powers
materialized in industry, man will be released from the suffering
condition of alienated labour. Labour itself, in this sense, will
be a thing of the historical ..Past_.~ a rehc of the bygone stage of
man~s becoming as man. Freed at last from the lust for wealth in
whose service he has laboured, he will not, however, subside
into universal indolence. Instead, he will become for the first
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uliliu_ate communism is fundamentally tUJthetic in character.
His utopials an aesthetic ideal of the future man-nature relationship, wruclllle sees in terms of artistic creation and the appreciation of th~ of the man-made environment by its creator.
The acqdisitive and therefore alienated man of history is to be
succeede by the post-historical aesthetic man who will be
'rich' in a new way. Marx describes him as 'the rich man
profoundly endowed with all the senses', adding: 'The rich
human being is simultaneously the human being in nttd of a
totality of human life-activities'.u I n Marx's view, the relationsh~ this new man to natuLe.- that is, to his own anthropological nature-will be that of an artist. Man will realize his
..... .1/ natural tendency to arrange things 'according to the laws of
beau_ty '. Economic activity wiTt turn into artistic activity with
industry as the supreme avenue of creation, and the ~lanet
itself will become the new man's work of art. The alienated
world will give way to the aesthetic world.
Accordingly, M arx's dis_c~n in the manuscript on com• munism is l ~elY.!_a ken_~;£ with aesthetic questions. He declares
that 'The cultivation of the five senses is the work of the whole
history of the world to date.'" The positive transcendence of
private property will complete the work of history. It will mean
the ~on_9f the human senses to .appreciate_Jlli!!l-madc
objects for what they inherently are rather than perceiving in
them only objects of utility and potential possession. By way of
illustration Marx says that the dealer in minerals sees only their
market value but not the beauty and unique character of
minerals; he does not and cannot know and appreciate the
things in themselves so long as his perceptive faculties remain
prisoners of the acquisitive attitude or, as Marx now calls it,
the 'sense ofhaving' .f.derSinn d_es Haben.r) .
Here is his master-theme again : the enemy of hu man selfrealiza.tion is egoistic need, the drive to own and possess things.
Man liberated from alienation in communism is for Marx not
only a man whose productive activity has ceased to be subjugated
to the acquisitive urge. His knowing activity or perception of the
world has likewise been freed from it. The human senses are
.~id to be so many different modes of'awropriation' of external
reality_. In the man of the future, however, this sensory a ppropriation will be purified of the greed that has always m t e pMt
inhered m 1t and defilca It:
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Private property has made us so stupid and onesided that an object
when we have it, when it exists for us as capital, or when
~e possess it ~irectly, eat it, drink it, wear it on our body, live in it,
m short, use at.... For all the physical and s~itual senses, therefore~~nse of having,. whaCh is the simple alienation of aU these
senses. -~ been subSlltuted .... The transcendence of private
property IS, lherdore, the complete emancipation of all the human
senses and at~butes.... ..They relatc..lhernselves to the thing for the
sake of the thing, but the thing itself is an objective human relation
to itself and to man, and uue versa. e or enjoyment have consequently lost thear egOiStic cnaracter, and nature has lost its mere
utili!>' in that using has become human using.••
is ours onJy

This is Marx's picture of 'socialist' man, or man returned to
himself 'as social, i.e. human man, complete, conscious and
matured within the entire wealth of development to date'.l5
Man is to become 'social' or 'socialist' in the sense that he will
dwell in aesthetic communion with the humanly produced
world around him after he has arranged it according to the laws
of beauty and trained his senses to relate to each thing for the
sake ~f the thing. ~irroring the self-activity of the new freely
creative and perceptive man, the external objects will affirm his
esse~tial na~ure instead of confronting him as alien and ugly
d ~ruals of ~~self: As M.arx expresses it, 'all objects become for
him the obJtelijicatton of hzmstlf, become objects that confirm and
realize his individuality, become his objects, that is, he himself
becomes the object. . .. Thus man is affirmed in the objective
world not only in the act of thinking, but with aLL his senses.'••
All this presupposes Marx's notion that anthropological
nawre js the o!>j&ctified self of th
i . He sees the manworld relation as a social relation 'of man to man'. And comm~nism, as the 'regaining of self ', means the regaining of the
altenated world-self as well as the alienated inner human self or
productive powers. We may say, in fact, that for Marx communism ultimately signifies the establishment of an aesthetic
co~m~nity in the sclf-rclati~n between man and his alter ego the
ObJeCtive world. Commurusm, he says, is ' full y developed
naturalism as humanism, and fully developed humanism as
naturalism'Y Man is to enter into an I-Thou relation with the
human nature that exists outside himself. And this, finally, is
what M arx means by 'society'. Communism is the emergence
of'society' as a communal relation between the future aesthetic
man and his de-alienated world: 'H ere for the first time his
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natural existence is his human existence and nature has become
man for him. Thus, socie0J is the complete essential unity of man
with nature, the true resurrection of nature, the achieved
naturalism of man and the achieved humanism of nature.'18
This entire conception of ultimate communism is fully comprehensible only against the background of the Hegelian
Phenomenology. Marx follows the fundamental phenomenological
theme straight through to the finish of his system. I n terms of
Hegel's formula, he views ultimate communism as the stage at
which man finally comes to be at home with himself in his
otherness. I t is a peculiar relationship of knowing between man
l. and his self-produced world: Unlike H egelian knowing, which
" ~rough and through RQSS-essille....and which Hegel had illustrated by saying illat a dog devours things to prove that they
are not absolutely self-subsistent, the Marxian knowing is
scientific and sensory appreciation of things recognized as
external to the perceiver. With this important difference,
however, M arx reproduces in his notion of communism the
Hegelian vision of the goal of history. I nstead of spirit knowing
itself as spirit in 'absolute knowledge', we have man knowing
himself and nature as man in 'communism'.
But as Marx fully realized, man knowing himself and nature
as man is not a state ofaffairs that would normally be describable
as 'communism'. For_the term 'communism' carries a stubborn
connotation of ownership, if only by the community as a whole.
The concept of communism cannot eaSilyl>e divorced from the
thought of public property and possession, whereas Marx conceives it to be the goal of man to transcend all possessiveness in
his relations with that which lies outside himself. T hings then
will 'belong' to man solely in the sense that they gratify his fully
cultivated senses, and the only 'having' will be a sensory and
cognitive having. Consequently, the final condition of man will
be beyond all ownership, beyond the property principle, and in
this sense beyond communism. With this idea in mind, Marx closes
his discussion of communism with the following statement:
'Communism is the position as negation of the negation and
therefore the actual moment of human emancipation and reconquest of humanity necessary for the future historical development. Communism is the necessary form and energetic principle
of the immediate future, but communism as such is not the goal
of human development, the form of human society.'l•

XI
TWO MARXISMS OR ONE?
Without Gennan philosoph:J, which preceded it, particularly
that of Hegel, Gennan scientific socialism-the only scientific
socialism that has ever existed- would never have come into
ENGELS (1874)
being.

There is an apparent gulf between the philosophical communism of Marx's manuscripts of 1844, or original Marxism as
I have called it, and 'scientific socialism' as Marx and Engels
expounded it in the Communist Manifesto of 1848 and other later
writings. We seem to be confronted with nvo distinct Marxisms.
The most conspicuous difference is that self-alienated man, who
was the central subject of original Marxism, disappears from
view in the later version. In fact, mature Marxism is a mental
world from which 'man' seems to be absent.
Marx's first system is openly subjectivistic. It is a phenomenology of man constructed on the model of H egel's phenomenology of spirit. I ts pervasive idea is the idea of the self. I t sees
property as essentially a subjective phenomenon, industry as
'human psychology, sensuously considered', the objective world
as man's self-objectification in productive activity, the working
man as man alienated from himself, and so on. It is, further,
morally or religiously meaningful in a frankly proclaimed way.
The evil is alienation. The act of world history is a moraJ story
of man's loss of himself and ultimate recovery of himself or
redemption in communism.
In mature Marxism, beginning approximately with the
statement of the Materialist Conception of History by Marx in
The German Ideology ( 1845-S), the idea of the self seems to
disappear. It turns up rather unaccountably now and then, as
when Marx writes in this book: ' In revolutionary activity,
change of self coincides with change of circumstances.' Nevertheless, the published formulations of Marxism do not give the
impression that it has much to do with the self. Its manifest
content (to revert to a phrase already used with reference to
Feuerbach's and Marx's interpretation of H egelianism) is not
165
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commingle in the scattered expository passages of his transitional
work, The Holy Family, \vritten in the following year. I n other
words, there was no hia tus, no gap of time during which M arx
came upon and assimilated a new set of ideas unknown to him
in 1844. What bas just been briefly summarized is the essence of
Marxism as it crystalli{td in Marx's mind during the elaboration
of his phe nomenology of man. When he met with Engels in
,fu:ussds in Jhe spring of •845, he was a ble to expound to his
future associate the basic complex of ideas that was to become
known as the Materialist Conception of History. The foundations of mature Marxism were laid in the act of creating original

the self but society. This fact is epitomized in Marx's statement
in the Communist Manifesto: 'Capital is not a personal power ; it
is a social power.'1 As presented in this document, the Marxian
theory of history runs exclusively in abstract social and econor:ruc
categories. The realities with which it purports to deal are soctaleconomic realities, such as the economic base of society and the
ideological superstructure, the a ntagonistic classes into wh~ch
society is said to be split, the property system by means of whtch
the capitalist class exploits the proletarian class, and so forth.
We are told that a bstract ' productive powers' ofsociety periodically rebel against abstract ' relations of production', which
become 'fetters' on these powers. This is said to be happening
again at the present ti~e. Between 'la~ur' an~ 'capft?l:O
embodied in the prolctanat a nd bourgeotSte, a mtghty ctvil
war' is raging across the battleground of modern society. The
productive powers, vested in 'labour', are in rebellion agai nst
'capital', which is a 'social power' or, alternatively, a 'social
relation of production'. H ere everything is impersonal, strictly
societal.
Marx even calls into question now the concept of man's selfalienation, around which his enti re thought had revolved. In
The Gmnan Ideology, he remarks with a certain air of a m used
superiority that;_ ' the philosophers' bave....conceived the. whole
historical process as a 'proce.s.ull..lhe...sdf-alienation o("man" '. 1
Still more significantly, in the section of the Manifesto that treats
of 'German or " True" Socialism', he writes causucally that the
German Literati have ' written "externalization ofhuman nature"
under French criticism of money-relations', and adds that
German 'true socialism' has espoused 'T!.Q! the interests of the
prolernriat but the interests ofhuman na ture, of man in general,
whooelongs tO no class, has no reah ty, anCl subsists only in the
misty realm of philosophical fa ntasy'. • Thus, the very idea of
ma n has seemingly gone out the window along with the idea of
his self-alienation. There is no ' man', M a rx is saying, there are
only classes. As be puts it in the sixth of the 'Theses on Fcuerbach',
' H uman nature is no abstraction inherent in each separate
individual. I n its reality it is the ensemble of the social relations.' '
I t should be em phasized that Marx put forward this
thoroughly 'socialized' or &£p~lized version of Marxism in
the immediate aftermath ofhis worJC on the manuscripts of 1844.
T his is shown by the fact that the earlier version a nd this one

M~.•

The latter a ttracted little a ttention during the first decade or
so following the publication of Marx's manuscripts in German
in 1932 . In recent years, however, knowledge of original
Marxism has been spreading, and in various quarlers interest in
it has been growing. At the same time, the apparent gulfbetween
the original philosophical Marxism and the later Marxian
doctrine has created considerable perplexity. The mystery of the
relation between them presently seems to be emerging as a
domina nt issue and focus of interest within the field of Marx
scholarship. And considering that Marxism remains today much
more tha n an a ntiquaria n topic in the history of ideas, the discussion has inevitably fallen into the pattern of a debate as to
which is the 'real Marxism'.
The world's image of Marxism has, of course, been sha ped by
the published formulations of the doctrine. Such habitual ways
of thinking tend to resist change, particularly when institutions
have come into being with a vested interest in their perpetuation. For the great majority of Marxists, and especially for the
Communists, the mature system remains as always the truly
serious and significant creation of Marx, and original Marxism
appears at most an interesting curiosity out of his youth. Many
• In his prdace to the 1883 Cennan edition of the CAmm101irl Mllllifu t., Engeb
summarized the underlying theory of history and added: •... this basic thought
belongs aolely and cxdiUively to Marx'. In another preface written aomc years
alter, he repeated the summary and cOmmented that 'when I again met MArx at
Brussels, in spring, •14!), he had it ready worked out, and put it before me, in term•
almost as clear as those in which I have alated it here' (&ucttd Work.r, vol. r, p. 2!)).
l n Ludwi1 Feuerb«h he explained further: 'What I contributed-at any rate with
the excepdon of my work in a few special fielc:b- Marx could very well have done
without me. What Marx accomplished I would not have achieved' (ibid. vol. n,
p. 349) .
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enveloped in mysticism'. 7 However, the famous passage in the
1873 preface to Capital was his onJy further word on the matter.
A part of it has been quoted above. • The remainder reads as
follows: 'I n Hegel's writings, dialectic stands on its head. You
must tum it right way up again if you want to discover the
ratio~al k.ern~l that is hidden. away within the wrappings of
mysuficauon. 8 As noted earhcr, M arx also observed in this
passage that he had criticized the 'mystifying aspect' of the
Hegelian dialectic nearly thirty years before, i.e. in 1844.
~he cryptic reference here to his unpublished manuscripts is
entirely understandable when we recall that he did indeed
develop in them a systematic criticism of Hegel. Having turned
Heg~lia~m ' ri~ht. '~ay up ag~n' by reading the Phenomenology
of Mmd m matenahsuc economsc terms, he_proceeded to criticize
~ts. a~jhor lor r~pre~enting the Produktio!J!geschichte as a process of
spsnt s becommg m terms of knowled~. This inversion of
Hegel.'s dialecti~_.Q(~istory wauhe..c_o_nstitulive act of original
M arxssm. And nowl m I 8n, Marx describes it as the constitutive
act of the m~ture M arxian dial~ctic. "The p aln s~cation 1s
that he considered the m~nuscnpts of 1844 the birthJ2!ace of
mature MaiXJSm, the foundmg documents ofScientific socialism.
It must be noted that Marx and Engels employed the terms
'dialectic' and 'dialectical method' in a substantive as well as
methodological sense. 'Dialectic' refers to the Hegelian (or
Marxian) general conception of the historical process. Likewise
'~ialectical method' means the dialecticaJ mode of conceivin~
history. Engels, for example, expressed himself as follows when
he paraphrased in Ludwig Feuerbach what Marx had written in
1873 about the inversion of the dialectic: 'Thereby the dialectic
of concepts itself became merely the conscious reflex of the
dialectical motion of the real world and thus the dialectic of
Hegel was placed upon its head; or rather, turned ofT its head
on which it was standing, and placed upon its feet.'• Clearly:
Marx and Engels are not using the term 'method' in the modem
rigorous sense when they speak of placing Hegel's 'dialectic' or
dialectical '.method' upon its feet. They are speaking of the
transformation of Hegel's dialectical mode of conceiving history
into Marx's. According t.!L.1he former...J:!jstory is_ a spiritual
proceSLDLptoduction;-accor ding_ t9 the_ latteG._ a material
process. And the former, they say, was the 'conscious reflex' of
• See above, p.

129.

the latter, wrapped up in mystification. In other words, the
Hegelian philosophy of history was a mystified economic
interpretation of history-Marxism in embryo. With this idea
in mind, Engels concludes Ludwig Feutrbach with the statement
that, via Marxism, 'The German working-class movement is the
inheritor of German classica l.e.hi lo~.' 1 o
"""Scientific theones normally arise after their authors have
immersed themselves in the empirical data that the theory seeks
to explain. But not so with the Marxian science of history
according to its founders. This science came into being by means
of the transformational criticism of H egel's philosophy of
history. Engels, for example, declares in Ludwig Feutrbach that
Hegel himself brought all past philosophy to its culmination and
at the same time 'showed us the way out of the labyrinth of
systems to real positive knowledge of the world'. He goes on to
criticize Feuerbach for casting Hegelianism aside after he had
tumcd the weapon of criticism against it: ' Feuerbach broke
through the system and simply discarded it. But a philosophy is
not disposed of by the mere assertion that it is false. And so
powerful a work as the H egelian philosophy ... could not be
disposed of by simply being ignored. It had to be "sublated"
("aufgehoben" ) in its own sense, that is, in the sense that while its
form had to be annihilated through criticism, the new content
which bad been won through it had to be saved .'u This, he
adds, was Marx's historic accomplishment.
In 18sg,_Engels stated this same point still more plainly in a
review of Marx's Critique of Political Economy. H ere he said:
Hegel's mode of tho~ht from that of all other
was the tremencfous sense of the !,:lStoricaluponW'Fiicn
i! was b~bstract and Tc:leaTlSt though it was in form, yet the
development of his thoughts always proceeded parallel with the
development of world history and the latter is reaJly meant to be only
the test of the former. If, thereby, the real relation was inverted and
stood on its head, nevertheless ~e real content en.tered everywhere
into th~ philosophy; all the more soSince Hegel-in contrast to his
disciples--did not parade ignorance, but was one of the finest
intellects of all time.... This epoch-makiog conceE,tion of history:
was the direct Jheoretical premise for the new materialist outlook.- .. 11

W.b!.Ldist~ished

_philoso~cs

Thus, H egel's philosophy expressed the 'real content' of world
history, albeit in an inverted idealist form . I ts critical trans-
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formation by Marx yielded the scientific Materialist Conception
of History.
Engels' account represents a fair summary of the genesis of
original Marxism in the manuscripts of 1844. But his reference
is to the genesis of the fully developed Marxism of the later
writings. What he says of the rise of mature Marxism specifically
applies to original M arxism. I t follows inescapably that he and
Marx saw in the latter simply the initiaJ, as yet philosophically
formulated version of the former. From their stan<J.po~ there
were not two Marxisms but one. Alternatively, there were two
in the peculiar and limited sense in which the adult may be ~:aid
to be a different person from the child. For them scientific
socialism, embryonic already in Hegel's Phmommology, was
delivered into the world in Marx's manuscripts of 1844. The
philosophical terminology of the latter was simply the umbilical
cord binding the new-born child to its philosophical parent.
And mature M arxism was the baby grown to adulthood. Consequently, it was perfectly proper to speak of the mature doctrine
in terms applicable to original Marxism .
At the time these various statements were made by the
founders, the manuscripts of 1844 had not been published, and
their very existence remained unknown to the public. Consequently, it is small wonder that their followers, or many of
them, despaired of making any sense out of their remarks about
the genesis of scientific socialism out of German philosophy.
Marx and Engels seemed to be speaking in riddles and,
indeed, they were. If Hegel had mystified the dialectic, they
mystified for posterity their relationship to it. What they were
saying about the manner in which Marxism arose was true. But
it was specifically true of original Marxism, and this remained
hidden in Marx's desk drawer. So the followers could only
speculate in vain as to what he and Engels meant by the
mysterious 'inversion' of H egel of which they were laconically
speaking from Lime to time. A treatise could be written on the
history of these fruitless speculations, both those by Marxists and
those by non-Marxist students of Marx.
Why, then, did he not make the hidden documents public?
Evidently, because he realized that their publication would
create more perplexities than it would dispel. Marxism as he
and Engels had presented it to the world had nothing to do with
man's Selbstentfremdung; it even, in one place.,_riciic_ulcd tl:teidca.
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Its subject was not alienation but class war, not the conflict of
an alienated generic man with himself but rather the conflict of
classes in contemporary society. Marx no doubt felt that it
would confuse and disorient the always unsufficiently classconscious workers if he were to introduce them to the philosophicaJiy formulated first form of the creed. Besides, the essence
of the original document lived on in his later writings, so why
bother to publish it?
Engels maintained the same secretive attitude when the
archives came into his possession after Marx's death in 1883.
Some years later be made public the 'Theses on Feuerbach' as
an appendix to a new edition of his own Ludwig Ftuerbach. In
1893 a Russian visitor, Ale..xis Voden, suggested that Marx's
other early philosophical writings also ought to be published.
He reported afterwards that Engels showed embarrassment
when this subject was raised, and answered that ' M arx had also
written poetry in his student years, but it could hardly interest
anybody'. Was not the fragment on Feuerbach 'sufficient'? And
ought he not to continue work on Marx's unfinished economic
writings rather than publish 'old manuscripts from publicistic
works of the 184o's'? Besides, Engels concluded, 'in order to
penetrate into that "old story" one needed to have an interest
in Hegel himself, which was not the case with anybody then, or
to be more exact, "neither with Kautsky nor with Bernstein" :u•
This fascinating postscript to the 'old story' illustrates very
clearly the dilemma in which Marx and Engels found themselves.
Inasmuch as they had withheld from the public the materials
that recorded the genesis of Marxism in an inversion of Hegel's
Phenomenology, the whole problem remained impenetrably
obscure. Only by publishing the records of the vital intermediate stage, philosophical original Marxism, could the
founders have explained and proved their point about the
organic link of later Marxism ,.,ith the Hegelian philosophy of
history. Since they failed to do this, the false legend gradually
arose that Marx's early philosophical period was pre-Marxist,
and that Marxism itself came into being only in the aftermath

I

• Afier Engels' death the Marx arc:bjves passe:~ into th~ ~ession or the Social
Dc:moc:ratic Party or Germany. AJ 1 undentand at, pcrnuas•on tO make n:produc·
tions waa given to representatives of the U.S.S:~·. af~er ~e Oct.o~r Revol~tion or/
1917, and the Rwsiana sublequently took the amuauve •n pubhshang Mllrx 1 early
I
philoeopbical writings.
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of his apparent break with German philosophy in the middle
184-o's. His intellectual career was divided into a pre-Marxist
early philosophical period and a post-philosophical later
Marxist period. A typical example of lhU way of thinlcing may
be cited from a work by Paul Sweezy. After mentioning Marx's
move to Paris in late 184-3, he states: 'It was during the next few
years, spent mostly in Paris and Brussels that he broke with his
philosophic past and achieved the mature point of view from
which he was to write his later economic works.'••
Thu image of Marx as a thinker who originally dabbled in
German philosophy and then went on to achieve a new, mature,
Marxist point of view in his later economic writings completely
conflicts with the testimony from Marx and Engels that has been
examined here. This testimony of the founders clearly implies
that the later economic works were written from the point of
view acquired by Marx in 1844 in the process of deciphering
H egelianism in economic terms, and that the post-philosophical
Marx is a Marx for whom H egelian philosophy is esoteric
economics. If so, however, mature Marxism is an organic outgrowth of original Marxism, and those who see in the manuscripts of 1844 no more than 'certain not yet mature thoughts'
(Pazhitnov) or 'mere preliminary stages to his mature theory,
stages that should not be overemphasized' (M arcuse) are deeply
in error. That they are preliminary stages is true. But according
to Marx and Engels, it is true in the special sense in which it may
be said that the child is a preliminary stage to the mature person.
H ere the essential fact is continuity in change. The preliminary
stage largely predetermines the later one, and its importance
cannot be overemphasized.

[3]
If we accept the belief of Marx and Engels in the essential unity
oS the Ma~ian syst~m fro..IIL!.844 onward, we still have to
explain the appearance of duality. Although the original and
later versions are by no means wholly dissimilar in appearance,
the disappearance of man and his alienation from the mature
system changes llle face of Marxism so considerably as to create
the impression that we are dealing with two distinct complexes
of thought.
I have already suggested the explanation that seems to be
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called for. • The transition to the seemingly 'dehumanized '
mature Marxism actually occurred at that point in the manuscripts of 1844 where Marx decided, uncertainly but irrevocably,
that man's self-alienation could and should be grasped as a
social relation 'of man to man'. Only man himself can be lhU
alien power over man, he said, but this relation of man to himself takes practical shape as a relation between the alienated
worker and 'another man outside him', i.e. the capitafut. In
lhU way the inner conflict of aliena ted man with himself became,
in Marx's mind, a social conflict between ' labour' and 'capital',
and the alienated s~ies-self b~thc class-divided society.
Self-alienation was proJected as a socia'l'Phenomenon, and
Marx's psychological original system turned into his apparently
sociological mature one.
One of the passages of Marx's The Holy Family, written just
at the time ofbu transition from the earlier to the later formulations of the system, illustrates this point quite vividly:
The possessing class and the proletarian class represent one and the
same human self-alienation. But the former feels satisfied and
affirmed in this self-alienation, apprehends the alienation as its own
power, and possesses in it the appearance of a human existence; the
latter feels annjhilated in this alienation, sees in it its own impotence
and the reality of a non-human existence. To use an expression of
Hegel's, it is a depravity in revolt against this depravity, a revolt
necessarily aroused in this class by the contradiction between its
human nature and its life-situation, which is a manifest, decisive and
total negation of this nature. 16
\ Society is here envisaged as a self-system ~hose inner dynamics
an! those of alienation.0fhe 11ritagorusuc classes a re coUective
expressions of the conflicting forces of the self-system. The proletariat and capitalist class, or labour and capital, are opposing
sides of 'one and the same human self-alienation'.
WJla!..Marx sees in society, then, is a self-system in conflict,
a uilit self writ large, However, he ceases from about this time
to be clearly conscious of the fact that this is what he sees. To put
it differently, that which he sees presents itself to him from now
on simply as 'society'. Thus, in his short work Wage Labour and
Capital, written in 1847, he asserts that 'capital and labour are
two sides of one and the same relation'." 'One and the same
human self-alienation' has now become simply 'one and the
same relation'. Marx also describes labour power as a com• Sec above, pp.
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XII
THE NE W MATER I AL I SM
In total contrast to German philosophy, which descends from
heaven to earth, we here ascend from earth to heaven.
MARX ( 1846)
Marx's theory of history is frequently presented by quoting his
own r~ume of it in the preface to his Critique of Political &onomy.
But a theory that takes all reality as its province could not have
been adequately summarized in a single paragraph. Marx had,
moreover, produced a fuU-scale exposition of it in The Germ(HI
ldeololfl, a large work written j ointly with Engels in 1845-6. The
boo1rwas not at the time publishable, since most of it
consisted of arid polemics against erstwhile Young H egelian
associates.
But the first part, written by M arx himself under the title
' Feuerbach: Opposition of the Materialist and Idealist Outlook',
was a systematic statement of the developed Marxian position.
H ere Marx ampli fied in some seventy-five pages the set of
eleven theses on Fcuerbach written in the spring of 1845· When
Engels made the theses public in 1888, he observed that he had
reread the book itself and discovered how incomplete was his
and Marx's knowledge of economic history at that time. He
also, however, characterized it as an exposition of the M aterialist
Conception of History, and called the theses 'the briJJiant germ
of the new world-outlook'. 1 Part I of the book clearly must be
classified as mature Marxism. It is now available to us, and the
discussion in this chapter is based primarily upon it.
I n the later preface just referred to, Marx described The
German Ideology as the book in which he and Engels had undertaken to 'work out together the contrast between our view and
the idealism of the German philosophy, and in fact to settle
accounts with our former philosophic conscience'. 2 And here,
indeed, we encounter !J...Marx who is convinced that he has
made a fundamen..taLbreak with his Cerman .e.hil~fitc..Past .
For him the opposition of the 'materialist' and 'idealist' outlooks
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is not an opposition between one position and another within
philosophy. It is an opposition of science versus philosophy. His
own new materialist position is opposed to the various idealist
positions, Hegel's in particular, as a post-philosophical to
differing philosophical views of the world. As all this implies, he
uses the terms ' philosophy', 'science', ' materialism' and
' idealism' in a special way of his own not to be confused with the
conventional usage of his time and ours.
In Marx's mind the ancient philosophical terms 'idealism'
and ' materialism' have taken on unique new meanings governed
wholly by the earlier thought-processes in which we have seen
him engaged. To begin with ' materialism', he does not mean by
this term what we are accustomed to mean when we use it in
philosophical discourse. It does not have a physical or mechanical or physiological connotation, nor does it question the reality
of conscious mind. It does not refer to a theory about the nature
of the stuff of which the universe is composed, although Marx
assumes that this is material stuff. And the term 'idealism' in his
usage correspondingly differs from 'idealism' as employed in
conventional philosophical discourse.
For Marx the materialist-idealist antithesis is an antithesis of
approaches to the understanding of history. It is wholly a
question of the nature of one's image of the human historical
process, which can be seen from either of two opposite points of
view. This arises from the circumstance that man, who is
fundamentall y a productive being, produces me-ntalfYas well as
materially. As an intellectual he engages in 'mental production' ;
- he is a ' producer of the concept'. As a worker, on the other hand,
he produces non-conceptual obj ects in the course of what Marx
variously calls the ' material life-process', ' material activity',
' materi al praxis', or ' material production of life'.• Now the
idealist image of history, according to Marx, reflects the
_thinker's tendency to visualize it all in terms of his own activity
of mental proOOQn. Thus, egelianlaeaHsm pictures his(Ory
as essentially a process of thought-production on the part of the
thinking spirit.
The idealist starts from the ' heaven' of theory and attempts
to descend to the 'earth' of practice. He proceeds from man's
'sacred history' or thought-process in the effort to comprehend
the historical process as a whole. The materialist, on the other
hand, begins with the ' real life-process' or ' practical develop-
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mental process of man'. lle takes his stand on 'earth' and adopts
man's 'profane history' as the starting point for theory. Abandoning the vain effort to descend from heaven to earth, he rises from
earth to heaven. He treats the sacred history as a mental reflex
of the profane one, the history of mental production as an
epiphenom of the history of material production. H is underlying principle is that ' Life is not determined by consciousness,
but consciousness by life'. 4 M arx defends it on the ground that
man cannot think, and cannot live at all, without producing
the material means oflife. H ere is the doctrine of economic base
and ideological superstructure, better known in Marx's later
formulation in the preface to his Critique of Political &anomy:
'T he mode of production in material life determines the general
character of the social, political and spiritual processes of life. It
is not the consciousness of men tha t determines their existence,
but, on the contrary, their social existence determines their
consciousness.' s
Thus, the dichotomy between materialism and ideaJism turns
for Marx on the question of whether you start from earth and
ascend, or start from heaven and descend, in your conception of
human history. It is a question of whether you take the practical
life of man or his fantasy life as the foundation for theorizing.
To borrow a later expression, materialism, for Marx, is essentially
and exclusivel ~ 'historical materialism'. It is a way of thinking
about history that takes the practical developmental process as
the primary datum and the human thought-process as its reflex.
And Marx maintains that this way of thinking is radically new
and unprecedented: ' I n the whole conception of history up to
the present this real basis of history bas either been totally
neglected or else considered as a minor matter quite irrelevant
to the course of history.' •
The transition from idealism to materialism is equivalent, in
M arx's view, to the transition from philosophy to science. The
philosophy-science antithesis is simply the idealism-materialism
antithesis regarded under the aspect of falsity and truth. As
Marx expresses it: ' Where speculation ends- in real life-there
real, positive science begins: the representation of the practical
activity, the practical developmental process of man. Empty
talk about consciousness ceases, and real knowledge has to take
its place. When reality is depicted , philosophy as an independent
branch of activity loses its medium of existence.' 1

r8o
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implies a usage of 'science' and 'philosophy' no less
uruque than the usage of ' materialism' and 'idealism'. By
'science' ( Wisstn.sclzafl ) Marx simply means thinking that has
real life as its object. Science is knowledge of the world as it is or
the clear, direc t, unobstructed view of reality. And this is ~be
materialist view, the one that focuses upon the prac tical develop~ ental process ~ the . primary datum. Scientific thinking,
~nsofar as ~an or history tS the obJect, means rna terialist thinking,
t.e. Manasm, and what makes it scientific is nothing at all but
the fact that it is true.
'Philosophy', o~ the ~ther hand, means confused thinking
th~t does .no~ dep1c t reality. Marx does not mean that philosophical thinking lacks a real object. All consciousness is consciousness ~freal u.fe: 'Consciousn~ can never be anything else
tha~ cons~ous bemg, ( btw~ste Sezn), and the being of men is
thell' real li~e-process. 8 To 1llustrate the proposition, Marx says
that the extstcnce of a revolutionary consciousness or revolutionary ideas in a given epoch implies the existence of an actual
revolutionary class. • Philosophical consciousness too is a
reflection of reality, but through a glass darkly. I t represents the
~eal ':"orJd,. but not as. it really~· Philosophy qua philosophy is
1dealtSt I t tS a theoreucal consciOusness that takes consciousness
itself rather than 'real life' to be the primary datum and so
reverses the true order of priority as between life and consciousness .. It se~ real life through distorted idealist spectacles as a
marufestatlon of the thought-process. Thus, Marx ' H egelianizes'
the very definition of philosophy. He says of philosophy in
general what he had said earlier, in his manuscripts, of the
Hegeli~ philosophy in particular. This he attempts to justify
by sayrng that the H egelian philosophy of history is the final
ou.tcome and climax of the entire human philosophical enterpriSe.
?cnera~izing the ar~ment still further, M arx joins the
philosophical false consciousness together with the religious and
other non-scientific forms of consciousness under the general
cat~go7 of 'ideology'. ,Ideology is consciousness of reality in
wh1ch men and the1r Circumstances appear upside down as in
a camera obscura .. .'.• It is, therefore, an ilfi'iSOry consciousness,
• I~ actual fact, of <X!urR, a ~d tU ~any.a rev~lulioni~t h;u leam('d by experience,
the exut~nce of revolut!onary odeuon a govcn ume and place implies nothing more
for ccruun than the ClU$tence of one or more thin ken of revolutionary idea..
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although the ideological thinker does not know it to be illusory. •
The whole of German philosophy, of which Hegelianism is the
finest expression, belongs to 'German ideology'. Even the Young
Hegelians, who claim to have transcended H egel, remain
prisoners of illusion and purveyors of ideology. They take the
religious consciousness (Feuerbach) or the critical consciousness
(Bauer) or the individual's consciousness (Stirner) to be the
prime datum. I t is only with the attainment of genuine
materialism (Marx), which sees not consciousness of any kind
but 'real life' as the prime datum, that human thought ceases
for the first time in history to be infected with ideology. The
transition from idealism to materialism is the transcendence of
philosophy and all ideology in the 'representation of the practical
activity'; with this ' real positive science begins'.
Plainly, the entire reasoning process just reviewed is a restatement and generalization of the reasoning about Hegelianism in
Marx's manuscripts. There he argued that the H egelian
philosophy was a false consciousness of reality in that it
represented the material 'history of production' as a history of
spirit's thought-production; and that H egelianism turned upside down gave you a true consciousness of what has been and is
actually happening in history. Now Marx broadens the argument. H egelianism becomes the prototype of all ideological
thinking since history began. And the transition of Marx from
Hegelianism to inverted Hegelianism, now caJJed the Materialist
Conception ofHistory, becomes the transition of mankind from
the philosophical stage of mystified ideological thought to the
stage of positive science. The argument has been broadened, but
it is the same argument. Marx is speaking from the text of his
manuscripts of 1844.

[2]
The continuity is further visible in Marx's elaboration of the
doctrine of materialism in the 'Theses on Feuerbach' and The
Gemum Ideology. On his view, a materialist is not only one who
proceeds from the p1 actical developmental process in his con• Marx holds that the~deo~ieal coruciowncss serves the interest of the
ruling clas3, but he does not aasumeihat llie Tc!COToiieat thinker is nttusariiJ a
cynical paid servant of this chw. Ideological thinking hu an uncon~<:iow upect as
well u the conscious one. Thw, in a p:usage of Ludwig Fe~rboch quoted in the
previow chapter, Engels says of Hegel that 'even though uncoruciowly, he showed
us the way out of the labyrinth of ~t~nu to real positive knowledge of the world'.
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ceptionofhistory. He also proceeds from history in his conception
of the world of material objects apprehended by man in sensory
experience. For a materialist in Marx's peculiar sense of the
term, this 'sensuous' (sinnliclte) external world is a materialization
of all past productive activity of the human race. The sensuous
world around man is a nature produced by history, or in Marx's
words 'an historical product, the result of the activity of a whole
succession of generations ... •.1o
H e fully recognjzes the novelty of this conception in the history
of materialism. CaJJing it the 'new materiaJism', 11 he criticizes
aJI past doctrines of materialism for the failure to grasp the
external materia] objects as materializations of human activity.
This is the burden of his first thesis on Feuerbach, which reads
as follows:
The chief defect of all materialism up to now (including Feucrbach's)
is, that the object, reality, what we apprehend through our senses,..i.s...
• understood only in the form of the objec~ue perc!Ption, but not as
sen.Iuou.s human activit~. as practice, not subjectively. Hence in opposition
to materialism the active side was developed abstractly by idealismwhich of course does not know reaJ sensuous activity (sim1liche
Tiitigkeit) as such. Feuerbach wants sensuow objects, really distinguished from the objects of thought: but he does not understand
human activity itself as objective activity. u

Amplifying this criticism of past materialism in the text of
The German Ideology, he says that Feuerbach's error was the
failure to comprehend 'the sensuous world as the total living
sensuous activity of the individuals composing it'. 11 H e maintains that even the objects of simplest 'sensuous certainty' are
actually historical products. Thus the cherry tree was transplanted to Europe by commerce only a few centuries ago, and
solely by virtue of this historical fact is it given to Feuerbach's
senses. Here Marx comments in an ironic footnote that
Feuerbach 'cannot cope with the sensuous world except by
looking at it with the "eyes", i.e. through the "spectacles", of
the philosopher'. 1' I n short, there would be no sensory world at
all for the philosopher if he Jacked the eyeglasses given to him
through history.
As far as the nature that preceded human history is concerned, Marx goes on, it hardly exists anywhere save perhaps on
a few Australian coral-islands of recent origin and does not,
therefore, exist at all for Feuerbach (who lives in Germany).
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speaks of 'self-alienation'. H e no longer, for example,~J21a ins
the alien character of t~ve._wocid-around us, and tb,c
obJect-bondage, by the alienation of man from himself in his
producing activity. _Instead, he oBers as the explanation the
fact that man produces the objective world within the 'division of
labour' ( Teilung der Arbeit ) : 'The social power, i.e. the multiplied
~ive power, which arises through the cooperation of
different individuals as it is determined within the division of
labour, appears to these individuals, since their cooperation is
not voluntary but natural, not as their own united power but as
an alien force existing outside them ... .' 18
'Division of labour' seems on the face of it to be a totally
different idea from 'self-alienation' or 'alienated labour'. On
closer analysis, however, it turns out that the transition is
essentially a metamorphosis of one and the same basic idea. The
lever of the metamorphosis was Marx's decision in the manuscripts of 1844 to treat man's self-alienation as a social relation
between the working man and another man outside him. The
alienated self-relation was thereby transformed into a social
relation of production, and this was given the name 'division of
labour'. Marx borrowed this term from the political economists,
who meant by it simply occupational specialization. As was the
case with the other key terms so borrowed, however, he enlarged
upon its meaning. H e interpreted the division of labour as the
social expression of self-alienation. This is clear from the following passage in the manuscripts of 1844: 'The division of labour is
the political-economic expression of the sociality (Gesellschaflliclllceit) of labour within alienation. Or, since labour is only a n
expression of human activity within externalization, an expression of life as externalization oflife, the division oflabour is nothing
other than the alienated, externalized positing of human activity as
a real species-activity or activity of man as a species-being.' 00
Having thus originated as a concept of the 'sociality' of selfalienation in the productive process, 'division of labo ur' becomes
the comprehensive category of mature Marxism corresponding
to the category 'self-alienation' in original Marxism. The
Entjremdungsgeschichte of the manuscripts turns into a history of
the division oflabour in aU its ramifications and transformations.
The division of alienated man against himself becomes a division
of man against man, of class against class, and of the worker
against himself, within the division of labour. The several non-
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econom ic spheres of aliena ted p roductive living are now called
sphe res of the division oflabour. T he outstanding exam ple is the
state. T hus, Marx writes in his Critique of the Gotluz Programme that
'by the word "sta te" is meant the government machine or the
state in so far as it forms a special organism separatdd from
society through the division oflabour'. t1
In The German Ideology, he traces the origin of the division of
labour to the division of labour in the sexual act within the
family, and so brings his theory of history into a relation of sorts
with the Old Testament's. But the division of labour firs t truly
became such, he ~oes on, from the moment when a~ion of
mental a~ physt_cal labour arose and with it 'the possibility,
my the fact, that mteUectual and m aterial activity-enjoyment
a nd labour, production and consumption-devolve on different
individuals, and that the only possibility of their not coming into
contradiction lies in the negation in its tum of the division of
labour'. u This stage too began within the family where wife and
chi ldren became slaves of the husband and hen~e the first form
of private proper ty.
!hu~, division of labour, as a social relation of production, is
pnmanly a property relation between the producers themselves
and that which they produce, on the one hand, and a nonproducer on the other. I t is the relation in which a producer
stands i~ his activity to another man who does not produce but
approp~ates the product, or the bulk ofit, as his private property.
Accordtngly, Marx now says of the division of labour what he
~a~ previously said of alienated labour, viz. that private propert y
JS Its outgrowth and consequence: 'Division of labour and
private property are, moreover, identical expressions; in the one
the same thing is affirmed with reference to the activity as is
affirmed in the other with reference to the product of the
a~t~v.ity.' And furthe~: 'The division of labour implies ... the
dJvtsion between cap1tal and labour, and the different forms of
property itself.'"
If alienation was the general historical condition of man for
original Marxism, division oflabour is the general condition for
n:'atur~ ~arxism: Each historical mode of production (ProdulttJon.rwem) IS descn bed by M arx as a method of human productive
self-expression conditioned by the nature of the available
implements of production, or by what we would caJI today the
sta te of technology. Thus, modern industry is a mode of pro-
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duction conditioned by m achine technology. Each historical
mode of production has been accompanied by a particular 'form
of in_terc,ourse' ( Verltehrsfor:n ) or set of 'social relations of producuon. And Marx descnbes every such form of intercourse or
set of social relations of production as an expression of the
division of labour in society. It is, in other words, a form of the
relationship between non-owning producers and non-producing
owners of the materials and means of production. Changes in
technology bring changes in the mode of production and therewith in the concrete form of the division oflabour in production.
Thus~ ~~di eval agriculture, associated with landed property or
the dtvJSJOn oflabour between feudal lord and serf, gives way in
modem times to capitalist ind ustry, which is associated with
property in the form ofcapital and the division oflabour between
capi~alis~ and wage worker. I n The German Ideology Marx essays
an histoncal survey of the forms of property in the tribal, ancient,
feudal and bourgeois periods as different expressions of the
division of labour determined by developments in the mode of
production.
Class confiict, the theory of which he also develops here for
the first time, emerges as the decisive expression of the antao . of the divisio f labour. Having
go~m i':he~ nt ilk'
earher VIewed the self-relaoon m alienated abour as hostile
Marx now sees the division of labour as a hostile social relatio~
of man to man, a nd class war as the multiplication of this
hostili.ty on the scale of s~ety as a whole. The periodic past
rebellions of the productive powers against the relations of
productions have been rebellions of the producers against the
prevailing form of the division of labour and its class of beneficiaries,_ and _'all coUisions i~ ~story have their origin, according
to our v1ew, m the contrad1ct1on between the productive forces
and the form of intercourse'." T hough class conOict is for Marx
the supreme form of historical collision, it is by no means the
o~y one. Since the division of labour has been ubiquitous in
hJStory, showing up within the fa m ily a nd between families
within the comm unity a nd between communities, within th~
class and between classes, etc., the whole history of the race
presents a panora m a of contradictions. As Marx now sees it
hos_tility of ma n to man has always pervaded every pore of th~
soc1al organism since the o rigina l d ivision of la bour within the
family.

DIV I SION OF LABOUR AND COM M UNISM

X III
DI V I S I ON OF LA BO U R AN D
COMMUN I SM
In the division of labour, man is diuided.
Original Marxism presented history as a story of man's selfalienation and ultimate transcendence of it in communism.
Mature Marxism retells the tale, with added embellishments,
in terms of the division oflabour. I t remains, however, essentially
the same story. The_ change of manifest content, or of what
Marxism seems t~be about,_goo along wi9l a latt;Llt continuill'
--:;::::::.- 2_f thought. Having in 1844 traii:Shned 'alienation' as 'division of
labour', Marx subsequently read the division of labour as
alienation. That is, he found the same meaning in the division
oflabour t11at he had previously found in the idea of alienation.
Thus, the division oflabour in all its expressions is condemned
as evil, and first of all on the ground that it means deprivation of
.ftcc.dom· Marx holds that the labour performe?"under every
historical class division of labour in society has been essentially
unfree. The social relations of production have always been
coercive relations of domination and servitude. The producers
have always stood in a relation of servitude to the class of those
who appropriate the product as private property. And the
history of this relation, from the time of primitive slave-labour to
that of modern capitalist wage labour, is one of increasing servitude. I n The Gmnan Ideology and elsewhere, Marx maintains that
the last historical form of it is the least free, despite the legally
free status of the wage worker in bourgeois society. Here, he says,
labour has 'lost all semblance of self-activity' .a Thus, all history
up to now remains for Marx a progress of human bondage. It is
a story of man's ever worsening enslavement under the division
of labour in society.
Marx treats tlle division of labour in the ordinary sense of
occupational specialization as a function of the class division of
society between workers and non-working property-owners
(or what we may call the 'social division oflabour'). He considers
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it under the headings of division between town and country
labour, division between mental and manual labour, and finally
the occupational sub-divisions witllin these categories. I n all
these forms, moreover, the division of labour is made out to be
synonymous with slavery. It is tlle enslavement of the human
being to a partial and limited sphere of activity: ' For as soon as
labour is distributed, each man has a particular exclusive sphere
of activity, which is forced upon him and from which be cannot
escape... He is a hunter, a fisherman, a shepherd, or a critical
critic, and must remain so 11 he does not want to lOSt his1riearuof
- livelihOOd.,-Furtber : 'The antagonism of town and country can
only exist as a result of private property. It is the most crass
expression of the subjection of the individual under the division
of labour, under a definite activity forced upon him-a subjection which makes one man into a restricted town-animal, the
other into a restricted country-animal, and daily creates anew
the conflict between their intcrests.' 2
Marx never abandoned this conception of occupational
specialization as slavery. I ndeed, it becomes an almost obsessive
theme of his own later writings and also those of Engels. The
following passage from the latter's Anti-Diihring is one of very
many expressions of it:
In tlle division of labour, man is also divided. All oilier physical and
mental faculties are sacrificed lO the development of one single
activity. This stunting of man's faculties grows in the same measure
as the division of labour, which attains its highest development in
manufacture. Manufacture splits up each trade into its separate
fractional operations, allots each of these to an individual labourer
as his life calling, and thus chains him for life to a particular detail
function and a particular tool. ... And not only the labourers, but
also the classes directly or indirectly exploiting the labourers are
made subject, through the division of labour, to the tool of their
function: me empty-minded bourgeois to his own capital and his
own tllirst for profits; tlle lawyer to his fossilised legal conceptions,
which dominate him as a power independent of him; the 'educated
classes' in general to their manifold local limitations and onesidedness, to tlleir own physical and mental short-sightedness, to
tlleir stunted specialized education and the fact that ther. are chained
for_life to this specialized activity itself even when this specializca
activity is merely to do Ml:nin'g.'
Engels credits the earlier utopian socialists with the discovery
of the evil of occupational specialization. This is, indeed, one of
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the few genuine points of contact between Marx and his socialist
predecessors, especially Charles Fourier. But they were not the
source of his view.
His position grows out of and presupposes the philosophical
conception of man presented in the manuscripts of 1844. Man
was defined as a free conscious producer in need of a ' totality of
human life-activities'. This in tum was Marx's translation into
anthropological terms of the Hegelian concept of Geist, which
Hegel had seen as 'manifesting, developing and perfecti ng its
powers in every direction which its manifold nature can follow'. •
And from this definition of the species-character of man it
followed that man cannot real ize his human nature so long as he
is a specialized animal bound down to some one occupation all
his life. H e cannot be free without the opportunity to cultivate
his manifold creative facu lties in every possible direction. Somewhat inexplicably in the absence of an explicit restatement of
this position, M arx and Engels in their later writings present
occupational specialization under the division of labour as evil,
unnatural and enslaving.
I n fact, all the symptoms that Marx had previously treated
under the heading of 'alienation' are now attri buted to the
disease of division of labour. Occupational specialization is seen
as something that defeats the. self-realiza.tlon of ma something
that dehumanizes him. I n---rlu POueity OfPhil~sophy (1847), the
division oflabour is said to contradict the 'integral development
of the individual'. 4 I n Wage lAbour and Capital, Marx writes that
the capitalist wage labourer ' becomes transformed into a simple,
monotonous productive force that does not have to usc intense
bodily or intellectual faculties'.' I n Wages, Price and Profit ( 1865)
he says that the worker in modern machine industry 'is a mere
machine for producing alien wealth, broken in body and
brutalized in mind'. • Here once again is the tormented man of
the manuscripts of 1844, who mortifies his body and ruins his
spirit in productive activity performed under compulsion of
greed. The difference is that the latter is now defined as the greed
of another man separated from the worker by the social division of
labour.
In Wage Labour and Capital, which outlines the argument later
amplified at great length in Capital itself, M arx constructs his
pecu liar conception of capitalism as a system of ever intensifyi ng

division of labour within the division of labour. T hat is, within
the social division oflabour between wage worker and capitalist,
the former is subjected to greater and greater division against
himself through specialization. Within the enslavement of wage
labour to the capitalist greed for profit, labour is also subjected
to increasing slavery ofspecialization. And this situation worsens
in a vicious circle. Competition among capitalists for economic
survival impels one or more to raise productivity of labour by
introducing new machinery, which intensifies the division of
labour in the factory. Others are compeUed to follow suit, so that
'division of labour is necessarily followed by greater divi!ion of
labour, the application of machinery by still greater application
of machinery, work on a large scale by work on a still larger
scale'. This, says Marx, is 'the law which gives capital no rest
and continually whispers in its ear: "Go on! Go on !" '. 7 So goes
the self-destructive inner dialectic of capitalist production as
represented by Marx in Capital.orT he upward curve of technolo ·cal rogress is simultaneously a downward curv~ of deumaruzauon o
e wor er un cr t e alvls1on of labour. T his
in tum is a prime component of the increasing misery that Marx
sees as the efficient cause of the proletarian revolution.
In Chapter X II of Capital, he gives a short economic history of
society unoer the aspect of ever increasing occupational
specialization. He traces the phenomenon from its simple
beginnings in the famjly and the primitive community through
handicraft production in the guilds to the modem 'manufacturing division oflabour'. The tale reaches its frightful climax when
manufacturing, dating from the middle sixteenth century,
becomes 'machinofacture' at the close of the eighteenth. Marx
writes of the manufacturing division of labour: 'It transforms
~e worker into a cripple. a mornter, by forcing him to develop
some specialized dexterity at the cost of a world of productive
impulses and faculties .... Having been rendered incapable of
following his natural bent to make something independenlly,
the manufacturing worker can only develop productive activity
as an appurtenance of the capitalist workshop. J ust as it was
written upon the brow of the chosen people that they were
Jehovah's property, so does the division of labour brand the
manufacturing worker as the property of capitaL'S Thus, increasing subordination of labour to specialization means increasing subordination of labour to capital, which again means
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its increasing subordination to specialization, and so on in a
vicious circle.
Not content with telling the story of man's decline and fall
under the division of labour, M arx gives also, mostly in footnotes, a rambling history of opinions about it. I n various ways
he damns those who have praised the division of labour, and
praises those who have damned it. He finds an ancient theoretical
advocate of it in Plato, whose Republic was just 'an Athenian
idealization of the Egyptian caste system'. H e says that political
economy, itself a product of the manufacturing period, generally
approves of the division of labour, but that Adam Smith, who
praised the phenomenon at the start of The Wealth of Natwn.s,
condemns it later in the book. As usual, H egel grasped the
cruciaJ point. He held 'extremely heretical views concerning the
division oflabour', as shown by the remark in his Rechtsphilosofie:
'When we speak of educated men, we mean, primariJy, those
who can do everything that others do.''

[ 2]
Marx makes small reference to the state in his theory of history.
As indicated earlier, he sees the governmental machine as one

of the countless expressions of the division of labour, its officials
being subjugated to the specialized activity of governing. Moreover, he considers that the state qua state is authoritarian in
nature whatever the formal facade of democracy, and therefore
g ueS,lions the very idea of a 'free s~10 But the authoritarianism
of the state is not what preoccupies him in his doctrine of history
as the evolution of human bondage.
H e is concerned with servitude under the division of labour
generally, and sees the realm of production as its primary sphere.
Marx, in fact, tends to take the term 'political economy' quite
literally, and to incorporate his political theory within his
economic theory. The social relations of production are themselves the principal power relations. Not only is the ruling class
a ruling class by virtue of being a possessing and exploiting class;
its exercise of power is manifested primarily in the activity of
exploiting. Otherwise expressing it, the prime object of rule is
labour itself, and the prime locus of domination and servitude is
the social division oflabour. From Marx's point of view, the state
is essentially a defence mechanism by which the beneficiaries of
this division strive to perpetuate it. It is a glorified police force
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selves and abolishing the division of labour.' 11 The terminology
has changed but the idea has not. The recovery of the alienated
world of 'material powers' still means to M arx the ending of
object-bondage and the repossession by working man of his lost
faculties of productive self-expression in industry: ' The a ppropriation of these powers is nothing more than the development
of the individual capacities (Ftihigluiten) corresponding to the
material instruments of production. The appropriation of a
totality of instruments of production is, for this very reason, the
development of a totality of capacities in the individuals themselves. 'lt
The communist revolution thus remains a revolution of selfchange in its essential meaning to Marx, a nd he says so in the
third thesis on Feuerbach a nd the formula of The German
Ideology cited earlier: ' In revolutionary activitrJ,_fhange of self
coincides with change of circumstances.' This cryptic sentence
presupposes ilie entare
a rxian Weltanschauung as originally
expressed in the manuscripts of 1844. The 'change of circumstances' is the cha nge in the relation of working ma n to the
world of externalized productive powers, which had been lost
to him through alienation (division of labour) but are now
restored to him by the revolutionary act of counter-appropriation. Since the powers of production materialized in indwtry are
his powers, i.e. his own faculties for creative expression of himself,
the recovery of them is his ' regaining of self'. H e is now the
master rather than the servant of his own externalized naturehis anthropological nature.
This is the concealed background of a fa mow later statement
by Engels about comm unism: 'The whole sphere of the conditions of life which environ man, and which have hitherto ruled
man, now comes under the dominion and control of man, who
for the first time becomes the real, conscious Lord of Nature....
The extraneous objective forces that have hitherto governed
history pass under the control of man himself.... I t is the
ascent of man from the kingdom of necessity to the kingdom of
freedom.'to To the reader unfamiliar with the entire background of Marx's thought, it may seem that this refers to the
mastery of nature by means of technology. I n actuality, it refers
to the mastery of technology as man's own nature outside himself. The kingdom of necessity is the alienated world of history,
the realm of object-bondage. The 'extraneous obj ective forces'

over which man is to become lord in the kingdom of freedom are
understood as the externalized forces of the species-self. The
nature to which man will no longer be subservient is his own
nature.
R eturning to the discussion in The German Ideology, Marx
continues to suppose that the external change of self will bring
internal change ofself as well. The repossession of the productive
powers ma terialized in indwtry will liberate those that lie
within man, and labour as hitherto known will give way to free,
spontaneow creativity along all possible lines. Thw, communism means ' the transformation of labour into self-activity',
and ' Only at this stage does self-activity coincide with material
life, which corresponds to the development of individuals into
complete individuals and the casting off of all natural limitations.' 11 Marx illustra tes the casting off of Limitations by saying
that 'in communist society, where nobody has one exclwive
sphere of activity but each can become accomplished in any
branch he wishes, society regulates the general production and
thus makes it possible for me to do one thing today and a nother
tomorrow, to hunt in the morning, fish in the afternoon, rear
cattle in the evening, criticize after dinner, just as I have a mind,
without ever becoming hunter, fisherman, shepherd or critic'. 12 *
Man will cease to be divided against himself in slavery to some
one specialized mode of activity.
H aving translated 'alienation' as 'division of labour', Marx
could no longer discuss the revolution of self-c hange under the
heading of 'positive transcendence of human self-alienation' .
That is why we find no treatment of communism in the la ter
writings comparable in length to the manuscript of 1844 on
communism. After The German Itkology, M arx confines himself
to occasional brief allusions to the ultimate stage in which man
is to be reintegrated with his human nature externally a nd
internally. I t is notable, however, that self-realization in free-
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• It may be noted that Soviet official Marxism does not find this fundamenull
idea of Marx's acceptable. Thus the Party's theoretical journal Kommunisl (no. 12,
August, 1g6o, p. 117) cites with approval the following passage from the unpublished
work of a Soviet C<lOnomist, V. M. Kriukov: 'An unintdligent pcl'10n and philistine t
might form his own picture of communism approximately as follows: you rise in lhe
morning and ask yourself, where shall I go to work today- hall I be chief engineer
at the factory or go and head lhe fUbing brigade? O r shall ! run down to Moscow \
and hold an urgent meeting of the presidium of the Academy of Science?' Kommuni.t l
oommenu: 'It will not be so.' But the view of the 'unintelligent pcl'10n and philistine'
is also that of Marx as stated in Tlu Ctrman Ideo/co and other writings.
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how freely cooperative, without specialization. The complete
individuals could hardly be pictured as wandering from machine
to machine or from workshop to workshop just as they had a
mind. •
I n the unfinished third volume of Capital, Marx adumbrates
an interesting solution for this dilemma. The inspiration Lies in
original Marxism, in which the advent of communism was
viewed in terms of the transformation of the alienated man of
history into an aesthetic man whose world is a sphere and object
of art. Marx suggests that the future social regulation of production in industry, and the exercise of authority requisite in it,
will be artistic in essence. The co-operative labours in the
factory 'necessarily require for the connection and unity of the
process one commanding will, and this performs a function,
which does not refer to fragmentary operations, but to the
combined labour of the workshop, in the same way as does that
of a director of an orchestra'. • The old authoritarianism of the
factory regime, based on servitude under the division of labour,
would be supplanted by a free conscious discipline such as that
which prevails in a symphony orchestra. Authority would no
longer be authoritarian when it had become a matter of artistic
discipline on the part of workers expressing themselves in the
factory as performers in an orchestra. As we saw, original
Marxism had nothing to say about practical economic arrangements under communism. If mature Marxism has next to
nothing to add, the main reason is that Marx continued to think
of communism in terms of the transformation of economics into
aesthetics.
Nor did the distribution problem figure in his thinking in any
important way. His best known reference to it comes in the
Critique of the Gotha Programme:
In a higher phaseofcommuniJt society, afier theeMlavingsubordination of the individual to the division oflabour, and therewith also the
antithesis between mental and physical labour, has vanished; after
labour has become not only a means of life but life's prime want;
• Engeb himself cmphasi:r.ed this in a abort polemical article of 1 87~ against the
' anarchist tendency in socialism: 'The automatic machinery of a big factory is much
more despotic than the small capitalists who employ wod<en have ever been. ...
Wanting to abolish authority in large·scale indwtry is tantamount to wanting to
abolish indwtry itself, to deatroy the power loom in order lO return to the spinning
wheel' ('On Authority', in S.l«ted Works, vol. r, p. 637). Theac commonJC:nsicaJ
remarlu by Marx's more fact-minded partner come close to nuWfying his whole
"!1IIiqw of the future revolution in factory Clilitenec.
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society; the standpoint of the new materialism is human sociery
or soci a lj zed h u rnani ty' (vergesellschaflete M enschheit). u Socialized
humanity is humanity brought back into total harmony with
itself by the abolition of the antagonism inherent in the social
division of labour. All subordinate expressions of the division of
labour, and the antagonism inherent in it, vanish along with the
basic one. Socialized humanity is not only a classless but also a
stateless, law-less, family-less, religion-less and generally structure-less collectivity of complete individuals who live in harmony
with themselves, with each other, and with the anthropologica l
nature outside them. It hardly needs pointing ou t that this
society without social structure is not a social order in any
meaningful sense of that term. Speaking in the younger Marx's
vein, it is an un-society.
The only community with which Marx was concerned, in the
final analysis, was the community of man with his inLernal and
external human nature. As he himself said in 1844, 'Human
nature is the true community of man. •~ is doctrine really has no
place within the context of modern soctalism as a quest for community.:formsin the field.ofsociet)'. It is understandable, erefore, that he never ceased to scorn the 'utopian socialism' that
concerned itself with the devising of changes in tl1e structure of
society. In the end, he found himself at odds with some of his
own followers in the ocial Democratic Party of Germany on
this issue. Utopian socialism was raging in the party, he complained in a letter of 1877. Numerous members of it were
'playing with fancy pictures of the future structure of society'."
Only on one occasion did he himself attempt to say something
concrete about the future order. This was in The Civil War in
fiance, written in 1871 on the occasion of the suppression of the
Paris COmmune. I fiis was a propagandistic tract provoked from
Marx under pressure of a particular unanticipated political
event. In one passage he allowed that communism would be a
system under which 'united cooperative societies are to regulate
the national production under a common plan'. In the very
next breath, however, he lapsed back into his usual antipathy
toward any discussion ofcommunism as a social system. Speaking
of the working class, he said : 'They have no ideals to realize, but
to set free the elements of the new society with which old collapsing bourgeois society is pregnant.'iiO By the 'elements of the
new society' he meant the creative powers of man, now shackled,
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as he saw it, to the lust for money. The elements of the new
society were elements of the self.
The difference between Marx and those among his followers
whom he berated for playing with fancy pictures of the future
structure ofsociety is not that they were utopians and he was not.
The difference is that their utopia was a new state of society,
while his was essentially a new state of self. To them socialism
meant certain concrete changes in the social order. To him it
meant a religion of revolution, with universal human self-change
as the goal.

MAT UR E MAR X I S M
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The ~an aJ~h with difficulty, be read as a straight
treatise of economics, and many have done so. It then appears
as an mfimtely lOrtuous, unsuccessful endeavour to demonstrate
the a t_riori inevitability of a falli ng rate of profit and various
consequences in the way of intensified exploitation of the labour
forcs,But unless we grasP. it as~a, and in fact as one of the
most dramatic books of modern times, we shall comprehend
neither the powerful infl uence that it has exerted upon history
nor its basic underlying significance. It is, moreover, drama in
the tragic mood_, and it may be pertinent to add that its author
was all his life a lover of Aeschylean and Shakespearean tragedy.
I t may be said without much exaggeration that Marx was one
of those thinkers who spend their lives writing a single important
book under a number of different titles. In this instance, even
the utles show a certain continuity. He started out in the summer
of 1844 to write a systematic Kritik of political economy.
Resuming the work in the later 184o's, he wrote up the results
in 1857-8 in a huge new set of manuscripts on the Kritik of
political economy. • I n the following year he published in book
form an elongated preface to the theory under the title of
'contribution' to the Kritik of political economy. And when the
book was finally finished in 1867 and published under the title
of Capital, it was sub-titled Kritik of political economy. This
major work of Marx's is simply the form in which he completed
the book he star ted to write in his manuscripts of 1844.
The continuity of titles reflects an underlying continuity of
idea and intent. Having had only the sketchiest preliminary
acquaintance with political economy when he first created
Marxism, Marx went on in the later years to digest mountains of
economic literature-the 'economic filth' as he often called it in
letters to Engels. And he enlarged the literature of economics
with much material of his own that has been of interest to
economists in one way or another and has influenced subsequent
thinking about the economic aspects of society and history. Yet
he never became a political economist as such; he always
remained a critic of political economy. Thus, his design in
Capital was not to show how capitalism works but how forces
immanent in it work its destruction inevitably.
From this point of view Capital is the attempted proof of a

preconception. Marx had postulated in the manuscripts of 1844
that the communist revolution grasped 'i n thoughts' must
necessarily work itself out also ' in reality'. His understanding of
this necessity was explained in various writings of the middle
184o's. I n Tlu Holy Family, for example, he said that it was not a
question of what this or that proletarian or the proletariat as a
whole conceives as a goal, but of what the proletariat would be
driven involuntarily to do by virtue of its life-situation in
society. The Gmnan Ideology was more specific, envisaging the
future situation as follows: 'Thus things have now come to such
a pass that the individuals must appropriate the existing totality
of productive forces, not only to achieve self-activity but also
merely to safeguard their very existence.'• The first purpose of
Capital was to demonstrate how and why things must inevitably
come to 'such a pass'. That is why Marx addressed himself in it
not to history as a whole but specifically to the modern capitalist
period.
T.be a~ect was to write the obituary o.fc:.!.Pitalism in advance
of its decease. But this is not the only sense in which Capital is a
book of criticism of political economy rather than of political
economy as such. From the start Marx conceived the idea of a
Kritik of political economy on the analogy of Feuerbach's Kritik
of theology and religion via Hegelianism. Political economy
was presumed to be a science of the earthly accumulation of
capital corresponding to the accumulation ofspiritual capital in
heaven, i.e. to man's externalization of himself in the image of
Cod and his resulting self-estrangement. The criticism of it
would consist in showing, in terms of the political economist's
own conceptual categories such as labour and capital, that man
is similarly alienated from himself when, under the domination
ofegoistic need, he externalizes his productive power in the form
of money. This is the standpoint from which Marx proceeded in
the creation of original Marxism. And this, mutatis mutandiS, is
the standpoint from which he wrote Capital.
It is not, therefore, surprising that before we come to the end
of the introductory part. 'Commodities and M oney', we find
him returning to his starting point: the analogy between
economics and religion. This is preceded by an analysis of the
nature of the commodity, of which Marx says that, though it
seems at first a simple humdrum thing, it really is full of metaphysical subtleties and theological whimsies. As a useful object
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• These have bet"n published recen tly under the title of Grundriue der Kritik der
Politisdttn OlconDmie (Dietz Verlag, Berlin, 1953). The materials cover 1100 pages.
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or usc-value, a commodit y is the embodime nt of a certain
quantity of concrete human labour in a material substratum
supplied by nature. As an exchange-value or 'phenomen al'
value-form, on the other hand, it is an objectification of'abstrac t
labour' or a 'mc:re jelly of undifferen tiated ~man l abo~ this
being defined as so much expenditur e of 'social average labour
power'. Commodit ies qua commodities arc 'crystals of this social
substance' . 6
As such, Marx says, they arc 'social hieroglyph s' that mirror
the character of the labour itSelf as an attribute of its reifications.
The mystery of the commodity-form is that 'the social relation
of the producers to the sum total of their own labour presents
itself to them as a social relation, not between themselves, but
between the products of their labour'. Marx goes on: 'T o find
an analogy we must enter the nebulous world of religion. In that
world, the products of the human mind become independe nt
shapes, endowed with lives of their own, and able to cmer imo
relations with men and women. The products of the human
hand do the same thing in the world ofcommodities ( Warenwelt ).
1 speak of this as th~ti.slzirtic ch.aracJ.tr which attaches to the
products oflabour, so soon as they are produced in the form of
commodities.' A little further on, he explains that the fetishisti c
character of commodit ies is manifest in the fetishistic character
of money, which is 'the direct incarnatio n of all human labour'. •
Marx's usc of thi!..recm ' fetishism' (Fetiscl1ismll.f) dates all the
way back to the manuscripts_~ where he wrote : 'The
nations which are still dazzled by the sensuous splendour of
precious metals, and arc thcrefor.u !Jll fctish-worship~rs of
mctal money, are not yet fully developed money-nations.Contrast of France and England. The extent to which the
solution of theoretical riddles is the task of praxis and effected
through praxis ... is shown, for example, in fttisl!ism. The
sensuous consciousness of the fetish-wors hipper is different from
that of the Greek, because his sensuous existence is still different.' '
Without abandonin g this premise that theoretical riddles have
their solution in praxis (which changes the form of conscious n es.~
by changing the underlying life-conditions), Marx has extended
the notion of fetishism to the 'fully developed money-nat ions'
and made modern capitalist man the supreme example of the
fetish-wors hipper. But the basic idea behind the doctrine of the
fetishistic character of commodities was formulated a lready in
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labour power' alive. Capital, ' in its unbridled passion for selfexpansion', develops a 'greed for surplus labour', an 'impulse to
suck labour dry', or a 'vampire thirst for the living blood of
labour'.!' Feeding on living labour like a vampire-bat, this
blind, ruthless, insatiable and diabolicaJly sadistic force of greed
confiscates 'every atom of freedom' both in bodily and intellectual activity:
Obviously, therefore, throughout his working life, the worker is to be
nothing but labour power; all his available time is, by nature and by
\ law, to be labour time, is to be devoted to promoting the selfexpansion of capital .... In its blind, unbridled passion, its werewolf hunger for surplus labour, capital is not content to overstep the
moral restrictions upon the length of the working day. It oversteps
the purely physical limitations as weU. It usurps the time needed for
the growth, the development, and the healthy maintenance of the
body.... Capital does not enquire how long the embodiment of
labour power is likely to live. Its only interest is in ensuring that a
maximum amount oflabour power shall be expended in one working
day.l4
M arx accomparues this characterization of capital with long
quotations from_ ~· repor ts on horrible
cases of exploitation of child labour and women's labour in the
early and middle nineteenth century.
The other path by which capital proceeds in the 'unbridled
passion' for surplus value is that of increasing mechanization of
the labour process, which means to Marx, as we have seen,
increasing dehumanization of the worker. The devices for
raising labour productivity by introducing a more and more
minute division of labour are so many torture devices that
'mutilate the worker into a fragment of a human being, degrade
him to become a mere appurtenance of the machine, make his
work such a torment that its essential meaning is destroyed;
estrange him from the intellectual potentialities of the labour
process in very proportion to the extent to which science is
incorporated into it as an independent power'. They 'distort the
conditions under which he works, subjecting him, during the
labour process, to a despotism which is all the more hateful
because of its pettiness' .15
Increasingly, then, the workers became ' living appendages'
of <)_lifeless mechanism- the factory. Labour ~hl:... machine
proliibits free bodily and mental activity, says Marx over and
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over, and eve~e lightening of it ' becomes a means of torture,
for the machme does not free the worker from his work, but
merely deprives his work of interest'. He goes on: 'AU kinds of
capitalist production, in so far as they are not merely labour
processes, but also processes for promoting the self-expansion of
capital, have this in common, that in them the worker docs not
usc the instruments of labour, but the instrUments oLlabo~
_!be worh,r:....... Through its conversion into an automaton, the
instrument of labour comes to confront the worker during the
labour process as capital, as dead labo.ur, which ~t rois the
living labour power and sucks it dry. The divorce of the intellectual powers of the process of production from the manual
labour, and the transformation of these powers into powers of
capital over labour, are completed ... in large-scale industry
based upon machine production.'"
Here is Marx's description of the 'despotism of capital' or
'autocracy of capital'. The scene is the factory- a place of
detention ruled by a dictatorial .Nicht-Arbeiter through his
militarized minions. Massed inside are a great number of
machines, each one feeding upon and slowly destroying its living
appendages, who exist only to promote the self-expansion of
capital and only so long as they continue to promote it. The
instruments of labour that they themselves have created are
instruments of torture and tyranny turned against them. Each
worker is enslaved to a minute, mindless operation that he is
forced to repeat endlessly. His every movement is performed at
the coercive behest of an 'alien will'. And the unseen dictatorial
power, whose will this is, continually contrives to prolong the
torture by a few more minutes beyond the monstrous portion of
the twenty-four hours already given over to it. Clearly, the
'despotism of capital' is Marx's portrait of hell.
If we enlarge the portrait to universal proportioru, we have
his image of the world as a whole. Capital would have been more
accurately entitled The World as Labour and Capital. What it
essentially depicts is a universal labour process performed under
a universal despotism ofcapital. For Marx the whole earth is the
scene ofa process of production motivated by capital's 'boundless
drive for self-expansion' (massLoser Trieb nach Selbstverwtrlung). I t
is continually spurred on and accelerated by a werewolf hunger
for surplus value. And the vast world of materialized labour
that emanates from this process confronts the exploited and
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that man's self-alienation in productive activity is a 'fact of
political economy', Marx proceeded to elaborate his economics
as economics of self-alienation.
The basic underlying continuity is visible, on the one hand,
in his concept of capital, which is simply the name now given to
what he had called in the manuscripts a passion of greed. The
infinite Habsucht of which he had spoken in 1844 becomes the
boundless drive for self-expansion in value. Capital in the
physical sense of means of production is seen as the material
expression of a dynamic force or life-urge towards selfaggrandizement in terms of wealth._Starting as before~
Adam Smith's notion of ca ital as command over labour, which
he now alters to read command over unpa a oui;Marx posits
a 'passionate hunt for value' or 'urge towards absolute enrichment' as the force behind it. The command over unpaid labour
becomes for him the means of extracting unlimited surplus value
to gratify this urge.
Marx still sees in money the power over all things, and in the
acquisitive mania3 will-to-power in pecuniary guise. • The selfex ansion ofca ital is movementofworld conquest: 'Accumu1ation is a conquest of the world of social we t . t increases the
mass of human material exploited by the capitalist, and thus
amplifies his direct and indirect dominion (Herrschafl ).' At this
point Marx inserts a lengthy footnote on Luther's study of the
usurer, which 'shows forcibly that the love of power is an
element in the impulse to acquire wealth'. And be proceeds to
quote Luther as saying that the usurer 'wants to be God over all
men'.'t T he same applies to Marx's capitalist. His life-urge to
absolute enrichment is an urge to become the Absolute in terms
of the power that wealth commands.
This is an economic concept in name only. The word comes
from Adam Smith and the political economists; the idea, from
Hegel and the world of German philosophy. Marx's Kapital is
just as much a citizen of this world as, for example, Schopenhauer's Wille or Nietzsche's Wille ;;ur Macht, with which it has
obvious affinities. But the immediate affiliation of the idea is
Hegelian. The absolute Bereichmmgstrieb is a translation in
economic terms of the drive to infinite self-enrichment that
Hegel ascribes to spirit, which is insatiably greedy to appro• Sec above, pp. 138-9.
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priate all things cognitively as ' property of the ego' and thus to
assert its power over them. The Hegelian dialectic ofaggrandize ment, whereby spirit is driven to infinitize itself in terms of
knowledge, reappears in M arx's mature thought as a dialectic
of the self-expansion of capital-a movement of self-infinitizing
in terms of money. Hegel's Logic, which...hueread while working
~l, remained for him always th~ffiQf\C of the SJ?irit'.
"'HCSaw in Hegel's 'epistemological totalitarian ism' (as it has
been called here) a mystified expression of a monetary totalitarianism in capitalist production. That is why Marx, unlike
most others of his erstwhile Young Hegelian circle, never ceased
to be a fascinated devotee of Hegelian dialectics, and an irascible
opponent of all those who in the later years tended to dismiss the
dialectical idea as a 'dead horse' . On the other hand, it may also
cast light on his inability to write the short treatise showing
'what is rational' in the dialectic, but 'enveloped in mysticism' .
For the dialectic remained so enveloped in Marx's mind.
The passion of greed was described in the manuscrip ts of 1844
as an inhuman force that holds sway over everything. In Capilai
this proposition is reiterated in conj unction with a great mass of
factual data from the history of capitalism during the Industrial
R evolution. At the same time, the inhumanit y of the inhuman
force is drawn with a descriptive power far surpassing that
shown in the original sketch. There Marx was content simply to
identify the force as something utterly alien that renders all
productive activity 'nicht frtiwillig', causes the producer to
mortify his body and ruin his spirit, and reduces him to the depths
of self-alienation . Now he gives us a graphic portrait of it. The
force takes shape in the pages of Capital as an absolutely vicious
monster that literally swallows up its victims, devouring the
living blood of labour and growing more and more thirsty for
this sustenance the more it drinks of it. Like Hegel's cunning
deity, which actualizes itself by the destructive using up of mankind, the monster does no work but only subsists and grows
bloated on the labour power of the masses, who grow progressively more dehumaniz ed in the process. The victim, having
'sold' his productive powers to the inhuman force, is reduced to
'living raw material' or 'personified labour time' . 110 He is slowly
and agonizingly destroyed in the monster's deadly embrace,
becoming a mere machine broken in body and brutalized in
mind. At the end, however, he rebels.
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This drama at the heart of Ca ital is, in its latent content, a
drama o f the inner lifeJl[man, of the self in conflict with itself.
It is a representa tion of man being dehumani zed and ~estroyed
by a tyrannical force of acguisitiveness_ that has a~sen and
grown autonomo us within. him. The for~e contr~ls his m~ve
ments, usurps his life-energies, torments h1m merCJlessly, dr~ves
him relentlessly to aggrandiz ement for the sake of aggrandiZement and ruins his life. At the same time, the dehumanized
victi~ of the compulsive drive towards absolute enrichmen t is
aware of his 'dehumani zation' and rebels against the fo rce
responsible for reducing him to this state. No work of l!terature
or psychiatry known to this writer h~ portrayed w1th ~o.m
parable descriptive power the destrucuve and dehumaru zmg
essence of the neurotic process of self-alienation. No one has
shown more graphicall y than Marx what slavery and misery
man may endure when be comes under the sway of the drive to
infinite self-aggrandizement.
.
Marx showed at times a dim realization that he was dealmg
with a servitude within man and a conflict of the alienated self
with itself. He said, for example, in his speech of 1856 on the
anniversary of the People's Paper: 'At the same pace that mankind masters nature, man seems to become enslaved to other men
or to his own infamy.'t• • But this was, at best, a slip of the tongue.
The ostensible subject of Capilai is capitalism. The process
depicted in it is not identified as the self-aliena tion process. but
as the process of capitalist production in modern sOC1ety.
Instead of the StlbsUnifremdungsproztss of original M arxism, we
have the Selbstverwertungspro{tss of mature Marxism. This is
shown as a social drama of enslavement of man to another man
rather than ' to his own infamy'. The change, however, is merely
a metamorp hosis. It results from Marx's fateful decision in 1844
to treat self-aliena tion as being, for all practical purposes, a
social relation of man to man.
As the reader will recall, he postulated a reality behind ~e
alienated mao's relation to himself as to 'another, hosole,
powerful man, independe nt o~ hi.m'. Ther:by t~ e alien in~er
man was personified in the cap1tahst. Sclf-aliena uon was socialized, i.e. treated as a social relation of production betw~en
worker and capitalist, and Marx started down the road to Caplllll
with its projection of the neurotic process of self-alienation as the
• halica added.
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TH E MYTH AND THE PROBLEM
OF CONDUCT
The theoretical conclusions of the Communists are in no way
ba.red on idea.r or principles that have been inueTited, or discovered,
~y this or that would-be universal reformer. They mere!J express,
tn general tenns, actual relations springing from an existing cla.rs
struggle,from a historical movement going on under our very eyes.
MARX (1848)
Marxism, as we have seen, clid not arise out of an empirical
study of economic processes in modern society. Marx had next
to no direc_t knowledge of workers and working conditions, and
had only JUSt begun the study of political economy, at the
moment of creation of his economic interpretation of history.
The path by which he arri vcd at it was the path of transformation
of H egelianism on which he had been travelling ever since 1841.
Marxism was the final outcome in his mind of the movement of
thought set going by Feuerbach's suggestion that Hegelianism
was no mere philosop~er.'s lantas~- but a mystified reflectioJ!_o£
Qle actual state ofafturs m the w_rld. According to Feuerbach,
all one had to do to speculative philosophy in order to reach the
simple day]jght of reality was to turn its gaze ' from the internal
towards the external'. Marx proceeded to do this in his own way,
and the fina l result was his projection of man's self-alienation as
an impersonal social process. Truly, Marxism may be seen as
H egelianism inverted. Speaking very broadly, the relation
between them may be described as follows: Hegel represents the
universe as a subjective process; M arx, turning the system
around, ends up by representing a subjective process as the
universe- the social cosmos.
H aving arrived at this point, M arx maintained that he had
gone bey_£nd philoso~, and in- a very significant sense he was
rignt. "Bu t beyond to what? He claimed direct insight into
' reality', and on this ground described his own representation of
it as real positive science. Now it is quite true that he h ad an
2 18
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arresting vision of something real. Were this not so, incidentally,
Marxism could scarcely have achieved any large influence in
the world and drawn followers after the ma nner of religious
movements from time immemorial. But the reality that Marx _..._ c--apprehended and portrayed was inner ffllliry. The forces of -..-- -which he was aware were subjective forces, forces of the alienated
human self, conceived, however, and also perceived, as forces
abroad in society. Insofar as this determined his thinking, i t was
not 'real posi tive science' at which be bad arrived out of
Hegelianism. I nstead, be bad._gone beyond philosophy in~o that
?.
out of which philosophy, ages ago, originated-myth. For this
is the decisive characteristic of mythic thought, that something
2..
b.x nature interior is apprehended as extenor, that a drama of
1
the inner life of man is experienced and depicted as taking place
in the outer world.
In this modern instance of it, an historic sequence was
reversed. Whereas philosophy had once arisen against a background of m yth, here myth arose against a background of
philosophy- the Hegelian philosophy. A phenomenology of
spirit, in which the world was consciously represented as a
subjective process of realization of a world-self, became first a
new phenomenology in which Marx pictured the world as a
process of realization of a human species-self. This was done
consciously and without mystification, and original Marxism
remained fundamentally on the ground of philosophical thought.
At a decisive point in it, however, Marx made the transition to
the mythic mode of thought. The subjective process of
Entjremdungsgeschichte was embodied in an image of society. And
Marx went on to elaborate the Materialist Conception of
History as the doctrinal enclosure of a mythic vision in which the
dualism of conflicting forces of the alienated self was apprehended as a dualism of social forces, a class struggle in society, a
warfare oflabour and capital. From this standpoint it might be
said that mature Marxism is mystified original M arxism. The
classic vehicle of this mystification is Capital.
In forming his concept of society, Marx started with Hegel's
picture of 'civil society' as a multitude of egoistic human atoms
competing in the marketplace. He then sought the 'anatomy' of
civil society in political economy, but the anatomy of political
economy, in tum, was given in the idea of 'political-economic
alienation'. The consequence was original Marxism's image of
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other. Marx calls the coUective capital-personality by various
ironic names, such as 'Monsieur Capital' or 'My Lord Capital'. 1
The collective labour-personaUty is caUed the 'Collective
Worker' (Guamtarbeiter). It is the 'totaUty' of the labour force of
society, and the individual worker is 'an organ of the ColJective
Worker'.' Thus, society is a self-system after aJI, a collective dual
personality.
Its life-process as it takes form in Marx's main work is an
inner drama projected as a social drama. The dramatis personae
are My Lord Capital and the Collective Worker. These are the
only 'people' in Marx's social universe. • The social scene is a
great arena whereon the coUective capital-personality and the
coUective labour-personality fight out the war of the self in
terms ofsuch issues as the length of the working day. My Lord
Capital has a vampire thirst for the living blood oflabour. He is
insatiably greedy to incorporate it all as his own substance. He
will stop at absolutely nothing to extract a little more of the lifeenergies of labour in bjs unbridled passion for self-expansion.
But My Lord Capital undermines himself: 'Fanatically bent
upon the expansion of value, he relenllessly drives human beings
to production for production's sake, thus bringing about a
development of social productivity and the creation of those
material conrut.ions of production which can alone form the reaJ
basis of a higher type of society, whose fundamental principle is
the full and free development of every individual.' 3
Producing under the relentless compulsion of My Lord
Capital's drive for surplus value, the Collective worker sinks
deeper and deeper into an abyss of misery in accordance with
the 'absolute general law of capitalist accumulation', which
Marx formulates as follows: 'The accumulation of wealth at one
pole o(s~cty involves a simultane~s accumulation o(poyerty,
labour torment, slavery, 1gnorance, brutalization, and moral
degradation, at the opposite pole- where dwells the class that
produces its own prOduct m tfie form of capital.'• Eventually,
• As C . D. H. Cole: expresses it, 'In c:acnce, thc:re is but one product, but one
gigantic llSIOCiatc:d capitalist and but one: many-handed labourer yoked to the task
of creating Surplus Value:.' Commenting, he says that for Marx 'not individuals,
but only JOcial clauo poescss ultimate reality'. He adds: •It is impcmiblc: thoroughly
10 understand Marx'• thought without appreciating this mystical view of reality'
(Capitol, Introduction, p. xxviii). The essential point, it teems to me, is not that
Marx views aocial classea rather than individualJ u possessing ultimate: rality, but
that his image of aociety is the image of a eollc:ctive dual personality.
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Macht, and his recovery of himself by the total vanquishment of
this force. The ending of the worker's material impoverishment
was incidental to the real goal- the ending of his dehumanization.
The moral structure of Marx's myth is related to that of
Hegel's philosophical religion of self in an important way that
remains to be noted. Hegel, it will be recalled, built an apologia
of pride, a doctrine of the beneficence of moral evil, into his
'philosophy of.h.istory as the self-realization of God. The process
by which humanity transcends human limitations on the path
to absolute knowledge is seen as a destructive one, but Hegel
justifies the crimes committed and the suffering caused on the
ground that man in the end becomes God, or alternatively that
God in the end overcomes all self-estrangement and becomes
fully himself and free. For Marx, on the contrary, the selfinfinitizing movement of capital is dehumanizing. Instead of
liberating man, it prevents him from realizing his human nature
in free productive activity. As suggested earlier, a basic shift of
moral position, associated in part with Feuerbach's influence, is
reflected in this.
It must now be added, however, that M arx remains faithful
to the Hegelian scheme in that he too represents the destructive
process as the decisive cause of the constructive outcome. Thus,
in the important passage of Capital quoted above he holds that
the acquisitive fanaticism is itself responsible for creating those
new conditions of social wealth in which this fanaticism will no
longer exist. M oreover, ever increasing suffering under the
despotism of capital is seen as the change-producing factor, the
motive force of the overthrow of the despotism. Capital becomes,
therefore, the agency of capital's own destruction, and Hegel's
notion of moral evil as the prime beneficent force· in history lives
on in Marx's thought. He sees in the dehumanization process
itself the means of man's ultimate humanization. He entrusts to
the force ofgreed that he recognizes as absolutely evil the decisive
responsibility for ensuring the triumph at the end of that which
is constructive and good. In a significant sense My Lor<;~ Capital
is the hero as well as the villain of Marx's mythic narrative. •
• In Ludwit Feuerbach Engels made explicit the underlying presupposition concerning the butoricaJ beneficence of moral evil. Criticizing Feuerbach'a ethics of
love as quite 'shallow' in comparison with Hegel's view, he wrote: 'With Hegel evil
is the form in whieb the motive force of historical development presenu iuelf. This
contains the twofold meaning that, on the one hand, each new advance nc:ceasarily

MAT URE MARXISM

[2]
One of the characteristics of true mythic thinking is that the
thinker is not aware of it as mythical. For him it is a revelation of
what empiricalJy is. The inner process that the myth represents
as outer is actuaJly perceived to be taking place in the outer
world. It fills the field of mental vision as an overwhelmingly
immediate and tangible presentation of external reality. • To
describe and depict it appears, then, as no more than the true
empiricism, and to act in terms of it the utmost realism. So it
was with Marx. Now that reality had been grasped, he said,
philosophy-speculative thought-had lost its medium of
existence. It had given way to 'real positive science', which
would consist in the transcription of the apprehended reality.
The 'reality' to which he referred was something that he
actually saw in a vision of the kind just described.
What he beheld in the vision was a process or movement, a
movement of the social world. In one place he caUed it ' the real
historical movement which is turning the world upside down'. &
Elsewhere he described it as a ' real social movement which
already, in all civilized countries, proclaims the approach of a
terrible upheaval'. 1 It must be emphasized that he was not
using the term 'movement' in the sense meant when we speak,
for example, of communism as a world-wide movement. He was
not referring to any such circumscribed socio-political fact as an
organized mass movement of people to gain certain objectives.
He was speaking of the process projected in Capital, the movement of class-divided society to the final point of crisis and
convulsion at which the Collective Worker would rise up in
awful wrath and destroy My Lord Capital.
appean as a aaailqe ~~ things hallowed •.. and that, on the other hand it is
prcciscly ~wicked f)!»iona olman-grccd and the lwn for power-which, ;ince
anU~gonisrru, JClYe as kYcn of bist9Jica! developmentthe emc:rgeoce Of
fa~( of wh!eh the h~tory of feudalism and of the bourgeoisie, for example, "COn.
sututes a Jingle oont.mual proof. But it does not oc:eur to Fc:uerbaeh to investigate
the hist.orieal role of moral evil' (Stltcud WMks, vol. n, pp. 345-6).
• According to Ernst Cassjrcr, it is characteristic of mythic oonacioumessthat 'the
entir~ self is given up to a single impression, is "pocsesscd" by it .. .'. Mythic
oonscaownca, he auggesu, lacks the 'free ideality' of theoretical thinking. ' Here
thought does not confront its data in an attitude of free contemplation •.. but is
aimply captivated by a total impression' (i..tJnpo,g• and Myth, pp. 33, 57). Speaking
of mythic prescntatjona, the authors of another study write: 'They arc products of
imagination, but they are not mere fantaay .... True myth prCICilts its images and
ita imaginary acton, not with the playfuloeas of fantuy, but with a compelling
authority' (Henri and H. A. Frankfort, &fMI PhiloJDplty, p. 15) .
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It was a visible presence before his mind. This is reflected in
his continual references to it as a movement taking place 'under
?ur ~ery e.y~'. The frequenc_y with which this expression appears
m hu wntmgs after 1844 IS remarkable. In the Manifuto he
speaks of 'an historical movement going on under our very
eyes'. 1 In The Poverty of Philosophy he says that socialists need not
concern themselves with devising programmes for the future but
'have only to give an account of what passes before their 'eyes
an? to ma~e,_of that their medi~m:- • Again, in /!err Vogl be
wntes. that tt. ts not a matter ofbnngmg some utopian system or
other mto bemg but of consciously participating in the historical
revolutionary process of society which is taking place before our
very eyes'.•
So overpoweringly vivid and compelling was Marx's vision of
the ' real social movement' that he feared the final u~l
w~ul.~ome before he had completed the grand demonstration
I oftt _m Capirar:-'I an: wor mg tke madill t rough the nights at
putbng my econolJllc studies together so that I may at least have
the outlines clear before the deluge comes', Marx asserted to
Engels on 8 December 1857·'0 He was working like mad to
forestall the world cataclysm with his book about it. H e was
afraid that the world would turn upside down before he had
show~ h o~ and why it woul? happen. In a letter written in I ass.
he srud: I have a presennment that now, when after fifteen
years ofstudy I have got far enough to have the thing within my
grasp, stormy movements from without will probably interfere.
Never mind. If I get finished so late that I no longer find the
wor~d ready to pay attention to such things, the fault will
obvtously be my own.'u These statements, written io the
relatively tranquil 18so's, tell little about the actual social
world of Europe at that time. They reveal a great deal however1
about the inner world that Marx apprehended as ou;er.
. True, the European scene in those years did not present a
ptcture of perfect calm. There had been the revolutionary
events of 1848, and the ensuing period saw its share of strikes
labour unrest, commercial slumps and international episodes:
The~e were mostly minor events at best. Significantly, Marx
adrrutted and even emphasjzed this fact. For him however
these minor events were signs and symbols of the reaiity that h~
beheld in the vision. H e saw it manifesting itself in them. In his
speech on the anniversary of the People's Paper in 1856, he used

I
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the good forces are fighting for their life against the evil ones.
Since it is his conAjct that is being enacted out there, the thinker
naturally feels impelled to do hls part, help the good forces along,
urge them to battle, cheer their victories, bemoan their setbacks,
and in general give them all manner of active support. H e wants
to join the fray, and bids others to do the same. The point is to
participate in the action already goin g on, as he sees it, outside
him.
This is the special logic (or 'psycho-logic') of mythic thinking
as it relates to practical action. The answer to the question as to
what shouJd be done is given in the mythlc vision itself, and can
be summed up in a single word: 'Particip~ In so far as the
mythic thinker gives any recognition at all to the problem of
conduct, be answers immediately, emphatically and categorically in this vein. So Marx, as noted above, says that it is not a
matter of bringing some utopian system or other into being (i.e.
of defining a social goal and purposefully endeavouring to
realize it) but simply of 'consciously participating in the historical revolutionary process of society which is taking place before
our very eyes'. Here the participation takes the form of
'revolutionary praxis'. To engage in practical revolutionary
action on the side of the proletariat is to promote, help along and
accelerate the 'real historical movement which is turning the
world upside down' . Moreover, since the theory of revolution is
simply the 'uterary expression'14 of this movement, revolutionary
praxis is the conscious enactment of the theory, and Marx is
convinced that all 'theoretical' problems have their solution in
social praxis. • This is his celebrated doctrine of the unity of
theory and practice. Not pragmatism but mysticism is its
foundation.
If the projection of an inner moral drama upon the outer
world is the essence of myth, the urge and injunction to
'participate' is the origin of ritual. Later the ritual activity may
come to be performed as a merely symbolic re-enactment of the
events recounted in the mythic narrative. But it is not so in the
beginning. Originally the call to participate expresses the mythic
thinker's passionate felt need to accelerate the ongoing drama of
events as he experiences it in the vision.t This imperative of
• See above, p.

102.

t One school of thought is inclined to give ritual

precedence over myth. Lord
Raglan, for example, writes that a myth 'is simply a narrative associated with a

CONCLUS I ON
MA RX AND THE PRESENT AGE
And the relation to himself a man cannot get rid of, any more
than he can get rid of himself, which moreover is one and the
same thing, since the self is the relationship to oneself.
S 0REN K IER K EOAARD

Although Marx died more than three-quarters of a century ago,
adequate assessment of him probably remains a matter for the
future. I f~nce may be measured~ impact, he is certainly
one of the most important minds of modern times. Yet his
influence bas diminished in recent decades and continues to do
so today, especially on his own continent of Europe. And in so
far as Marxism remains a powerful force in the world, the
explanation seems to lie not so much in its enduring persuasiveness as in the imperatives of political power in those countries
where Marx's Weltanschauung has become a political mythology,
a narrative associated with the rites of single-party politics.
But let us disregard the question of decline and continuity of
Marx's influence, and conclude with a brief evaluation of his
thought, or of those basic aspects of it that have been considered
here. Many of the critical conclusions have been indicated in
the course of the analysis. As a starting point for a summary of
them it may be helpfuJ to ask what Marx has to say to us now,
or how relevant his thought is to the problems and concerns of
the present age as they arise in the non-Marxist countries of the
West.
First, it seems that he has very little to say to us on the subject
that preoccupied him all through the middle and later years of
his life: capitalism. The reason is not that he was a poor economist, but that he was essentially something other than an
economist. H e was a moralist who came to speak in the idiom of
political economy, and £!!pita/ is basically a work of German
philosophy in its post-Hegelian development into_!!'l,yth. Marx's
economics, growing out of the premise that man's self-alienation
is a 'fact of poli tical economy', were economics ofself-alienation.
The alienated species-man of original Marxism is writ large in
!133
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utopian vision of the future world was, if not scientific, at least
rather prophetic of real possibilities. Marx's concept of communism is more nearly applicable to present-day America, for
example, than is his concept of capitalism. There is deep irony
in this. Capital, the product of twenty years of hard labour to
which, as he said, he sacrificed his health, his happiness in life
and ills family, is an intellectual museum-piece for us now,
whereas the sixteen-page manuscript of 1844 on the future as
aesthetics, which he probably wrote in a day and never even saw
fit to publish, contains much that is still significant.
The sociological emptiness of Marx's idea of communism has
been explained in an earlier chapter. If he scorned the efforts
of socialists to visualize a new form of society and castigated
those of his own followers who were 'playing with fancy pictures
of the future structure of society', the reason is that the controlling concern of his own thought was the structure ofselfhood.
From the start communism had meant to rum essentially the
restoration of community in the self-relation, and communist
'society' had been defined as the 'complete essential unity' of
man with himself. It meant the society of man with the inner
self and with the anthropological nature outside him. Although
Marx later became sparing and cryptic in his references to the
higher stage of communism, his idea of it did not change. The
'clements of the new society with which collapsing bourgeois
society itself is pregnant' were the creative powers of the human
self, both those within all living individuals and those of the
species-self externalized in the form of industry.
The world revolution would be the universal act of human
self-change. I t would liberate the creative powers from the
acquisitive mania, and men would fi nally become whole and
harmonious as productive beings realizing themselves in a
totality of life-activities and aesthetic appreciation of their
surroundings. They would arrange th eir no longer alienated
world according to the laws ofbeauty, and labour in the historical sense would be abolished. As Marx put it in a passage of
Capital quoted earlier, the ' higher type ofsociety' would have as
its principle the 'full and free development of every indlvidual' .
This higher type of society was only an abstract postulated
setting of a new mode of human life. I n the unfinished third
volume of Capital, Marx called it the ' realm of freedom' . There
would remain, he said, a minimal realm of necessity or amount
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of work that must be done, although the producers would
'accomplish their task with the least expenditure of energy and
under conditions most adequate to their human nature and most
worthy of it'. He then went on: I'Be_yond it begins that development of human power, which is its own en<f.\the true realm of
freedom, which, h owever, can flourish only upon that realm of
necessity as its basis. The shortening of the working day is its
fundamental premise.' 1
Marx's aesthetic utopia, his vision of the abolition of labour
in a post-historical world in which human existence would take
on the character of creative leisure and artistic expression, was
astonishingly modern in a way. It anticipated the rise of this
possibility a century or so later in a context of development that
has no relation to a proletarian revolution and Auflubung of
private property. T he possibility arises out of the ttchnological
revolution that is taking place within the framework of a greatly
modified capitalist economic system, and first of all in America.
Automation and the unlocking of the productive powers of the
atom have begun to pose the question ofa profound reorientation
of man's existence on this planet, a reorientation from the workcentred life to a different kind of life. In a sense, it might be
said that the problem ofthegoodlife may become inescapable for
a growing proportion of mankind. The revolution involved is
not a political one but rather a revolution of man's attitude
towards himself and the purposes ofhis existence, a revolution of
values. If economic labour is largely abolished by the technological revolution in its later phases, what use "\fill men make of
the unprecedented freedom to do what they want to do as distinguished from what they have to do? What kind of living will
take the place of a large part of what has been caUed working
for a living? Will the post-compulsion world be one in which
people realize their creative. potentials as free human beings, or
will it be one of unutterable tedium? The next stage of history
may conceivably carry out an experiment on human nature and
give the answer to these questions.
Although his idea of the abolition of labour, and with it the
old rigid divisions oflabour, may, therefore, have been prophetic,
Marx's thought as a whole is not seriously related to the issues
just posed. Indeed, it never occurred to him to pose them. He
did not see that the shortening of the working day might,
beyond a certain point, prove the opposite of a blessing, that it
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the self, that the 'alien, hostile, powerful m an' is an inner man,
the absolute being of his imagination, has he hope of transcending his alienation. To set it apart from himself and outside himself as 'another man' is to resign this hope. It is the ultimate
evasion-the escape into insanity. This, philosophicaJiy speaking, was the meaning of Marx's differentiation of the alien
power from alienated man and envisagement of it as 'personified
capital endowed with will and consciousness'. Society was split
into two collective personifications of the forces at war in the
self, and Marx lost conscious hold on the concept ofself-alienated
man. Here the myth was born, and with it the illusion that selfchange could be accomplished through the ritual of participation
in an historical revolutionary movement of society 'taking
place before our very eyes'.
Th'- moral escapism at the core of Marx's thought finds
expression, finally, in this conception of the means ofself-change.
Collectivizing the process and evading the issue of individual
responsibility for self-liberation, he ended up by invoking one
set of destructive passions to destroy another. Dispossessed by
capital of his productive powers, dehumanized mao was to be
motivated by wrath, hatred, envy and greed in the war to reappropriate them. The lust for power was to be annihilated by a
counter-lust for power, and greed by a counter-greed. It is true,
as Marx said in his unpublished papers, that man on the
morrow of such a revolution would exist in a state of ' infinite
degradation', but groundless to suppose that such degradation
must be the beginning of his radical self-reform. There could be
no greater confession of failure on Marx's part than this mode of
envisagement of the moral revolution of self-change that he had
postulated as the goal for man. The failure was not, of course,
Marx's alone, for much of modern thought prepared the way for
it. It only brought into sharp focus the wider failure of modern
thinkers to comprehend certain fundamental truths of the inner
life of man that were discovered and enunciated ages ago in
different parts of the world, and later lost sight of.
It is sometimes said that M arx, for all his shortcomings, was a
great fighter for human freedom. The analysis that has been
offered here yields a different conclusion. It must be said, a nd
can hardly be stressed too strong ly, lhat.fue..search for freedom
was the whole urge and inspiration of his system and myth. The
pervasive theme was the anguish of servitude and the quest for

liberation from it. But the servitude in question was an inner one,
a bondage of man to a force within himself that Marx, in his
ambiguous statement of 1856, called 'his own infamy'. The
emancipation oflabour meant the release of the creative powers
of man from servitude to his own greed..Il!.£J?roblem offreedof!l
was meaniri£Ul to Marx in this one sense. Whether he deserves
to be called a grea fighter fOr""frcedom of the self from such
enslavement seerns highly questionable to me, for reasons that
have been indicated. It would seem more accurate to say that he
deserves to be remembered as a fallen warrior in the fight.
So far as freedom on the social and political planes is concerned, however, Marx not only made no positive contribution
but performed a very great disservice. He confused the problem
of freedom in the sense in which it alone had meaning for him
with the problem of freedom in society. The division of the self
against itself in productive activity became, in his mind, a
division of man against man, and the inner despotism was
projected as a social reality under the title of 'despotism of
capital'. Accordingly, the liberation of the creative powers and
the reintegration of man with himself was associated by Marx
with the abrogation ofa conflict in society and the establishment
of a unitary or classless society that would be devoid of inner
antagonisms. The search for freedom and harmony within the
self issued in the notion that men could realize freedom by
transforming society into a completely harmonious and therefore stateless 'vast association of the whole nation'.
This was a false notion, reflecting a complete lack of appreciation of the necessary conditions of social freedom. Whereas
freedom and unity belong together in the life of the self, the same
is not true of the life of society. Here freedom presupposes a
structure of relatively autonomous smaller societies within the
larger social framework, and political, legal and other a rrangements providing orderly a nd open outlet for the manifold
tensions and conflicts that are insepa.rable from the social condition. To confuse the search for unity of a divided self with the
search for unity ofa divided society, as Marx did, was potentially
dangerous to freedom on the plane of society. This finds confirmation in the experience of Russia after the conquest of power
by the party of Lenin, who wanted to realize Marxism in the
world.
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